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ABSTRACT
This thesis examined four drought indices (Palmer Drought Severity index (PDSI),
Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI), NOAA Drought index (N'DI), and Moisture
Anomaly Index (Z)). The cornparison reveaied that the Moisture Anomaiy Index (2)is
the %est1index for measuring agricultural drought on the Canadian prairies. Not
surpnsingly, the moisture conditions during the month of June were found to be the most
important determinant of yield. A subsequent diagnostic anaiysis determined that the
performance of the Z-index (as an indicator of agriculturai drought) is infiuenced by the
number and timing of precipitation events during the growing season. This drought index
was used to divide the study region into five relatively homogeneous crop district
clusters. Statistics on drought fiequency, severity, and spatial extent were caIcuIated
using these regions. In Cluster 2 and Cluster 5, approximately one out every six growing
seasons experiences moisture conditions that are not suitable for crop production. A
spatial analysis showed that there are thte preferred patterns of drought on the prairies
and a temporal anaiysis reveaied the presence of coherent drought periodicities (in
particuiar quasi-2,4, and 10-15 year oscillations). Fially, the relationship between
globai telecomection indices and the occurrence of agricuiturai drought was explored
through a composite anaiysis and a Principal Components Analysis. Both of these
analyses suggested that North Pacific circulation and SST anomdies during winter, and
eastern equatoriai SST anomalies during spring may be reIated to growing season
drought. In addition, Atlantic sector teleconnections aIso appear to be important.
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1-1 Staternent of the research problem
Drought is a natural disaster that has a major economic impact on the Canadian prairies
because of the vulnerability of the region's agricuIturaI sector to ciimate variabiiity. This c m be

ilIwtrated by the 5.8 billion dollars in losses the agricultural sector is estimated to have suffered
Çom the 1988 drought (Wheaton et ai., 1992).
The Canadian prairies are dominated by a semi-arid ciimate where evapotranspiration
exceeds precipitation. The precipitation regime is highly variable and unevedy distributed, with
the majority of precipitation occming during the summer months. Growing season precipitation

for the Canadian prairies, which provides the majority of water required by crops, averages about
200 mm and crop water demand is approximately 300 mm (Ash et al., 1992). As a resuit, only a

srna11 negative deviation in normal precipitation is required to initiate an agricultural àrought,
These conditions ensure that droughts are a fiequent occurrence in this region.
Drought conditions can u s d y be found in some part of the Canadian prairies during any
given year because of the size of the region and the extreme spatial variability of the weather.
Since the be-g

of instrumental records (iithe 1870's) major droughts (prdonged,

widespread, and severe) have occurred in the 1890's, 1930's, 1950's, and t9801s, but pdeoclimate research indicates that the climate of the twentieth centtay may not be representative of
the long-tem patterns of naturaI variation in drought fkquency and severity. Indeed, prior to

1200 AD, droughts occuned more fkquently, lasted longer, and were more severe (Laird et al.,

1996).

Droughts are unique among natural disasters because of the long t i r n e - b e s over which
they develop and the dif6cuIty in detecting their omet. A drought index is one tool that can be
used to detect the omet and severity of droughts, as well as to study the spatial and temporal
patterns of drought, A large number of drought indices have been developed (e.g., Palmer
Drought Seventy Index (PDSI), Standardized Precipitation hdex (SPI), and NOAA Drought
Index (NDI)) and they employ a wide variety of approaches to monitor moisture conditions
(Appendix A provides definitions of al1 acronyrns that are used).
Drought has been extensively studied on the Canadian prairies and the Great Plains of the
United States. Despite this fact, no study has compared the performance of existing drought
indices to determine which is most appropriate for measuring agricuiturai drought on the
Canadian prairies. The purpose of this study is to fil1 this gap in the literature and to document

the fiequency, severity, and spatial extent of agricultural droughts on the Canadian prairies
during the twentieth centuiy. Finaiiy, the predictability of agricultd drought will be examined
by building on the existing body of research that has demonstrated that various climate
phenomena, such as the El Nio/Southem Oscillation (ENSO) and North Pacific sea-surface
temperattues, are strongly linked to precipitation patterns (moisture conditions) over North
Amrica These links are known as teleconnections and have great importance because of the
opportunity they offer for long-range climate and drought forecasting.

1.2 Thesis objectives
The main objectives of this study are as foilows:
1)

to determine the best drought index for detecting the occurrence of agricuitural
drought and measuring its severity on the Canadian prairies;

2)

to use the index selected in Objective 1 to identify coherent drought regions in the
study area and to describe the patterns of drought hquency, severity, and spatial
extent on the Canadian prairies during 1920-1999, and;

3)

to explore the relationship between global telecomection pattern and the
occurrence of agriculturai drought on the Canadian prairies.

1.3 Relevance of the study
This study Lus applied value for the agriculturai community because it adds to our
understanding of climate and drought vulnerability on the Canadian prairies. In addition,
knowing which drought index provides the best measure of agricuiturai drought on the Canadian
prairies will encourage agencies, like the Prairie Farrn Rehabiiitation Administration (PFRA) and
the Canadian Wheat Board (CWB), to adopt this index on an operational basis for monitoring
growing season moisture conditions. Finally, exploring the rdationship between teieconnections
and severe drought events on the Canadian prairies will help to elucidate those physical
mechanisms involved in drought formation and which control the length and severity of

droughis. As a result, the onset of drought may be detected earlier and more accurately, aliowing
for appropriate measures to be impfemented to minimize loss, thereby safeguardingthe
agricuiturai economy h m ciimate uncertainty.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
This litmature review is presented in nine sections. The firstsection provides a working
definition of agicuitural drought. The second section examines the climate and drought history
of the prairies. The third section details the impact of drought The fourth section describes the
physical processes that cause droughts. The next section discusses factors affecthg crop yield
and this is followed by a section that describes crop water-use efficiency. The seventh section
provides an introduction to the drought Uldices used in this study. The fhai two sections defhe

and describe teleconnections and discuss their utiiity for drought prediction.

2.2 Defining agricultural drought
The occurrence of drought at irregular intervais is a n o d and natural part of the
variability of the climate system. in fact, droughts occur in all ciimatic-zones throughout the

world.
Drought is a complex phenornenon that is difficult to accurately d e m i because its
dehition is spatidy variant and context dependent. As a d
t
,
there are more than 150
definitions of drought in the literature (Glanîz, 1982). At the simples&level, drought can be
defuied as a rnoisture deficit (Wilhite et al., 1987). More accurately, drought c m be clehed as
"an intemai of tirne, generally of the order of mon& or years, when the xrtoistiire supply of a

region f d s short of the ciimatologicaily expected (no&)
moisture supply"

or c h t o l o g i c d y appropriate

1965). It should be noted ttiat there is a difference between aridity and

drought. Aridity is a permanent climate characteristic that refers to low average annual rainfall,
or very littie available water (Rosenberg, t 978). Drought is a temporary feature of the climate,
when rainfail is below what is normaily expected or appropriate. Droughts may be exacerbated
by other factors, including extreme heat, low humidity, and hi& winds (Rosenberg, 1978).
Drought definitions can be broken down into three main categories: meteorological,
hydrologicai, and agricultural. Meteorologicai drought refers to any significant negative
departure fiom 'normal' precipitation. Hydrological drought is more concerned with deficiencies
in streamfiow, groundwater, and lake and reservoir levels and agricdturai drought is based on
prolonged water stress due to hadequate soii moistue and its effects on plant heaith and
productivity (e.g., crop yield, biomass production) (Nkemdirim and Weber, 1999).
The relationship between the three main categories of drought is iliustrated in Figure 2.1.
Drought will first become evident when precipitation falls below normal levels for an extended
penod of tirne. This first stage is known as rneteorological drought. if these conditions persist,
the vegetation will be influenced as soi1 rnoisture becomes depleted and there is insufficient

recharge. This stage is classified as agricuitural drought. EvenWy, if precipitation levels
remain below normal for an extended period of t h e (rnany months or years), we then enter the
ihird stage of the drought evolution

-hydrological drought, when discharge and groundwater

supply is aected. There is typicaUy a significant lag between the f
h
tand third stages of
drought, therefore, a 'short' drought (e.g., one that persists for three to six months) rnay not affect
the hydrological system.
There are many definitions of agricuitural drought, incIuding a shortage of moisture in the
rooting zone of crops, and a state of deficient moisture conditions which produces a Iasting
adverse effect upon plants, particuiarly those of economic importance. In this study, agriculturai
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of the three main categones of drought (NDMC, 1999)

drought is specificaiiy defined as an interval of time, generally of the order of months or years
when the rnoisture supply of a region consistently f d s below the climaticaily appropriate
moisture suppiy such that crop production or range productivity is adversely afEected (Palmer,
1965; Rosenberg, 1978). Ultimately, agricultural drought is a suppIy and demand problem.
Demand is determined by the plant and supply is determined by soi1moisture, which is recharged
through rainfall (Wilhite et al., 1987).
There are a number of other terms that should be defined for the sake of clarity. Drought

kquency can simply be defined as the number of times during a particuiar penod that a drought
of a given magnitude occurs. Drought intensity is the magnitude of the moisture departure fiom
normal (irrespectiveof the length of time for which this state persists).
Droughts have both spatial and temporal aspects. That is, their effects are felt over a
particdar area for a certain length of tirne. Of course, the affected area can either inmase or
decrease as the drought evolves. Drought seventy is determined fiom and influenced by the
dmtion of the drought, its spatial extent, the magnitude of the moisture deficit, and by the
impact on people (social, physicai, or economic impacts) (Wilhite et al., 1987). Generally, the
greater the severity of the drought, the larger the area involved. It is almost impossible to have a
severe drought that onIy affects a very smail ma, due to a link between severe droughts and
large-scaie atmospheric circulation anomalies (Rosenberg, 1978).

2.3 Climate and drought history of the Caaadian prairies
Although instrumental records for most of the prairies are only avaiIable since the 1870s,
the c h t e of the region during the HoIocene (the last 10,000 years) has been extensively studied

using a variety of paleo-climate data sources such as tree rings, poilen recoràs, and lake

sediments.
The c h a t e of the Canadian prairies during the HoIocene can be divided into four distinct
phases. The k
tphase, prior to 9000 years BP (before present), was dominateci by mpid
vegetation changes due to the processes of soi1development and postglacial migration of plants
(Henington et al., 1997). During the second phase, h m 90006000 years BP,the climate was
much warmer and drier than it is today and as a resuit the northern boundary of the prairies was
approximately eighty kilometers farther north (Herrington et al., 1997). Inthe Wd phase, fiom
6000-4000 years BP, the dimate was cooler and wetter than it is today causing the Bored forest
to advance southward. Fhally, a series of ice advances and retreats have occurred since 4000

BP. Notabiy, the climate warmed during the Medieval Warm Penod (approximately 950-1450
AD). This was foilowed by a rapid cooling that took place during the Little Ice Age

(approximately 1500-1850 AD). More recently, a series of distinct phases are also evident in the
climatic record. According to G d e t and Skinner (1992), a general warming of the ciimate
occurred fiom the late 1890s to the 1940s. This was foliowed by a cooling trend that occurred
fiom the 1940s through the 1970s, and the wanning resumed in the 1980s.

Research has reveaied that there have been many periods of intense drought on the

Canadian prairies and throughout the Great PIains during the HoIocene. The episodes of drought
that have occurred during the fast century appear f i l y miId and infiequent when compared to
the droughts that ravaged the prairies prior to 1200 AD (Laird et al., 1996). It is hypothesized

that droughts occurred more fiequently, for longer intervals (decades), and were more intense

than the infamous drought of the 1930s (Stahle et al., 2000). A 2,300 year drought
reconstruction for the Northern Great Plains using lake saIinity records inferred k m fossil
8

diatoms suggests that extreme droughts were much more fiequent during 200-370 AD, 700-850
ilDyand 1000-1200 AD (Laird et al., 1996). Unfortunately, for the period prior to the nineteenth

century, Little agreement exists among the different drought histories that have been reconstnrcted
for the Northem Great Plains (Stockton and Meko, 1983; Laird et al., 1996; Sauchyn and
Beaudoin, 1998; David et al., 1999; StahIe et al., 2000). It can be concluded that drought
fkquency has been relatively unifonn during the last 750 years, aithough this may not be
representative of the long-term variabiiity present in the Northern Great Plains cihate record
(Laird et al., 1996).
The drought history of the Canadian prairies since the beginning of the nineteenth century
is less ambiguous. Minor droughts occurred on the Canadian prairies in 1804-5,1820, the l86Os,
1910,1917-1921, and 1976-1977 (Kemp, 1982; Maybank et al., 1995). Major droughts occuned
on the Canadian prairies in the 1880s, 1890s, 1930s, iate 1950s and early 1960s, and most
recently in the 1980s (Maybauk et al., 1995). The length of these droughts has varied from one

to four years, with an average duration of two years (Maybank et al., 1995).
The first major drought of the twentieth century began in 1929, and by 1933 severe
drought gripped ail of the Canadian prairies. The drought did weaken somewhat during 1934

and 1935, but in 1936 excellent crops were ruined by extreme July heat coupIed with a lack of
precipitation. Many stations set temperature records in 1936-1937 by recording more than fortyfive days with maximum temperatures greater than 30°C (Maybank et al., 1995). The result was
a complete crop failure in 1937. in fact, the two-year period h m 1936-1937 was the most
severe penod of drought, in terms of severity and extent, during the entire twentieth centirry and
its effects were felt in ali three prairie provinces (Maybaak et al., 1995).
The next major drought occurred in 1961. This drought is the most severe and extensive

singIe-year drought to occur on the Canadian prairies during the last one hundred years
(Maybank et al., 1995). It began in September 1960, when soi1 moisture levels becarne depleted
due to a lack of f d precipitation. Drought conditions persisted through the spring and
intensifïed in June and Juiy because of the hot-dry weather. The drought, by this t h e ,
encompassed the entire southem agricultural region of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba
This drought had its biggest impact in the agricultural and hydro-efectrical sectors and net farm
income decreased by three hundred million dollars fiom the previous year (Maybank et al., 1995;
BonsaI et al., 1999).
Like the 1930s, the 1980s were a decade ravaged by drought. In the summer of 1980,
ranchers lost millions of dollars because of the impact of the drought on Pasture and Livestock
(Maybank et al., 1995). Late summer precipitation did help to Save some of the crops in
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, but both the forestry and hydro-electrical sectors still felt the
negative effects of the prolonged drought.
Drought stnick again in 1984, tbis time due in part to an extremely mild winter. in

February, the majority of prairie meteorological stations reported less than 5 cm of snow and
most of it had melted by the end of the month (Maybank et al., 1995). The dry spring resdted in
Iow crop yields over much of the prairies.
Drought conditions retumed to the Canadian prairies with a vengeance in 1987. The
winter of 1987-1988 and the spring and summer of 1988 experienced above normal temperatures
and below normal precipitation. Mean temperatures were between two and four degrees above
normal across most of the prairies for March, April, and May (Cohen et al., 1992). June 1988

was the hottest month ever recorded at many climate stations on the Canadian prairies. During
the summer (June, Juiy, and August), temperatures were an average of four to seven degrees
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higher than normal across rnost of the prairies (Herrington et al., 1997). This, coupled with the
fact that rnany stations had less than half the n o r d June rainfaü, produced a wedge of severe
drought that extended northward almost to the f i g e of the Boreal forest in June 1988 (Cohen et

al., 1992). The drought weakened sIightiy by August, but the soi1 moisture deficit remained well
into the fail and winter of 1988. Yields in Saskatchewan and Manitoba were only 50-60% of
normal and Manitoba was forced to import hydroelectric power because rivers and Iake-levels
had reached record lows. The 1987-1988 drought aIso had many other impacts, including those
on duck populations, forest fires and dust storms.
N k e m d i i and Weber (1999) used the PDSI to compare the drought of the 1930s with
the drought of the 1980s. They found that nine out of the eleven years between 1929-1939 and

six of the eleven years between 1979-1989 were drought years. In addition, the region afEected
by mild to extreme drought in the 1930s was 16% larger than in the 1980s. However, the area
affected by extreme drought was 10% Iarger in the 1980s. The spatial pattern of drought during
the 1930s c m be described as patchy, while during the 1980s the pattern of h u g h t was much
more spatiaiiy coherent or zoned.
Although the droughts of the 1930s were more m u e n t and persistent than those of the
1980s, individuai events were generally less severe. The 1961 drought is the single most severe
hydro-cliiatological event of the twentieth century, but it did not cause as much hardship as the
droughts of the 1930s and 1980s due to its short duration. The severe droughts of the 1980s were
Iess sociaüy destructive than the 1930s because technologid and cuitural advances insured that
people were better able to adapt and cope with the drought.

2.4 Impacts of drought on the Canadian prairies
Water is an integrai part of the economy and therefore a shortage of water has farreacbing impacts that span many sectors. The impacts of drought c m bmadly be described as
either economic, environmental, or social in nature, and these impacts may arise fiom both direct
or indirect means.
The majority of economic damage that results h m drought events occurs in the

agricultural sector (or sectors closely related to it). The most obvious economic loss is h m
decreased crop and Iivestock production. Drought also increases the risk of disease outbreaks in
both plants and animals. Prolonged drought may resdt in banhptcy, increased unernployment,
higher prices for food, food shorkiges, and retarded economic growth. Forestry production rnay
be affected through loss of timber due to wiIdfires, insects, disease, or seedling mortality. In
addition, the ûave1 and tomisrn industry may lose revenue, manufacturers of fm equipment
may be faced wiîh reduced sales, and transportation costs rnay increase if rivers and lakes

becorne un-navigable.
Environmental damage occurs when plants, snimals, or the natural environment mbitat,
air, water, and soil) are affected by drought. Environmentai losses are much more difficuIt to

quantify than economic losses. Many parts of the environment affectcd by drought events (e.g.,
air quality, damage to plant species) quickiy return to normal when the drought ends, while for

other parts of the environment (e.g., soil loss, landscape damage, Ioss of biodiversity) the damage
is essentiaiiy permanent.
Socid implications mainly involve public health and safety, population migration, and
reduced quality of He. Many of the impacts of drought classified as economic or environmentai
may have a social component as weli. Pubiic heaith and s a f i often becomes an issue dmhg

droughts because of concerns about forest &es, miter quality issues, food shortages, or mentai
and physical stress. Population migration c m also be signrficant if a severe drought persists for a

long period of time. indeed, drought was responsible for the migration of over a quater of a
million people during the 1930s (Maybank et al., 1995). Finally, the most common social
probIem that arises due to drought is a reduced quaiity of H e due to the discornfort, uncertainty,

and sûess that those people affected by the drought may experience.
Not dl impacts of drought are negative. For example, agricultural producers outside of
the af5ected region may benefit h m higher prices. Generally, however, drought is seen as a

natural disaster that causes significant damage to the economy. The most m e n t desîmctive
drought on the Canadian prairies occurred in 1988. Crop production during this year was o d y
50% of the Iong-term average in Saskatchewan and 60% in Manitoba Federal drought

assistance programs and insurance companies paid out over 1.8 billion dollars in claims as a
resuit of widespread crop faiiure and export Iosses cost the economy an additional 4 billion

dolIars (Herrington et al., 1997). As a result, more than 10% of f m e r s and fann workers Iefi
the agricultural sector (Herrington ec al., 1997).
The drought of 1988 also caused environmental degradation b u & massive amounts of

soi1 erosion and increased fiequency of dust storms (Cohen et al., 1992). impacts on forestry
included higher than normal seedling mortalities, outbreaks of tent caterpilIars and spruce
budworms, and an active forest fire season (the cost of fighting fires in Manitoba and
Saskatchewanreached 56 million dollars) (Cohen et al., 1992).
in 19864987 Manitoba produced 24 billion kWh of power £rom its hydroelectric
generating stations. The 1988 drought si@cantIy reduced the fiow on the Saskatchewan, Red,
and Nelson River systems and as a result onIy 18 billion kWh were produced in 1987-1988 and
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15.2 billion kWh in 1988-1989 (Maybank et al., 1995). Expressed in dollar value, the losses
fiom the resuIting reduction in exports of electricity for Manitoba reached nearly 80 million
dollars per year.

Because of the complexity of drought and the central roIe that water resources play in the
prairie economy, the occurrence of drought produces a ripple effect in other sectors. This study
only focuses on the direct impact of drought on agriculturai production in the prairies.

2.5 Physical processes that cause drought
There are four major mechanisms responsible for precipitation: fiontai activity
(dynarnicaiiy induced vertical motions of stable saturated air), convective activity (vertical
motions of unstabIe air), orographie lifting (as a result of local topography), and vertical motions
of air associated with frictional convergence (Nicholson, 1986; Janowiak, 1988; Janicot, 1992).
The amount of precipitation that falis is highiy variable over time and space and this is especially
me for the Canadian prairies. Variability in the amount of precipitation received at any location

occurs as a resuit of spatial and temporal variabiiity in one or more of the precipitation
mechanisms (Monteverdi, 1978).
The main cause of drought is a lack of precipitation. The inter and intra-mual
variability of precipitation, coupled to some extent with temperature, affects the fiequency and
intensity of droughts (Maybank et al., 1995). in general, this variabiiity is contmlied through

three mechanisms: 1) land and ocean temperahires, 2) atmospheric circulation patterns and the
location of mid-latitude storm tracks, and 3) surface boundary conditions (e.g., soil moisture
Ievels, snow cover) (Hemîng, 2000). Each of these parameters is linked through a compIex series
of feedback loops to a i l of the other parameters. So, a change in any one of the parameters WU

iduence the behaviour of each of the other parameters. The most severe and prolonged
droughts occur when a number of the physical mechanisms responsible for drought act in concert
(Barry and Chorley, 1987).
Surface boundary conditions force the c b a t e system through variations in their optical
(albedo) or thermal (latent versus sensible heat) properties (Maybank et al., 1995). These
conditions include the presence or absence of snow and ice, soi1 moisture levels, and the
distribution of vegetation. Snow cover is a critical variable of the climate system because of its

high reflectivity, high emissivity, and Iow water vapour pressure and conductivity (Maybank et
al., 1995). The presence or absence of snow cover can completely transform both the micro and

meso-climate of the affected area The addition of a snow cover immediately changes the energy
budget, and alters the water and radiation exchanges. Emportant variables that intluence drought
occurrence and drought persistence include the amount of snow that accumulates during the
winter, the spatial distribution of the snow cover, and the timing and rapidity of spring melt.
Soil moisture can play a role in both preventing and prolonghg summer droughts
merring, 2000). When there is an ample supply of soii moisture, water evaporates as the ground
is heated (latent heat flux). This warm moist air nses into the atmosphere and eventually
condenses foming clouds and possibly results in precipitation. The incoming heat is used to
evaporate the moisture and thus the slrrface remains cooler. ifthere is not enough soi1 moisture
when the ground is heated, all of the energy is used to warrn the soil making it hotter and drier
(sensible heat flux). This process c m be best descri'bed using the Bowen ratio, which represents
the ratio of the sensible to latent heat fiuxes.
Soil moisture aiso affects the albedo and thermal diffusivity of the soil. Higher soil
rnoisture resuits in a lower dbedo, wMe lower soil moisture means a higher dbedo. The t h e r d

diaisivity of the soil (the rate of heat flow into the soii) wiii initiaiiy increase as the soii begins

to dry out, but then decreases when the soil becomes very dry. This causes the air temperature to
rise, which increases drying and evapotranspirationrates. High temperatures are both a cause
and a product of drought. In other words, drought begets drought (Namias, 1960).
Advection (fiom the Pacific Ocean and the Guifof Mexico) is the single most important
source of water vapour for raidail on the Canadian prairies. Regionai evapotranspiration,
however, has been s h o w to contribute between 2435% of the moisture for r a i d i over the
Canadian prairies during the summer (Raddatz, 2000). Regionai evapotranspiration aiso affects
the availability of convective energy and this impacts the fiequency and intensity of convective
stonns. These results indicate that regional evapotranspiration is an important factor in the
persistence of summer droughts and wet spells. The Canadian prairies are a source region for
water vapour for the rest of the atmosphere (a net exporter of water vapour), wbich is consistent
with the chnate of a semi-arid region where muai ET regularly exceeds precipitation.
Atmospheric circulation patterns are important causal agents of drought. The prevailing
atmospheric flow for the prairies is from West to east, but much of the moisture is removed fiom
Pacific air masses as they pass over the Rocky Mountains. In addition, the cooler temperatures
of the Pacific Ocean, as compared to the GuifofMexico, mean that the Pacific air masses tend to
be drier. Air masses usually move northwards kom the Gulf of Mexico during the summer,
carrying abundant amounts of moisture. Under drought conditions this fiow of moisture from the

Guifis cut off due to the presence of a large, quasi-stationary high-pressure system that deveiops
over the Great Plains. This high-pressure system f o m when the Intertropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ) shifts northward (often during a La Niila). Thejet stream aIso shiRs noah and a
hi&-pressure system develops over, or just west of, the Great Plains. This is referredto as a

blocking event. Conversely, during wet years, more moisture than nomai is transported fiorn the

Gulf to the Great Plains. The jet Stream s h i h south of its normal position, with a branch
extending into southem California A low-pressure zone is created when the jet stream is
deflected by the Rocky Mountains.
Blocking is the primary way in which the atmosphenc circuiation contributes to drought
conditions. A blocking event is deiïned as au "anomalous atmospheric condition which prevents
moisture-laden weather systems fiom moving over a region for au extended period of time"
(Kawas and Anderson, 1996). Atmosphenc blocking events typically have a spIit jet Stream
(extending at least 45 degrees of longitude), significant meridional mass flow (as opposed to
zonai), and they persist for at least ten days (Kawas and Anderson, 1996). One variety of
blocking event is h o w n as an Omega Block and is characterized by a large stationary hi&pressure system that forms as a result of stationary mid-latitude Rossby waves. The origin of
these quasi-stationary waves is not fully understood, but it is believed that they are associated
with sea-surface temperature anomalies in the Pacific (Kawas and Anderson, 1996).

The persistence of these stationary high-pressure systems c m initiate droughts. Blocking
events increase the liielihood of drought because of the physical processes that take place while

they remain in place (e.g., the soi1 moisture-temperature-precipitationfeedback process). For this
reason, drought conditions can last much longer than the anticyclone fiom which they usually
originate (Kawas and Anderson, 1996).
Land and ocean temperatures can ais0 contribute to drought conditions. Research has
demonstrated that there is a direct relationship between sea surface temperature (SST) a n o d e s

in the AtIantic and Pacifïc and Iarge-scales circulation patterns that are responsi'ble for wet or dry
speils (Herrhg, 2000). in other words, a teleconnection exists. For example, when SSTs in the

equatorial Pacific are wamer than normal, higher than nomal amounts of precipitation are
expected dong the West Coast and central regions of North America (Herring, 2000).
Converseiy, when SSTs in the Pacific are cooler tban normal, one expects Iower than normal
precipitation.
SST anomalies mainly result fiom changes in atmospheric winds, solar radiation, and
deep-ocean circulation (Maybank et al., 1995). Once a SST anomaiy is produced, it tends to
persist for months or even years because of the thermal inertia of the oceans. Thus, any
circdation anomalies that result fiom these SSTs wili likely persist for a similar period of tirne.
This means that SSTs are an important causal mechanism that can contribute to the length and
severity of drought.
The physical processes that cause drought can be iliustrated using examples from the
Canadian prairies. During the growing season, the mid-troposphere general circulation is
normaily characterized by an upper-level ridge located to the West of the Canadian prairies. This
results in a noAwesterly flow and associated advection of negative vorticity and subsidence over
the region (Bonsai et al., 1999). Prolonged dry penods are often due to enhanced meridional

8ow over North America with an unusually persistent and stronger than normal western ndge
which blocks the flow and displaces cyclonic tracks north of the study region (Bonsal et al.,
1999). Conditions on the surface, under the ridge, are dominated by anitcyclonic circulation and
atmospheric stability (Dey, 1982). At higher levels, the jet Stream is positioned in a northwestsoutheast direction over the northern prairies (Elonsa1et al., 1999). Wet summers are produced
by the opposite conditions, where there is a more zona1 flow, a slight troughing to the west of the

study region, and the position of the jet stream and storm tracks to the south, dong the CanadaUnited States border.

During 1988, the jet stream and stom tracks were displaced weU to the north of their
normal location. These large-scale circulation anomalies persisted fiom April to mid-July. A
study using General Circulation ModeIs (GCM) demonstrated that tropical SST anomalies were
responsible for these circulation anomalies in the mid-Iatitudes Vrenberth and Guillemot, 1996).
These SST anomalies, coupled with the 1988 La Nina, disrupted the atmospheric heating
patterns in the tropics by shifting the Iocation of the ITCZ to the north and changing its intensity
(Trenberth and Guillemot, 1996). This provided a direct link between the drought conditions on
the prairies and the anomalous SSTs via Iarge-scde atmospheric circulation anomalies.
Bonsal and Lawford (1999) have found that the occurrence of extended dry speh
(penods of greater than 10 days with no precipitation) in the growing season are significantiy
more fiequent during El N i o events, particuiarly during the mature stage (the second summer)
of the El Nio. This finding seems to be contrary to the findings of Trenberth and Guillemot
(1996) and others (Garnett and Khandekar, 1992; Gamett et al., 1998; Herring, 2000). Bonsal
and Lawford (1999), however, do note that their study only focuses on extended periods of
consecutive dry days (precipitation kquency) and not on precipitation amounts.
Certain North PacZc SST anomaly pattern are often observed during the mature stages
of El Nino and La Nina events. It is hypothesized that these North Pacific SSTs may be related
to a phase of the PNA pattern. Positive (negative) PNA tends to occur during the winter
folIowing the onset of El NiKo (ïaN i a ) events. The North Pacific SST anomalies may be
generated by the surface conditions associated with the AIeutian Low. The Aleutian Low is
stronger (weaker) during the positive (negative) phase of the PNA (Bonsal and Lawford, 1999).
Although it is difncult to isolate the influence of ENS0 h m that of the North Pacific SSTs,it is
beiieved that certain SST anomalies may help to reinforce (sustain) the ridging conditions over

the study region (Bonsal et al., 1993). Note that these conditions are not aiways present in severe
drought situations. For example, the droughts in 1961 and 1980 have been shown to be
associated with North Pacifie SSTs but not ENSO events (Bonsai and Lawford, 1999). The
timing of El Niüo and La NiiTa events may have an inûuence on North Pacific SSTs and growing
season droughts as well. That is, North Pacinc SST anomalies and growing season droughts tend
to occur more consistently when El Nino and La N i events occur in consecutive years (Bonsal
and Lawford, 1999).
Modeling studies show that antecedent soil moisture conditions are also important in
initiating and maintainhg a growing season drought (Trenberth and Guillemot, 1996). These
anomalous surface boundary layer conditions have the potentiai to induce persistent anomalies
through changes in latent and sensible heat fluxes fiom the surface. The Bowen ratio for the
Canadian prairies was approximately 1.0 during the drought of 1988, while during the wet

summer of 1993 the Bowen ratio was Iess than 0.2 (Trenberth and Guillemot, 1996; Bonsal and
Lawford, 1999).

In summary, it is evident that ENSO, North Pacific SSTs, PNA, and surface boundary
layer conditions are di related to drought. However, it is also recognizcd that there are other
physicai processes that control drought. Further investigation is necessary to understand the role

of other aimosphenc and oceanic teleconnections.

2.6 Factors affecting crop yield
There are five main factors that affect the quaiity and quantity of Canadian prairie wheat
yieIds: c b a t e , soil, plant diseases, insects, and weeds (Bushuk, 1982; Riha et al., 1996). Tfiese

d
l be discussed in turn.

Moisture is an important moderator of crop gr0wî.h. Average annuai precipitation values

range fiom about 300 mm in southem Alberta and southwestern Saskatchewan to over 500 mm
in eastem Manitoba. About one quarter of the precipitation fdls in the form of snow fiom
November until the end of March. Since much of the moisture fiom snow is lost in the spring as
runoff, winter precipitation is of little vdue for crops. Hence, precipitation during the growing
season is vitai. Growing season precipitation actually accounts for up to two-thirds of the totai

annual precipitation (Bonsal et al., 1999) (Table 2.1), The period of maximum rainfall is usually
frorn the rniddle of June to early July (Bonsai et al., 1999). On average, June has the highest
monthly rainfall followed by July, August, and May. In dry years, the lack of soil moisture can
reduce average yields by as much as 50% (Bushuk, 1982). m e r factors such as large amounts
of solar radiation, low humidity, and fiequent hi& winds increase the rate of soil moisture loss.

de 2.1 Growing season (May-July) precipitation statistics by crop district (1920-99)

The timing of moisture deiivery is aiso important. During the latter stages of growtb, the

wheat plant requires large quantities of %ter. The period of highest crop water demand occurs
during the mid-June to early July period, coincident with the period of highest precipitation

(Bonsd et al., 1999). Too much precipitation can be detrimental to crop yields. If an excess of
precipitatioa fdls just pnor to planring, farmers may have troubIe getting onto their fields to seed
and seedlings may not establish deep root systerns, making them more susceptible to moisture

stress later in the growing season. Excess amounts of precipitation during W e s t are aiso
deûiinental because they lead to decreases in yield quality and quantity. The occurrence of fiost,
hail, and wind stoms can aiso significantly decrease yields. The frost-free period averages only
115 days which b i t s which crops cm be grown. Heat and sunlight are also necessary for plant

growlh, but they do not usualIy extiibit a great ded of inter-muai variabiiity and thus do not
normally affect crop growth on the Canadian prairies.
The soi1 is another element that helps to determine yield quality and quantity. Cereai

crops remove nitrogen, potassium, calcium, phosphorus, and rnicronutrients fiom the soi1 as they

grow (Bushuk, 1982). Some soiIs are more fertile than others, and, crops grown on more fertile,
weU-dtained soils d l produce higher yields than those crops grown on less fertile, poorlydrstined soiIs. Soi1 characteristics not only vary across the prairies, but also from field to field.

C e ~ crops
d continue to be prone to insects and disease despite advances in biological

engineering, and insecticide and fungicide treatments (Bushuk, 1982). The most comrnon insects

on the prairies include the wheat stem sawfly, cutworms, grasshoppers, and Bertha annyworms,
and common diseases include rut, mut, and root rot (Bushuk, 1982). Ail of these organisms
can cause substantid yield Iosses and reductions in grain quality. Weeds can aIso reduce yield
quantity and guality because they rob crops of moisture and nutrients. Therefore, weed control is
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an essential feature of water conservation.
Absolute correspondence between a drought index and yield is not expected since these
and other factors affect the actual yields realized for each crop district (Akinremi et al., 1996).
However, the occurrence of insecîs and disease often increases during drought conditions and
this feedback leads to further reductions in yield (Wiihite et al., 1987).

2.7 Crop water-use efficiency
Water supply is the most significant factor in determinhg the distribution and growth of
plant species (Bouten, 1995). Plant growth is directly correlated with evapotranspiration (Figure

2.2) and is aiso related to precipitation. Plants need an enormous amount of water - up to one
thousand times as much as their biomass production (Bouten, 1995). Water-use efficiency can
be defined as the crop yield per unit of water used (evapotranspiration)(Eastin and Sullivan,
1984). A typical grasslandkrop requires about 500 kg of water for transpiration to produce 1 kg

of dry matter (Vollcmar and Woodbury, 1995).
Wheat has five phenologicai stages of development: emergence, jointing, heading, sofl
dough, and ripening, and crop water demand typicaiiy ranges fiom 30-100% of potentiai
evapotranspiration (PE) depending on the phenological stage (Ash et al., 2000). In the f
h
t
stage, fiom planting to emergence, crop water demand is about thirty percent of PE. As the crop

continues to develop, there is an increase in Ieaf-area and biornass and this creates an

increasingiy large crop water demand. When the crop completely covers the ground, water
demand is required at the rate of one hundred percent of PE.
The ciifference between the amount of water a crop can potentiaiiy use (the crop water
demand) and the amount it acnially receives during the growing season is the moisture shortfidi

EVAWTRANSPlRATiON (INCHES PER YEAR)..

Figure 2.2 Relationship between whcat yields and evapotranspiration(Allison, Roller,
and Ranney)

or crop moisture stress. Research indicates that both the magnitude and the timing of rnoisture
stress are important. Yields are largeiy determined by plant moisture stress during the heading
and sofi dough stages (Figures 2.3,2.4) (Arora et al., 1987; W i t e et al., 1987).
The amount of water available to a crop in any given year is determined by the amount
and distribution of minfail, the horizontal transport of moishue, the rate of evaporation, the water
holding capacity of the soil, and the amount of soi1 moisture at planting (Bouten, 1995). A wheat
crop requires an average of 275 mm to 325 mm of water fiom planting to maturity on the
Canadian prairies (Ash et al., 2000). The growing season is dehed as the period between
planting and harvest. On the Canadian prairies the growing season varies between 100-120 days
with planting usually taking place between April30-May 20 and harvest taking place between
August 11-22. Growing season rainfall only makes up about two-thirds of the crop water

demand for most regions of the prairies (Ash et al., 2000). The remainder of the crop water
requirement must be supplied by the soil.
Soi1moisture is recharged by autumn rains, snow melt, and spring rain prior to planting.
The available water-holding capacity of soil varies according to the type of s o i For example, a

coarse-textured soi1 cm hold about 175 mm of available water over a depth of 1.2 m, while
medium and fine-textured soils cm hold approximately 225 to 250 mm (Ash et al., 2000). In the

Canadian prairies, average crop moisture stress at heading varies fkom nearly zero in the Red
River V d e y and Interialce regions of Manitoba, to -35 mm in south-centrai Saskatchewan

(Figure 2.5). The average moisture stress has increased by the tirne the crop reaches the soft
dough stage because the moisture supply does not meet the crop water demand (Figure 2.6). The
spatial variation in moisture stress has important implications. Studies in southm Saskatchewan
have shown that every millimetre of water used by a wheat crop increases yield by 9 kg/ha (0.13

Figure 23 Generalized relatioaship between yield and adequacy of water availability
(Allison, Rolfer,and Ranneyl
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Figure 2.4 Daily water use by dryland winter wheat grown under favourable conditions
with 0,67,and 268 kg ha*' N rates (Brown, 1971)

Figure 2.5 Average plant moisture stress during heading (mm)@CE, 2000)

Figure 2.6 Average plant moisture stress during sofi dough (mm)@CE, 2000)

buhc). Thus, the difference in moisture stress between south-western Manitoba and central
Saskatchewan of 25 mm translates into a yield ciifference of 225 kgha (3.3 bulac) (Saskatchewan
Agriculture and Food, 2000).

A drought index needs to focus on the changing water demands during each phenological

stage to accurately predict yield (Wilhite et al., 1987). i f a drought index is employed without
regard to the phenological sensitivity, this will limit the correlation between the index and yieId.
For example, if drought occurs when the crops water demand is relatively small, there may be
very M e negative impact on the crop. The heading and soft dough stages of deveIopment
(which usuaiiy occur in late June and Juiy) are the most sensitive to water stress. Therefore, it is
important for drought indices to consider the months of June and July as the most important for
determining wheat yields.

2.8 Drought indices
Drought indices are used to quantm the moisture condition of a region by assimilating
complex data sets into a single number. Drought indices shouid reaiiy be viewed as moisture
supply indices because they can be used to measure both moisture surplus and moisture deficit,
These indices are important for not only quantifying the severity of drought in a particdm region,
but also for determining the spatial extent of drought, detecting drought onset and termination,
and comparing moisture supply conditions between regions (Alley, 1984). There are many

different drought indices commonly employed for monitoring moisture conditions, they include:
Percent Nonnai, Standardized Precipitation index (SPI),Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI),
Moisture Anomaly Index (Z), Crop Moisture index (CMI), Surfiace Water Supply index (SWSI),

Reclamation Drought index, Deciles, Rainfalt Anomaly Index, BM Index, NOAA Drought Index

(NDI), and the NDVI-based Vegetation Condition Index.
Many of the above indices are employed operationally to monitor drought conditions for
the United States, Canada, and Australia Many drought indices exist because no single index is
suited for ail purposes. Some indices are designed for measuring agricultural drought while
others may be more applicable for quantifving meteoroiogical or hydrologicai drought. As
discussed previously, the concept of drought is an elusive one, 6 t h no single definition being
suitable for a i l applications. A drought index is an oversimplification of reality because it
assimilates a wide variety of data into a single expression. This is both a benefit and a hindrance.
One of the main purposes of a drought index is to provide information for decisionmakers in goverment, corporations, and the public. Drought indices are often applied to
forecast water availability and crop yields and c m ais0 be used to compare past conditions with
contemporary ones to gain perspective.
The following three sections examine how each of the drought indices selected for
inclusion in this study are derived and caiculated.

2.8.1 Palmer Drought Severity Index and Moisture Anomaly Index
The Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSE) (also referred to as the Palmer Drought Index
or simply the Palmer) was developed by W. C. Palmer in 1965. The PDSI is one of the most
wideIy used drought indices and is employed in a whoIe host of applications, in part due to the
fact that it was one of the earliest drought indices.
The PDSI is currently used by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in
their Weekly Weatherand Crop Bulleriri. Et is also used to determine f e d d dtought assistance

and most states employ some form of the PDSI in their drought contingency pIans. The PDSI
has aiso been employed for drought prediction (Lohani and Loganathan, 1997). The PDSI is
widely used in the scientifïc literature to examine the spatial and temporal characteristics of
drought, the severity of drought, and to make comparisons between different regions (Alley,
1984; Soule, 1992; Kumar and Panu, 1997; Nkemdirim and Weber, 1999). The PDSI has been
used to determine forest f i e hazard and the fiequency of dust stem (Cohen et al., 1992).
The PDSI was designed to measure meteorological drought, but it can ais0 be used to
measure hydrological drought. The PDSI is a soil moisture/water balance aigorithm that requires

a time series of daily temperature and precipitation data and information on the available water
content (AWC) of the soil and the latitude of the site (region) for which it is being calculated.
The PDSI involves a relatively complex calculation. A water balance is computed (usually
monthiy) using historic records of temperature and precipitation (Aiiey, 1984). Soi1 moisture
storage is handled by dividing the soi1 into two layers. It is assumed that the top layer of the soil
can hold a maximum of 25 mm of water. The capacity of the second layer of the soil is based on

the characteristics of the soii being considered. The second layer will not be recharged until the
capacity of the £irst layer has been entireIy Uied. The PDSIuses the Thornthwaite method
(Thornthwaite, 1948) to compute potentid evapotranspiration (PE). Evapotranspiration losses
Eom the soiI occur if PE > P (where P is the precipitation for the month). Evapotranspiration
loss fiom the surface layer of the soil

a)is assumedto take place at the potential rate. It is

assumed that evapotranspîration loss fiom the underlying layer of the soii &) depends on the
initiai moishire conditions in this layer, PE, and the combiied available water content in both
layers.
The fïrst step to calculate the monthly PDSI is to determine the monthly departme h m

normal moisture:
di=Pi-Pf
where d, is the magnitude of the moisture departure for month i. P is the actuai precipitation in
month i, and Pt is the climatologically appropriate precipitation for month i and is derived by:

PI

P/=ET1+R'+R0'-LI

in [2], ET is the expected or climatologicallyappropriate evapotraaspiration, R'is the
expected or climatologically appropriate soi1 water recharge, RO' is the expected or

climatologically appropriate runoff and LI is the expected or climatologically appropriate water
loss from the soil. The variables ET, RI, ROI, and L' are derived as follows:

RI= p PR
RO' = t PRO

where PE is the potentiai evapotranspiration, PR is the potentiai recharge, PRO is the potentiai
runoff, and PL is the potential Ioss fiom soi]. The constants (cl,

B, s, 6) are derived for each

month of the year fiom historicai averages in the following manner:

a = ETPE

The Moisture Anomaiy Index, Zb is the product of d and the weighting factor K for the
month i:

11II

Zi = diKi

The PDSI,indicated by Xi, is a combination of Z, the moisture anomaiy index for the
current month, and the PDSI value for the previous month:

Xi = 243 + 0.897Xi,i

[12I

The weighting factor Ki in [Il] is initialiy determined using an empirically derived coeflicient,

K', which is then adjusteci using a regionai correction factor to account for the variation between
locations:

Ki = [ 1 4 2 (CDiKi)]Kt

Cl31

where D is obtained during the calibration penod by determining the mean of the absolute values
for each month of the year.
The average of the annuai sum of monthly DiKi values was initiaily caiculated to be

17.67 (Palmer, 1965). This value has since been adopted as a regionai correction factor so that
ail D i K i values equal 17.67. This allows for cornparisons of droughts between d . e r e n t
regions (Palmer, 1965)- In [13] a value of 14.2 is used instead of 17.67 foiiowing Akinremi et al.

(1996). Akinremi et al. (1996) tested the regionai correction factor proposed by Palmer (1965)
against the one they derived by averaghg the values of 142 stations across the Canadian prairies.
The use of Paimer's value returned a higher PDSl value than with the one calculated by

Akinremi et al. (1996). They felt tbat Palmer's value infiated the drought index for the Canadian
prairies.

In what foiiows, both the Moisture Anomaly Index (Z) [Il] and the PDSI [12] will be
assessed dative to reported wheat yields. Whlle both of these indices are derived using the
same data, their monthly vaiues are quite different. The Z index is a measure of the monthly
rnoisture status compared to the normal or ciimaticaily appropriate moisture budget for any given
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month. The monthly values for the Z index are not a£Fected by moisture conditions in the
previous month (it has no 'memory'). This means that monthiy Z values c m vary dramatidy
fiom month to rnonth. The PDSI is an autoregressive process of the fvst order becztuse its vaIue
for each month is linearly related to the previous month. Questions have been raised as to the
appropriateness of the weighting of antecedent conditions in the PDSI [12]. The current month's
PDSI is calcuiated using only one-third of the current month's moisture status. The f DSI is a
slow varying drought index that is most appropriate as a measure of hydroIogicai drought
because of ir consideration of antecedent conditions (Strommen and Motha, 1987). This longterm memory goes back several years and contributes to the occasionally erratic behaviour of the

PDSI (Guttman, 1998). The Moisture Anomaly index is Likely more appropriate for considering
meteorological or agricultural drought.

2.8.2 Strengths and weaknesses of the PDSI and Moisture Anomaly Index
The PDSE has a number of important limitations and caveats attached to its use. The

PDSI uses a simplistic water balance mode1 and adopts the threshold method for ntnoff
estimation. Furthemore it does not use a physicaily-based method for caIculating PE (e.g., the
Priestly-Taylor equation) (Akinremi et al., 1996). The reIationship between ET and PE is based
on a large number of factors including the soi1 texture, rooting structure, and the physiology of
the plant.

This means that while the PDSI is more physicaiiy based tban sorne of the other

drought indices (e.g., SPI and NOAA Drought Index), it faUs short in certain important areas. in
addition, the PDSI does not consider snow accumulation, snow melf or fiozen soi1 which can be
particuiariy important in regions such as the Canadian prairies (Akinremi et al., 1996). The PDSI

is usuaiiy caicdated using a monthiy tirne-step. This means that it may not be able to accmtely

account for short-term water deficits.

The PDSI makes the assumption that there is a single water holding capacity (AWC)
across the entire region for which it is caIculated (Strommen and Motha, 1987). This is not
realistic when dealing with large areas such as crop districts or climate divisions, since the PDSI
disregards seasonal and annual changes in the water holding capacity of the soi1 layers (Mey,

It should be noted that the PDSI does not incorporate a lag between the introduction of
excess water as precipitation and its appearance as runoff. A more accurate reflection of what is
actually bking place could be produced if between 50-75% of the runoff @O) was lagged.
Observed montMy stream discharges cannot be reproduced without this correction (AUey, 1984).
Another caveat is that the drought classes proposed by Palmer (Table 2.2) are entirely
arbitrary (Alley, 1984). The descriptions attached to each category and the breaks between
categories are not based on any empiricai experiments.
Table 2.2 PDSI drought classification (Palmer, 1965)

On the other hand, there are many benefits to be gained fiom using the PDSI. to represent

drought conditions and for detecting the onset and severity of droughts. The PDSI is easy to
interpret and c m be generated in a timely and economically viable rnanner h m an existing

weather network (Strommen and Motha, 1987). The PDSIailows for statistics to be cakulated
on the Çequency, intensity, and duration of droughts for any region and any given time period
(Strommen and Motha, 1987). The PDSt also uses a regional correction factor that is designed to

ailow for regional cornparisons.
It is aIso agued h t the PDSI is an 'objective' drought index because Palmer compared
its performance with actuai soi1 moisture conditions while developing it (Strommen and Motha,

1987). Like al1 models, the PDSI is based on a senes ofassumptions. The assumptions,
however, are all clearIy deiineated so that the user can understand how the index is calculated

and the areas where the index does not accurately reflect reality.

2.8.3 Standardized Precipitation Index
The Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI)was developed by McKee et al. (1993,1995)
to provide a moisture suppIy index that performed better than the PDSI. The SPI is based on
statistical probabiiity and was designed to be a spatidy invariant indicator of drought tbat

recognizes the importance of tirne-scdes in monitoring rnoishrre supply. The SPI is a
standardking ûansform of îhe probability of observed precipitation and it cm be computed for
any duration chosen by the user (Gutîman, 1999). Shorter durations of weeks or months can be

used to apply this index to agriculturai interests, and longer durations of years can be used to
apply this index to water supply and water management intaests (Gu#nan, 1999).

The SPI can be calculated for any location using the long-tenn precipitation record for
that location. This long-tenn record is fit with a probabiIity density function and subsequentiy

transfomed using an inverse normal (Gaussian) function, with mean zero and variance of one
(Guttman, 1999). This results in the mean SPI for any given location and desired time period
being zero (Hayes, 1999). Positive values of the SPI indicate gteater than median precipitation,
while negative vaiues indicate less than median precipitation. This normaiization procedure
treats aii ciimates (whether wet or dry) in the same way and therefore allows for cornparisons

between hem (Hayes, 1999). The drought classification developed by McKee et al. (1993)for

the SPI is s h o w in Table 2.3. According to this systern, a drought event is said to occur

-

whenever the SPI is continuously negative and reaches an intensity of less than 1 .O. The
magnitude of the drought can be calculated by the cumulative sum of aii months within a drought
event (McKee et al., 1993, 1995). Because the SPI is standardized, the percentage of tirne that
the SPI is in each drought category can be calcuiated. The SPI spends 24% of the t h e in mild
drought, 9.2% in moderate drought, 4.4% in severe drought, and 2.3% in extreme drought
(Hayes, 1999). The percentage that the SPI indicates as "extreme drought" is consistent with
what c m be typically expected for an extreme event according to Hayes (1999).
Table 2 3 SPI drought classification (UcKee et al., 1993)

1
1

1

SPI Value

1

Category

1

> 2.0
1 Extremelv wet 1
1.5 to 1.99
Very wet
1.O to 1.49
Moderatelv wet
-0.99to 0.99
Near normal
-1 .O to -1.49 Moderately dry
-1.5to -1.99 1 Severely dry ]

It is necessary to standardize the procedure for computing the SPI so that all users

cdculate vaiues that are spatially and temporally compar2bIe. If different probabili@

distributions are used to calcuiate the SPI,different values for the index will be obtained.
Guttman (1999) experimented with using different probabüity distributions for calcuiating the
SPI fiom a time-series of precipitation. He concluded that the Pearson Type ilI distribution
provides the best model. To facilitate the implementation of this model as the standard in the
scientific literature, a copy of this program has been made available through the Intemet, The
calculation of al1 SPI values for this research will be accomplished using this FORTRAN
Program.

2.8.4 Strengths and weaknesses of the SPI
The SPI, like the PDSI, has been developed sa that it is an easy-to-interpret and spatially
invariant measure of drought. It can be used to calcuiate the hquency, intensity, and duration of

droughts. One of the major benefits of the SPI is that because it is probability based, the rarity of
the current drought as weii as the probability of receiving enough precipitation to end a drought
can be calcuiated (Hayes, 1999). AIso, the SPI can be utiIized for many different applications
because it c m be calcuiated for any t h e scale the user requires.

An important drawback of the SPI is that its accuracy is highly dependent on the sample
size (Guttman, 1999). The longer the t h e scde that is considered, the less accurate the index
becomes because its probability is being calcuiated using fewer cases. The SPI is a rnoving
average process for periods longer than a month and it is not physically-based. Unlike the PDSI,
it does not consider any factors other than precipitation in producing its drought index vaiues.
Guttman (1998) compared the PDSI qainst the SPI using spectral and cross-spectrai
anaiysis and proved that there is hi& coherence between the PDSI and SPI. This c m be
attniuted to the importance of precipitation in the caiculation of each index. For periods of kss

than one year the PDSI was found to h g the SPI,while for periods of about one year the two

indices were found to be in phase. Guttman (1998) recommends using the SPI rather than the
PDSI because it is simple to calculate, spatiaüy invariant, probabilistic, and the tirne period for
which it is calcuiated c m be adapted to serve the interests of various users. Conversely, the
PDSI is cornplex, spatially variant, difficuit to interpret, and temporally fixed.

2.8.5

NOAA Drought Index
The NOAA Drought index (NDI) was developed by Strommen and Motha (1987) as an

earIy warning system for agricuitural drought in developing countries. It was created to provide a
simple and inexpensive way to monitor agriculturai drought. The index can be appiied, however,
by a wide variety of users with a few simple modifications (Titlow, 1987).
The first step in calculating the NDI, is to compute the mean monthly precipitation

vahes. Typicaily, at least thirty years of data is required to calcdate this index (Titlow, 1987).
Then the mean precipitation values for each week of the year should be derived using a spline fit.
The f k t eight weeks of actual and average precipitation are then summed and compared, If

actual precipitation is greater than 60% of normal precipitation, then the last week (week 8) is

k
tweek (week 1) is
considered to have littie or no water stress (Titlow, 1987). Next the f
h p p e d and a new week (week 9) is added, to create another eight-week block for cornparison.
Ifany eight-week block receives less than 60% of normal precipitation, it is said to be
expenencing stress. Once this occurs, weeks are no longer dropped when additional weeks are
added and the summation now takes place for the entire block (more than eight weeks). A
drought does not end until the moisture deficit is eliminated Citlow, 1987). When actual

precipitation once again exceeds 60% of normd, the evaiuation period reverts to an eight-week
btock. This method of cdculation is used so that antecedent moisture conditions are considered.

2.8.6 Strengths and weaknesses of the ND1
The ND1 has not been as extensively utilized in the Literature as PDSI, 2,and SPI. The
ND1 is the simplest of the drought indices selected for consideration in this study since it only

requires daily precipitation data and monîbiy precipitation nomais to be calculated. The

FORTRAN code used to calcdate the ND1 cm be easily modified to adjust the drought
thresholds to whatever level the user deems most appropriate. The main strength of the NDi,
other than its simplicity, is the fact that it is calculated on a weekly time step. This should, of
course, be of value in a study that is interested in agricultud drought. The duration and
fiequency of droughts cm also be calculated using this index.
On the other hancl, the ND1 is not designed for cornparison between regions and its
method of caiculating drought recovery is unrealistic. Dining drought situations, no week is
dropped untii the entire block of weeks exceeds the predefined drought threshold (e.g., 60% of
normal precipitation for that t h e period). Obviously, this is an artificid way to determine when

a drought has actudy ended. Also, because the ND1 is expressed as a percentage (actuai
precipitation compareci to normal precipitation), it does not impart any information on the rarity
of a given drought event.

2.9 Teleconnections
One of the most promising developments in drought (climate) forecasting and
understanding c h t e variability is the inclusion of teleconnections in pdctive models.

Indeed, most research interested in examinhg ciimate variability is in one way or another based

on teleconnections (Nicholls and Katz, 1991). The term teleconnection refers to a persistent
pattern of anomalies within the atmosphere or oceans thai link regions that are often separated by
great distance. Teleconnection patterns are often dehed as preferred modes of low-kquency
variability, typically lasting for weeks, months, or even years, and are associated with changes in
planetary-scale wave patterns. Hence, they commonly affect very large areas, including entire
ocean basins and continents. AU teleconnections are naturally occurring aspects of the quasichaotic atmospheric system and it is generaily thought that they arise as a result of intemai
atmospheric dynamics (Glantz, 1991). It is becoming increasingly apparent that sea-surface
temperatures and ocean circulation patterns aIso play a vital role in the creation and persistence
of teleconnections. However they are created, teleconnections are often associated with
widespread and anomalous temperature and precipitation patterns, in response to anomalous
pressure and wind patterns, which are, in turn, u s d l y associated with anomaious jet-stream
locations and intensities.
The discovery of what we now recognize as telecomections is attniuted to Sir Gilbert
Waiker (Walker, 1923,1924), who, in his atternpts to explain drought-producing variations in the
Indian monsoon, identified a number of low-hquency circulation systems within the global
climate. However, the term teleconnection was not actuaily used und 1935, when Angstrom
used it to descn'be an "atmospheric seesaw" now hown as the Noah Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)

(Glantz, 1991). The importauce of teleconnections was not widely appreciated u n d the early
1970%foiiowing intensive research into the 1972-73 El Niao event (Glanîz, 1991).
Without doubt, the El Nino/Southem Oscillation @@O)

is the most widely known and

extensively studied teleconnection pattern. As is the case with most teleconnections, ENS0
involves large-scale ocean-atmosphere interactions. Indeed, it has become abundantly clear that

the tropical-Atlantic and tropical-Paciiïc SST patterns strongly inauence the aîmosphenc
circulation of the tropics (Lamb and feppler, 1991; Rasmusson, 1991). These effects then pass
through the rest of the global chmate system as a series of planetary-scale waves (Mo and
Livezey, 1986).
Consequently, an understanding of the physicai mechanisms that aiiow local anomalies to
be extended globaiiy is essentiai to understanding climate variability (Gray and Sheafîer, 1991;
Tnbbia, 1991). Walker's pioneering work initiated the understanding of these processes, and
laid the groundwork for those studies which have since contributed to our understanding of the
connections between mid-latitude temperature and precipitation anomalies and large-scale
circulation systems, including those studies by Bjerlaies (1969)- Namias (1978b, 1NO), Waiiace
and Gutzler (198 l), Yarnal and Diaz (1986), Ropelewski and Halpert (1986,1987), Barnett and
Preisendorfer (1987), White et al. (1993), Yin (1994), Hunell(1996), Shabbar and Barnston
(1996), Shabbar and Khandekar (1996)- Stone ef al. (1996), and Corder-and McCail(2000), to
name but a few.
A great many teleconnections have been documented in the literature. Table 2.4 contains

a brief description of the teleconnections selected for inclusion in this study. These
teleconnections were chosen because they were beiieved to be the most pertinent to the Canadian
prairies. For the sake of sirnplicity, the sunspot nurnber is aIso included in Table 2.4, even
though, it is not traditionaiiy defked as a telecomection index.

Table 2.4 A description of selected teleconnection pattern (CPC 2001; NOAA, 2001; M c F m m e et al..
Kinj t al., 1998; Bemkh al., 1997; Mantua et al.. 1997)
2000; Thrpson and ~ a l h c e2000;
,
Name of teleconnection pattern
Period of
Description
prominence
East Atlantic pattern (EA)
AI1 months except North-south dipoIe of pressure anomalies
positimed m the southeastem Atlantic; lïhked
May to August
to the position of the subtropical ridge
East Atlantic let (EAJET)
Apnl to August
Nor5south dipole of anomalies; centred over
the m e r n North Atlantic and Northem
Mcalthe Mediterranean; negative phase is
açsociated with weakened westeriies and
blocking events over Greenland and the üK
Western Pacific pattern (WP)
Nonh-south dipole of pressure anomalies:
Al1 months
centred over the Kamcbatka peninsula and
southeastern Asia (in summer and f a a third
centre is added over the Beaufort sea);
negative phase is associated with a zonai
Pacificjet
Eastern Pacific pattern (EP)
al1 months except North-south dipole of pressure anomalies;
centred near Alaskalwest Coast of Canada and
August and
Hawaii; positive phase is associated with a
September
deeper than nonnal trough and enhanced
westerlies
Two anomdy centres; one spans western and
North Pacific pattern (NP)
March to July
cenaal North Pacific and the other is centred
over eastem Siberia; positive phase =
southward shift and intensification ofjet
stream and enhanced anticyclone over western
NA
PacificMorth American pattern (PNA) Al1 months except Pattern of heigbt anomalies at 700 mb level;
centres with sklarsign are found south of the
June and July
AIeutian Islands and over the southeastern U.S.
and centres ofopposite sign are located near
Hawaii and over the inter-montane region of
North America; positive phase = more
meridionai cirdation The total nuniber of sunspots that are observed
Ail months
Sunspot number
during a year
Pacific Decadal Oscillation @DO)
The Ieading principal component of monthly
Al1 months
SST ano&k in the NO& Pacific Ocean, poleward of 20% during the summer the
positive (warm) phase is associated with above
normal temperames dong the west Coast of
North America and in south Florida and the
central part of North America cxpcnences
below n o d temperaatres; above normal
precipitation occurs over most of the interior of
NA
Arctic Oscillation (AO)
Ring-like mode of annuIarvariabiiity; positive
Al1 months
phase f m below normal pressure over the
poIe and above n o r d pressure over the midlatitudes, enhanaxipolar vortex, stronger

I

w

0

~

~

TropicaVNorth Hemisphere pattern
CTNH)

November to
February

Aleutian Pressure Index (ALPI)

December through

westerlies, and above nomal temperatures
over Eurasia and central NA. colder than
normal in eastem NA
Two anomaiy centres; one centred over the
Gulf of Alaska and the other over Hudson Bay;
related to the location and eastward extent of
the Pacificjet
Wave-like pattern of anomalies which extends
fiom the ~ u loff las ka to the Labrador Sea
and is aligneci dong 40' N; negative phase
linked to a reduced ridge over NA
Standardized difference between sea level
pressure in Tahiti and Darwin; strongly
negative = El Niiio; strongly positive = La
Niiia
Measures the relative intensiîy of the Aleutian
Low; a positive index value refiects a relativety
strong, or intense Aleutian Low

I

Pacific Circulation index (PCC)

Atmospheric Forcing index @Fi)

1

December through
March

The cumulative summation ofnegative
northwesterly atmospheric circulation
hquency anomalies; positive value reflects
increased westerly and southwesterly
atmospheric circulation off the west coast of

December through
March

The t k t comvonent Born a principal
;
and
components &alysis on the ~ , P IPDO,
the northwesterly atmospheric circulation
anomalies for the North Pacific; positive
values represent intense Aleutian lows, above
average frequency of westerly and
southwesterlywinds, cooling of sea surface
temperatures in the central North Pacific, and
warminp:within North Amencan coastal waters
Expressed as temperature departures from the
mo&ly long-te& mean; stingly positive =
El NiBo; strong negative = La Nüta

Pacific SST:
Al1 months
NitT0-t+2 (O0-LOOS & 90'-80°W)
Niffo-3 (SON-SOS & f 50°W-90°W)
NiBo4 (50N-5OS & 160°E-LSOW
~ino-3.4(5W-5OS & 1 7 0 ~ ~ 4 2 0 ~ ~ )
Ail months
North Atlantic SST(5%-20% & 60°W-30°W)
South AtIantic SST(O0-20°S & 30°W-1O0E)

Expressed as tempemm deparcures fiom
normal

Severai teleconnections require a more detailed description than can be provided in the
preceding table. One of these is the NA0 which is the leading mode of variability in the North

Atlantic. The NA0 consists of a north-south dipole of pressure anornaIies with one centre

Iocated over Greenland and the other centre of opposite sign over the middle of the North
Atlantic (between 35% and 40"N). Recently, it has been suggested that this telecomection may
be hemispheric (a ring-like or annular mode of variability) rather than regional in nature
(Thompson and WalIace, 1998; Thompson and Wailace, 2000; Thompson et al., 2000). This
'new' paradigm, which has been labeled the Arctic Oscillation (AO), only arrived on the
telecomection scene within the last three years when Thompson and Wallace (1998,2000) and
Thompson et al. (2000) used the term to descnie the leading Empirical Orthogonai Function

(EOF)of winter sea-level pressure (SLP) anomalies poleward of 20W. hterestingiy, these
authors suggest that the A0 is essentiaily identicai to the more farniliar North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO), or, perhaps more correctly, that the NA0 is simply a regional component of
the Iarger-scaie, hemispheric AO. The claims of Thompson and Wallace, and their followers,

xmain somewhat controversiai, and are being re-evaluated by many others (Kerr,1999; Deser,
2000). In any case, there is a great deai of agreement between the NA0 and A 0 telecoanection
indices ( R =
~ 0.98) and so for the purposes of this study the A 0 wiii be used (Thompson and
Wallace, 1998).
The PD0 is an El Niilo-like teleconnection pattern, based on anomaious sea-surface
temperature conditions in the Pacific. The term 'Tacific Decadd Oscillation" was coined by
Hare in 1996, in association with his research into connections between Alaska salmon
production cycles and Pacific climate (Mantua et al., 1997). As indicated by its name, the PD0

is much more persistent than ENSO. Mantua et al. (1997) found that major ciimatic reghne
shifts occurred in the North Pacific in 1925,1947, and 1977. These interdecadal sh&

were

found to be ünked to significant changes in SSTs, air temperature, pressure, and the biota
throughout the Northem Hernisphere. The authors also noted that ENSO and the PD0 were

clearly related both spatially and temporally, aithough this is still a matter of some debate.
Sunspots and the 22-year Hale Magnetic Cycle have been linked to drought periodicities
in numerous studies (Stockton and Meko, 1983; Oladipo, 1987; Padmanabhan and Ramachandra

Rao, 1990). Despite this fact, no physicd rnechanism by which sunspots influence the
occurrence of drought had been identified.

2.10 Drought prediction using teIeconnections
Generally, the upper limit for weather forecasting is about two weeks due to the
inherently chaotic atmospheric system, and the limitations of our understanding of atmospheric
processes and the initial state of the atmosphere (Cane, 1991; Maybank et al., 1995). It is
important to keep in mind that teleconnections do not assist in the production of long-range
weather forecasts but, instead, long-range climate forecasts, That is, teleconnections facilitate
the forecasting of the average weather conditions to be eqected over some period of time,

typicdy on the order of months or seasons. Thus, climate forecasts are less resolved both
spatiaiiy and temporally than weather forecasts. Teleconnectionsaliow the time-fiame of
predictability to be lengthened, largely because of the t h m a i inertia of the oceans, the long Mecycle of SST anomalies, and the phase-locking of the SST variations to the annuai cycle
(Nicholls and Katz, 1991). In other words, the coupling between the atmosphere and the more
sIowIy varying oceans facilitates c h a t e prediction over tirne scales of months, seasons, years,
and even decades (Sutton and Men, 1997; Uppenbrink, 1997).
The long-range forecasting methods currently in operation can be divided into three main
categories (Bamston et al., 1994). The £kacategory contains models that are purely statistical in

nature, including canonical correlation analysis (CCA), principal oscillation patterns (POP),
empiricai orthogonal functions ('OF),
and stepwise multipIe regression. Some statistical
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techniques involve looking at trends in the general circulation of the atrnosphere and using
kinematics or extrapolation. Other statistical techniques involve predicting climatoiogical
persistence using contingency tables (Namias, 1978b).
Analogue models are another method used to produce long-range forecasts. These
models compare current meteorological conditions to similar conditions of the past, therefore, a
long and compIete meteorological record is required for this method to be most effective
(Namias, 1980).

The finai category contains those long-range forecasting methods that are either purely
dynamic and those that utilize a combination of dynarnic and statistical techniques. These
models attempt to simulate the complex physicai interactions within the ocean-atmosphere
system. The intermediate coupled model (KM) is a dynamically based model that employs
simplified models of the ocean and atmosphere. The hybrid coupled model (HCM)uses an
ocean general circulation model with a statisticai, or simplified dynamical atmosphere model.
The coupled general circulation model (CGCM) uses a dynamical ocean general circulation
model and an atmospheric general circulation model (Kirtman et al., 1997).
As understanding of physicai processes inmases, dynarnicaiiy-based models have the

potentid to be more vaiuabIe than analogue or statistical methods. Currently, however, these
approaches deliver roughly the same amount of forecast skiil (Barnston et al., 1994). The best
forecasting models currently have an overail prediction skill of around 0.6 (where 1.0 indicates a
perfect forecast). The limits of predictability and the associated skiU levels, especially in
extratropical ciimates, Vary by region, season, and lead tirne due to the nature of the globai
teleconnections (Wilhite et al., 1987; Barnston et al., 1994). Although this marginal ski11level is
regarded as useful, there needs to be irnprovement before these Iong-range forecasts have much
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operational value. For a forecast to have operational value it must have sufficient ski11so that
decisions made based on these forecasts make economic sense. In addition, long-range forecasts
need to be readiiy accessible, appIication specific, easy to understand, and available in a timely
rnanner so that steps can be taken to reduce the impact of the drought ( W i i t e et al., 1987). For
example, forecasts could be applied to determine fertilizer applications, cropping decisions,
irrigation scheduling, when to pIant and harvest, and the management of feed supplies and water
resources (Wilhite et al., 1987).
Canada lags somewhat behind the other major grain-growing nations in its efforts to
produce long-range ctimate forecasts. This may be because the influence of many of the major
global telecomections on Canadian climate is not as clear as in other parts of the world (most
notably Australia). Nevertheless, some sigrilficant telecomection-related research has been done.
For example, Shabbar and Khandekar (1996) analyzed the impact of the ENS0 on the
temperature field over Canada Shabbar and Bamston (1996) used canonical correlation analysis
(CCA) to forecast three-mont. mean surface temperature and precipitation across Canada. Their
predictors were quasi-global SST,Northem Hemisphere 500 mb geopotential heights, and
antecedent temperature values.
Furthemore, a number of studies have l i e d North Pacific SSTs to winter weather over
North America For example, Namias (1969,1972, and 1986) demonstrated that the occurrence
of a Iarge area of anomdously cold water in the central North Pacinc combined with a large area
of anomaiously warm water off the coast of California and d o m into Central America produces

a unique Rossby wave pattem. This Rossby wave pattern resuits in warm and dry conditions
over western North America and cool and wet conditions over eastern North America. If the

SST pattern is reversed, the related weather patterns tend to be reverse& too.
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Knox and Lawford (1990) used the PNA, the NAO, and NP teleconnection indices to
investigate the relationship between Northem Hernisphere circulation and pressure patterns at the

500 mb level. They established that prairie precipitation is strongly related to the phase of the
PNA. Wet months are associated with the negative phase and dry conditions are associated with
the positive phase. They also found that the NA0 and NP are strongly related to spring
precipitation on the prairies.
B o n d et al. (1993) used North Pacific SST anomalies to predict the occurrence of
extended growing-season dry-spells on the Canadian prairies. Their study venfied the previous
work of Knox and Lawford (1990), and showed that dry-spells on the prairies are associated with
positive height anomalies in the mid-troposphere. Anomalies in North PacZc SSTs, North
American snow cover, or soi1 moisture conditions may be responsible for these changes in the
large-scaie circulation patterns. Bonsai et al. (1993) also found that the severity of the dry-spelIs
was influenced by the duration and persistence of the SST anomaiy, and the height of the 500 mb

ridge. Interestingly, it was noted that when the SST anomaiy persisted for longer than nine
months a dry-spell always occurred.
Gamett et al. (1997) examined a variety of telecomection relationships for the Canadian
prairies. A relationship was found between SSTs in the eastem equatoriai Pacsc in April and
July precipitation on the prairies. This is particuiady important because July precipitation very
much affects both the quantity and the quaiity of the Red Spring wheat yield. in a subsequent
study, Garnett et al. (1998) developed a predictive model, using PNA and ENSO, that explained
up to 64% of the summer temperature variation and 47% of the summer precipitation variation.

They suggest that these regression models c m be used to develop a skiiifid forecast of summer
weather over the Canadian prairies with a lead-time of two to four months.

Quiring and Blair (2000) studied the relationship between various global teleconnections
and Red Spring wheat yield in Saskatchewan at the crop-district level. They developed a group
of statistical models that were able to explain more than 62% of the variance in wheat yield using
a combination of simultaneous and lagged teleconnection and meteorological variables.

However, îhere was a great deai of spatial variability, in terms of the degree of explanation
provided by the modeIs, across Saskatchewan. North Pacific and North AtIantic sector
teleconnections were found to be most closely correlated to wheat yields in Saskatchewan. The

PacXc Transition (PT), the East Atlantic Jet (EAJET), and the North Atlantic OscilIation (NAO)
were particularly significant. Many of the teleconnections found to be important for predicting
variations in yield had spatiaiiy coherent pattern. That is, the crop districts wbere pai.ticu1a.r
teleconnections were found to be statisticaüy significant tended to be grouped together. This
study once again highiighted the importance of North Pacific sector teleconnections (e.g., PNA,

PT, NP), ENSO, and SSTs for long-cange forecasting on the Cauadiaa prairies. It also iiiustcated
that Atlantic sector teleconnections such as the NA0 and EAJET may have more importance to
the Canadian prairies than the Iitemture suggests.

Bonsal and M o r d (1999) found a relationship between ENS0 and the nuinber of dry

spells on the Canadian prairies. They observe that during the second summer foilowing the
mature stage of an EI Nino (La N i ) there is an increased (demaseci) iikeIihood of dry speils
occming. However, as was noted eadier, this relatiomhip does not appear to agree with the
fincihg of other researchers.

In Australia, a number of studies have used teleconnections to forecast drought. For
example, Chiew et al. (1998) found that there is a clear link between ENSO and AustraIian
drought, but it is not sdïcientiy strong to accurately predict drought on an operational basis.

Cordery and McCaU (2000) also used the SOIto create a drought forecast for Ausûaiia. They
used a me-

of data partitionhg to selectively choose the years for which they made their

forecasts. This allowed hem to explain up to 65% of the variance in precipitation using forecast
models with up to a one-year lead t h e .
Over the last decade, improvements in the ability to forecast the c h a t e have been

substantial. Models now have the capability to make moderately successful forecasts with a twoseason lead (Barnston er al., 1994). Further developments in seasonal ciimate prediction depend
on the maintenance and expansion of the worldwide obsemation system fhat covers both the
ocean and the atmosphere, especiaily in certain Iarge areas of the ocean and parts of the Southern
Hemisphere (Uppenbrink, 1997). Unfortwiately, GCMs do not yet accurateiy reproduce the
processes of the atmosphere for desired lead times, and they are limited in.their predictability

based on the accmcy of the initial conditions and the inability to refiect the lower-hquency
components of the ocean-atmosphere system (Shabbar and Barnston, 1996). Thus, linear

statistical approaches still provide better forecast-skill. Statisticai modeIs are aiso much less
costiy to nin and sente the purpose of setiing the baseline skill level to which dynarnical models
must be compared (Barnston er al., 1994).
Largely as a r e d t of research noted in tbis literature review, there appears to be general
agreement that fluctuations in North Pacific and North Atlantic sector teleconnections, ENSO,

and SSTs provide the best opportunities for the creation of diable long-range forecasts of
Canadian ciimate. To date, no studies have exarnined the relationship between te1ecomections
and agricdturai drought on the Canadian prairies. Most of the research has only been concemed
with the rdaiionships between te1econnection.s and temperature or precipitation. Thus, this study
attempts to fill this gap in the scientific literature.

CHAPTER 3
STUDY AREA, DATA SOURCES, AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is presented in four sections. The f h t section identifies the shrdy area. The
second section describes the time frame of the study. The thhd section outlines the data
requirements, sources, and collection procedures for the climate, crop yield, teleconnection, and
drought index data. The final section discusses the rnethodologicai techniques that were used to:

1) calculate the drought indices, 2) select the %estt agricultural drought index, 3) perform a

diagnostic analysis, 4) produce an a g r i c u l drought
~
ciiiatology of the Canadian prairies, and
5 ) explore the relationship between teleconnections and agricultural drought.

3.2 Spatial setting
The study area is the agiculturally-activeregion of the Canadian prairies (Le., crop-

growing region of Manitoba, Alberta, and Saskatchewan) (Figure 3.1). The Canadian prairies are
Iocated close to the centre of the North Amencan continent. The Prairie ecozone covers an area

of 520,000 km2in southern Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta (appmximately 49-54' N
latitude and 96-1 14' W Iongitude) (bddatz, 1998). This region was predominately covered by
grassland prior to settiement in the nineteenth century. Today, as much as 60% of the Canadian
prairies has been converted to agricdturat usage (Raddatz, 1998). The remainder of the region is

divided between native and perennial grasslands that are used for pasttrre, land that is lying
fdow, and land that is not used for agricuitilral production (Raddatz, 2000).

The Iandscape of the Canadian prairies is dominated by plains and gently rolling terrain,

Figure 3.1 The study region- Aiberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba crop districts/census
aglicultural regions

punctuated by rivers and deep glacial melt water channels. The Cypress Hiils, near the U.S.
border in Alberta and Saskatchewan, and the Manitoba escarprnent are the only two areas where
relief is an important clirnatic controI. The region can be divided into three ascending IeveIs of
plains: the Manitoba lowlands, the Saskatchewan plains, and the high plains of Alberta
(elevations >1500 m in southwest Alberta) (Cohen et al., 1992). The major river systems in the
prairies are the Saskatchewan, the Assiniboine, and the Red. The Saskatchewan basin includes
the North and South Saskatchewan, Red Deer, Bow, and Oldman Rivers and is an important
source of irrigation for Alberta and Saskatchewan. Most of the flow in prairie rivers originates as
snow fiom the Rocky Mountains dong the western boundary of the watershed. Southem Aiberta
and Saskatchewan both contain several large closed internai drainage basins (-80,000 km2)

which have no surface outfiow (Henhgton et al., 1997). Many shdow lakes, sloughs, potholes,
and depressions cover the landscape. The nurnber and size of these wetlands is highly dependent

on the precipitation during ment years (Wiiter and Rosenberry, 1998). The soils of the prairies

are primarily glacial or lacustrine in origin and they Fange fiom grey wooded to brown and black
(Cohen et al., 1992). The Rocky Mountains provide a formidable banier that prevents
unmodified air masses fiom the Pacifîc Ocean h m being pushed across the prairies by the
prevailing westerlies, by either blocking or m o q g their fiow (Herrington et al., 1997).
The prairies display many of the characteristics of a typical continental climate with hot
summers and cold winters. Another important determinant of the climate of the prairies is the
exposure to air masses from many different source regions. The absence of topographie barriers
to the north, east, and south allows air masses to approach fiom di directions. Air masses that
move down from the north can bring fngid air sweeping across the prairies, air masses fiom the

south often are warm and heavily laden with rnoisture, and warm-dry winds can sweep down off

the mountains in the west. The result is that the prairies are prone to extrerne short-tenn
temperature variability (Blair, 1997).
Latitude is also vital to the climate of the prairies because it produces strong seasonality
due to changes in the amount of soIar insolation. Annual precipitation ranges fiom 300 to 550
mm. The driest conditions in the prairies tend to be found in the south and the southwest, while

the wettest areas are found in the no& and northeastern prairies (Elerrington et al., 1997). About

two-îhirds of the precipitation falls during the summer months (May to August) (Cohen et al.,

1992). Snow also makes up a significant portion of the totd precipitation and the continuous
snow cover lasts four to five months. There is a great deal of spatid variation in precipitation
variability, and thus drought susceptibili~,across the prairies (Longley, 1952).
The boundaries of the study region are defhed by the boundaries of the crop reporthg
regions for the three Prairie Provinces. These boundaries are used for the coiiection and
dissemenation of agricultural data at the sub-provincial scale. in Saskatchewan, the boundaries
are known as Crop Districts. in Manitoba they are called Agriculturai Regions and in Alberta the
boundaries are Census Agriculturai Regions. AU of these regions wili aii be referred to as crop
districts fiom this point forward.
The crop districts are smaii enough that, h m a chato1ogicaI perspective, they are
relatively homogeneous, but they are large enough that they contain a suff7cient number of
climate stations to produce reiiable regional averages. A total of 43 crop districts fiom across the
Canadian prairies have been selected for consideration. There are 12 crop districts in Manitoba,
20 in Saskatchewan, and 11 in Albe-

A number of cmp districts in northern Aiberta have been

excluded from the analysis because îhey are outside of the main cropgrowing region.
Although the boundaries of the crop districts in Saskatchewanremained static between
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1961-1999, crop districts in Manitoba undenivent boundary changes. The crop districts in
Manitoba were redrawn in 1976 and unfortunately the new boundarïes can not easily be rectified
with the old (Code, 1998). Therefore, yield data only exists for Manitoba d e r the new crop
district boundaries were adopted in 1977.
Data for Alberta is available under two different bouudary systems, narnely Census
Agricultural Regions and Crop Districts. Both of these systems have a different number of
regions for which data is coiiected. Crop districts in Alberta are much larger than those in
Saskatchewan and Manitoba. This creates a problem for the calculation of drought indices
because as crop distj5cts increase in size, they are less likely to be climatologically homogeneous.
For this reason, drought indices were caiculated in Alberta using the Census Agiculturd
Regions because the size of these regions corresponds much more closely to that of the crop
districts in Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
Yield data for Alberta was only availabte using the m p district boundaries. Therefore, it
was necessary to derive the yields for the Census Agricdtural Regions by applying the crop
district data to the census regions that shared the same area. Because the boundaries for the
Census Agriculturai Regions were g e n e d y detennined by cutting the Crop Districts into two or
three separate regions, the crop yield data for the each Crop District can be applied to each of
these Census Agricultural Regions (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 Conversion of Alberta Crop Districts to Census Agriculturai Regions

Census Agricultural

Crop District

Region
1.4

1

Admittedly, this is a crude approach to dealing with the problem because it assumes that
average yield and amount of production was uniform across the entire area covered by the old
crop district. This approach was adopted because it avoids the problems associated with using
regions that are too large to be climatoIogicailyhomogeneous, and it ensures that there are a
sufficient number of years of yield data to test the drought indices.

3.3 Temporal setting
This study examines the occurrence and predictability of agricultural drought on the
Canadian prairies during 1920-1999. A paucity of data in some crop districts during 1900-1920
prevented an examination of the entire twentieth cenhiry. Some spatial and tempord gaps still

exist in the temperature and precipitation data since 1920, but the data quality is d c i e n t to
allow for the calcuiation of drought indices for aii crop districts.
The fïrst objective of this study is to detemiine which of the drought indices provides the
%est1measure of agricuiturai drought on the Canadian prairies. Crop yield data was used to
measure the performance of the drought indices and to determine which was most appropriate as
a rneasure of agriculturai drought. Ali of the drought indices were calcuiated for the entire 19201999 period, but due to the availabiiity of crop yield data they were only validated for 1961-1999
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in Alberta and Saskatchewan, and 1977-1999 for Manitoba The dationship between

teleconnections and drought was explorai using 1961-1999 data.

3.4 Data requirements, sources, and collection procedures

3.4.1 Meteorological data
A compLete record of daily temperature and precipitation data for each crop district was
exîmcted Eom the Atmospheric Environment Service ( A B ) CD-ROMfor the 1920-1999 period

for 1020 stations across the prairies (Figure 3.2) (Appendix B contains a complete list of
stations). These stations were then used to cdculate the mean daily temperature and precipitation
for each crop district for the entire period of record.

The first step in calcuIating the average temperature and precipitation values for each
crop district was to detemine which climate stations were located within wtiich crop districts.

This was done by plotting the locations of the stations in ArcView GIS using the
Iatituddongitude coordinates and station names. Stations b t fell in a particda. crop district

were then extracteci using a spatial ciip function. As a d
t
,
forty-three different files were
created (one for each crop district) with each tïIe containhg a iist of a i i the stations within its
borders. This station list was then edited to remove ali of those stations that had less than five

years of data. These stations were eliminated because they did not have a long enough record to

warrant consideration. The station Est was also examined for redundancy. This was done to
ensure that each location was oniy represented by a single station to avoid uneven spatial
weighting within the crop district. It was sometimes necessary to use more than one station at

each location if their records were of dif3erent lengths, to get as dose to a complete record as
possible.

Daily maximum and minimum temperature, rain, snow, and total precipitation were then
extracted for each station from the AES CD-ROM.AU of the station data (29,220 days) for each
a o p district were merged into a single file and then aggregated to produce an average daily
temperature and total precipitation value for each day. The total number of missing days for each
crop district are shown in Table 3.2. Long penods of rnissing data were med-in by using the
closest station fiom a neighbouring crop district. Most of the missing data were fiiied-in iising
this technique. However, there were stiii some missing values for shorter periods (a few days)
and these were estirnated for temperature using a Iinear interpolation between surroundhg
values, and for precipitation by using the series mean. No more than 93 values (out of 29,220)
were fiüed-in for any one variable using linear interpolation (temperature) or the series mean
(precipitation). The total number of days that were flled-in using h e a r interpolation (maximum

and minimum temperatures) or the series mean (rain and total precipitation) for each crop district
is shown in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Location of the climate stations selected for use in this study
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3.4.2 Crop yield data
The Red Spring wheat (Tritimm aeslNum L.) yield data for the forty-three crop districts
for 1961-1996 was supplied by the Canadian Grain Commission (CGC),and the data for 199799 was provided by Alberta Agriculture, Food, and Rural Developrnent, Saskatchewan
Agriculture and Food, and Manitoba Agriculture. A summary of the crop yields for each crop
district is presented in Tables 3.3,3.4, and 3.5.
Table 3 3 Summary of crop yield data for Manitoba crop districts

1

Cnp
District

1

Mean l~tandardl k r s
Yield Deviation

1

Table 3.4 Sumrnary of crop yield data for Saskatchewan crop districts

1

Crop
District

1

Mean I~tandardl Years
Yield Deviation

Table 3.5 Surnmary of crop yield data for Alberta crop districts

1

Crop
District

1

m an dard

Mean
Yean
YieId Deviation

1

1

A number of conversions were necessary to insure that aii of the data were in the same
units. Table 3.6 provides a list of the equations that were used to convert yield and production

data from metric to imperial units.
Table 3.6 Summary of conversions used for wheat yield and production statistics
FROM
Kilograms/Hectare
'000 MT
I Tonne
L Acre

TO
BusheldAcre
'000 Bushels
X Bushels
X Hectares

C O ~ I O N
Multiply by 0.01487
Multiply by 36.7437
Equals 36.7437
Equals 0.40469

3.4.3 Teleconnection data
Many of the telecomection indices used in this study were selected because they are
known to be statisticaiiy-related, at least occasionally, to the North Arnerican clirnate. ûthers
were selected for exploratory purposes. That is, although the literature does not seem to contain
any evidence that they are comected to the Canadian prairie climate, it was deemed worthwhiie

to determine whether or not they have anything to offer to long-range forecasting for the study
area A number of other indices, including Asian and European-sector indices were excluded

fiom the anaiysis because they were not thought to be important to the study region.
Most of the rnonthly teleconnection data was obtained £iom the Clirnate Prediction Center
(CPC) of the National Oceanographic and Atrnospheric Administration (NOAA) in Washington,
D.C.. The CPC routinely monitors thirteen prominent teleconnection patterns that can be

identiiïed in the Northem Hemisphere (NH) extra-tropics throughout the year, including: EA,
E A J E T y EP, NP, PNA, TNH, PT, SOI, Pacific SSTs (specifically the Nio-1+2 (N12),N i 0 3
(N3), Nin04 (N4), and Nio-3.4 (N34)), North and South Atlantic SSTs, and tropical SSTs.

The CPC uses the Rotated Principal Component Anaiysis (RPCA) of Barnston and

Livezy (1987) and applies it to 700 mb geopotentiai height anomalies to calculate its
telecomection indices (i.e., those de£i.ni.ngatmospheric-circuIation patterns). Ten patterns, or
eigenvectors, are selected for each month fiom the height anomaly fields for the three-month
period centred on that month. The RPCA procedure is based on the entire flow field and not just
height anomalies at a few selected locations. The amplitude of each telecomection pattern is
determined by using a least-squares regression analysis. The amplitudes are determined such that
the combined swn of their products explains the maximum spatial structure of the observed
height anomaly field during the month. For each pattern, the amplitudes are then assembled into

a continuous t h e series and standardized for each month independently.
The Aleutian Low Pressure index (ALPI) data (up to the end of 1999) was provided by
Beamish using the caiculation procedure developed by Beamish et al. (1997). The Pacinc
Circulation index (PCI) data (up to the end of 1999) was provided by King using the calculatioa
procedure developed by King et al. (1998). The Atmospheric Flow Index (Amdata (up to the
end of 1999) was provided by McFarlane et al. (2000). The sunspot data was provided by
NOAA (2001). The Arctic Oscillation data (AO) data was provided by Thompson and Wallace
(2000), and the PD0 data (up to the end of 1999) was provided by Mantua using the cdculation
procedure developed by Mantua et al. (1997).
Monthiy telecomection values from the cunent crop year and lag teIecomection values

h m the winter pnor to planting were ail considered during the exploratory anaiysis. The
monthiy values for each of the telecomections were combined to form seasonai variables.
Wmter was represented by calculating the average value for December, January, and February,
and spring was the average of March, ApriI, and May. These lag values are important because
they represent conditions leading up to the growing season and offer the best opportunity for
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making a ciimate forecast with a reasonable lead-tirne.

3.5 Methodology
This section describes how the drought indices were caicuiated, how the %est'drought
index was selected, and how the iinks between global teleconnection variables and drought
conditions on the Canadian prairies were explored.

3.5.1 Calculating the drought indices
Four different drought indices were selected for inclusion in this study: the Palmer
Drought Severity Index (PDSI), the Moisture Anomaly index (Z), the Standardized Precipitation
index (SPI), and the N O M Drought Index (NDI). The PDSI and Z indices were caIcdated
using the FORTRAN code provided by Akinremi (1996) (source code for each drought index is
contained in Appendix C). This program requires a tirne series of daily temperature and
precipitation data and information on the available water content (AWC) of the soi1and the
latitude of the site (region) for which it is being calculated. The daily temperature and
precipitation files for 1920-1999 were created for each crop district according to the method
described in Section 3.4.2.

The entire data set (1920-1999) was used to calculate the CAFEC (climatologically
appropriate for existing conditions) coefficients (e.g., ET, PET). The AWC for each crop district

was calcuiated using an area-weighted method h m maps of Alberta, Saskatchewan and
Manitoba that were developed by De Jong and Sheilds (1988). Each of the maps was scanned
and then imported and georectified in ArcView GIS. The crop district layer was overlayed and
the AWC for each crop district was caicuiated based on an area-weighted average ofthe AWC
classes. The latitude for each crop district was determined by caicuIating the centroid of each

crop district polygon in ArcView GIS. The latitude and AWC values and the fileuames of the
input/output files were a i i rnanuaüy changed prior to cornpiling and running the program for each
crop district.
The SPI was caiculated using the FORTRAN code provided by Guthnan (1999). This
program requires a time series of daily precipitation data for 1920-1999 for each crop district.
This data file was produced according to the method described in Section 3.4.2. The NOAA
drought index was calculated using the FORTRAN code provided by Titlow (1987). This
program requises a time series of daily precipitation data for 1920-1999 for each crop distnct and
monthly mean precipitation values. These data files were produced according to the method
described in Section 3.4.2.

3.5.2 Selecting the 'bestf index of agricultural drought
In this study, the term agricultural drought is dehed as an intervai of t h e , generally of
the order of months or years, when the moisture supply of a region consistently f d s beiow the
ciirnaticdly appropriate moisture supply such that crop production or range productivity is
adversely afected. Thus, it is appropriate to use crop yield to determine which drought index is
most appropriate for measuring agricultural drought on the Canadian prairies. This method was
chosen because it is a straightforward and effective means of evaluating the drought indices and

because it has precedence in the literature (Kurnar and Panu, 1997).

Red Spring wheat yield (Tnticumaestivurn L.) was chosen as the index crop to be used
for comparing the performance of the four drought indices because it is the most abundant wheat
class grown on the Canadian prairies. Red Spring wheat yield accounts for almost 70% of the
total wheat production in the region (Babb et al., 1997), and it is grown extensively in ail of the
43 crop districts considered in this study. This approach relies on the underlying assumption that
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moisture supply is the single most important fktor in determining yield and that all of the other
factors that affect yield (e.g., insects, disease, weather-related damage) do so in a uniform manner
across a i i crop districts. The reliance on this assumption introduces a certain amount of error due
to the spatial variability of crop moisture stress and the other yield-limiting factors.
The selection of the best index of agicuituraI drought was wried out in three stages.
The k t stage involved the creation and comparison of growing season drought index variables.
Growing season drought index variables were created by summing the montbly or weekly values
for May,June, and July for each of the four drought indices. The second stage involved the use
of a series of linear regression equations and stepwise regression models to objectively determine
which drought index variables were the most statisticaily significant. The best index of
agricuitural drought was then selected based on the results of the fïrsttwo stages. It was
subsequently evaluated and fine-tuned to increase the strength of the correlation with Red Spring
wheat yield (this is discussed in more detaii in Section 3.5.3).
Al1 of the crop-yield and drought index data used in this part of the study is fiom the

1961- 1999 time period for Alberta and Saskatchewan, and 1977-1999for Manitoba Those years
that were extremely wet were not considered during any stage of the drought index comparison
because too much moisture may decrease yields (recall Section 2.7). The SPI was used as an
objective measure of growing season moisture and those years that had an aggregate growing
season SPI vahe greater than 2.0 were excluded h m M e r analysis.
During the tkst stage, a common growing season drought index variable was created and
compared for each of the drought indices. Given the importance of growing season moisture
conditions, a growing season drought index variable was created for each of the four drought
indices by summing the monthly or weekly values of the indices for May, June, and July. A

linear regression was then developed for each crop district with the growing season drought
index variable as the independent variable and Red Spring wheat yield as the dependent variable.
The best drought index was selected by comparing the coefficient of determinationvalues (Ft2)
between indices. The goodness-of-fit for any given mode1 is measured by the coefficient of
,
is d e h e d as the ratio of variation attributable to the regression relation
determination, R ~which
(explained variance) compared to the total variation in the response variable.
in the second stage, a stepwise multiple regression was used to determine which variables
were statistically significant. The candidate regressor variables for each drought index included
the monthly and weekly January to July variables as weil as the growing season drought index
variable and an antecedent moisture condition variable. The antecedent moisture condition
variable provides an indication of the amount of soi1 moisture at planting, calculated by summing
ail of the index values fiom the faIl and winter prior to planting (September to April).
in multiple regression, the variation of a single dependent variable is explained by a
nurnber of predictor variables. The concept of least-squares is used to obtain the bat-fit surface
through muiti-dimensionai space (Shaw and Wheeler, 1994). Using standard procedure as a
guide, the cnteria chosen for the stepwise regression models were as foiiows: probability of F for
entry <= 0.05, and probability of F for removal>= 0.1. The stepwise regression method was
used because it provides an objective and automated method to find the best-fit surface and it
ais0 aiiowed for al1 possible combinations of antecedent and growing season variables to be
considered. The stepwise regession procedure selected the statistidy significant variables for
each crop district. The assumption is that the more important a particuiar variable is, the more
times it will be selected by the stepwise regression procedure.
During the fhe-tuning stage, a series of experirnents were carried out to determine the

optimum way in which to utilize the best drought index. DEerent combinations of growing
season variables (April, May, June, July, August) were considered. Crop moisture demand varies
throughout the growing season and June and Jdy are the most important months in terms of crop
water-use. A number of variables were derived by using different combinations of growing
season months (weeks). First, the drought index values for the months of April, May, June, and
July were considered separately, and then al1 months were input together. Finally,
experimentation with a number of different growing season drought index variables was
undertaken to determine whether April and May shouid be included. A number of different
combinations of variables were aiso produced to determine whether giving additionai weight to
June and July would increase the correlation with crop yield.
A pairwise Merence test was then perfomed on the two most significant variables to

insure that the Merences in the coefficient of determination values (R2)were indeed signincant
at the -05 level. The results of these tests are reported and discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

3.5.3 Performing a diagnostic analysis
The purpose of performing a diagnostic analysis on the drought index that was selected as
the most appropriate for measuring agricdtural drought was to examine, in detail, the strengths
and weaknesses of this index. The analysis was broken down into two parts: a spatial analysis,
and temporai analysis.
The spatial analysis was canied out by mapping the correIations between the drought
index and Red Spring wheat yield. Other factors were aIso mapped in an attempt to explain the
spatiai pattern of these correlations. A correIation a d y s i s was also carried out using location
and precipitation, to explain why the mode1 performed weil in some crop districts, but poorly in
others.

The temporal anaiysis exatnined the year-to-year variations in mode1 performance within
three representative crop districts. The three crop districts were selected on the basis of how weli
they were able to explain the variations in Red Spring wheat yield. One represented those crop
districts that showed good correlation with the drought index, one represented those crop districts
that were near the overall mean, and one represented those crop districts that performed poorly.
The actual yield residuals were plotted against the predicted yield residuals for each crop district
and a number of years were selected for in-depth analysis. The daily temperature and
precipitation data and monthly Z-index values were plotted for particdar years when the
predicted yield differed greatly from the actuai yield and the graphs were used to attempt to
explain why the mode1 did not perform well. Years when the actual yield closely agreed with the
predicted yield were also exarnined in the same manner. These d t s are reported in Chapter 4.

3.5.4 Producing an agricultural drought climatology
The purpose of producing an agriculturai drought climatology for the Canadian prairies is
to satis@the second objective (Section 1.2). The agricultutal drought climatology was produced

in a number of sections. in the first section, the study area was divided into a number of drought
regions and these regions were subsequently used to describe the fkquency, severity and extent,
spatial patterns, and temporal patterns of agricuitural drought on the Canadian prairies.

A cluster analysis was performed to reduce the number of units to be descnied by the
agricuitural drought climatology. Ward's method of cluster andysis was used to determine which
crop districts were most similar based on the growing season Z-index values for al1 43 crop
districts. After reviewing the dendrogram, it was decided to divide the study region into five
srnalier areas. Each of these five regions is made up of between six and m e e n crop districts, as
determined by the cluster anaIysis procedure. The membership and characteristicsof each of
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these drought regions was then analyzed in detail using descriptive statistics. The five drought
regions were used in aü of the subsequent analyses.
The fiequency of droughts (and floods) was cahlated for each drought region by
determining the number of times that an event of a given magnitude occurred during the 19201999 study period. Two different drought and flood thresholds were subjectively chosen based
on a visual examination of the tirne series Z-index plots. In particular, the fkquency was
calculated for events that had a Z-index value of less than or e q d to -5 (moderate drought), and
less than or equal to -7 (extreme drought).
The spatial extent of each drought event was deterrnined by caIculating how many crop
districts were experiencing a drought with a Z-index value of Iess than or equai to -3. This
number was then expressed as a percentage of the total number of crop districts within the
cluster. This method provides a good approximation of the total area covered by a particular
drought event because the crop districts axe relatively uniform in size. A more accurate measure
of drought area could be deterrnined by calculating drought index values at a great many point
locations and then interpolating a surface based on these points. The average of aü of the Zindex values for every crop districts within each cluster was calculated and used to indicate the
drought severity of that cluster. Generally, as drought severity i n m e s , the area that is aEected
also increases. Therefore, drought severity and spatial extent were described together.
The Moisture Anomaly Index values for each crop district were mapped for each growing
season Eom 1920 to 1999, to andyze the spatial patterns ofdrought. A series of choropleth
maps for each of the crop districts was created by classif)4ng the Z-index values into seven
categories. The categories used to mate these growing season maps are based on the onginai
drought categories proposed by Palmer (recall Table 22).However, for display purposes the
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number of categories has been ûimmed h m eleven to seven (Table 3.7).
Table 3.7 Revised Moisture Anomaly Index ~Iassification(der Palmer, 1965)
--

1

> 5.0

3,O to 4.99
1.0 to 2.99
-3.0 to - 4.99
< 5.0

-

1

1

--

-

Very wet
Moderately wet
Slightly wet

-

1

1

Moderate drought
Severe droueht

The choropleth maps were created in ArcView GIS by importing the 2-index data table
and linking it to the crop d i d c t boundary file. The maps were then visudly interpreted to
determine what spatial patterns of drought were evident.

The Fast Fourier Transforrn (FFT) (Burt and Barber, 1996) technique was used to analyze
the temporal patterns of drought, or drought cycles, that may be present in the eighty years of

available data by transferring the data fiom the t h e domain to the frequency domain. The

graphical representation of such transformation is the spectd density curve, plothg fiequency

or period versus spectral density power. The density can be seen as the 'level of reIevance' of
each fkquency or period. The higher the density, the more important a particdar fiequency or

period will be. Spectrai density plots were produced for a representative crop district h m each
of the five drought regions.
A series of cross amplitude graphs were also produced for each of the pairs of regions.

The cross a m p h d e graphs plot fiequency or period aga*

amplitude. Amplitude and density

can be interpreted in the same way, because the amphtude of a wave is a function of the initial

density power causing its displacement The amplitude corresponds to both of the drought
regions' arnpiitudes being summed together, hence the higher the amplitude peak, the greater the
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degree of agreement between the two regions. For tbis m o n , the cross amplitude graph cm be
used to indicate where the two regions have similar important kquencies (or periods).
Both the spectral density and cross amplitude plots were created using a Tukey-Hemming
spectral window with a span of seven to remove the background noise and irregular variation
kom the drought index time series.

3.5.5 Exploring the relationship between global teleconnections and drought
The relationship between global teleconuection patterns and the occurrence of agricdtural
drought on the Canadian prairies was examined to satisij the third objective (Section 1.2). The
anaiysis was carried out in two stages. The k t stage was a composite analysis where five of the
most severe growing season droughts were used to create composites of a nurnber of ocean and
atmospheric variables such as geopotential height, outgoing longwave radiation, ocean
temperature, and the jet stream. These composites were used to illustrate some of the circuIation
and SST anomalies that occur coincident with severe growing season droughts, and in the
seasons Ieading up to the drought. The composite analysis also provided a better understanding

of surface boundary layer conditions associated with severe drought events. The second stage
was a Principal Components Analysis @CA) that was used to help in identifjing the
teIeconnection patterns that play a role in creating and sustainhg drought conditions on the
prairies in the seasons leading up to a severe growing season drought event Examiriing severe
droughts is particulariy important because these are the events that tend to have a strong cohere~t
c b a t e signal. Thus, there are likely to be strong causal links between these events and
atmospheric and oceanic anomalies.
A composite analysis of the atmospheric circulation, boundary Iayer conditions, and SSTs

associated with severe droughts was undertaken usingthe climate visualization tools provided by
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NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center,. The five most severe growing-season drought
events to occur since 1948 were used in the composite analysis. The selection of severe drought
events was cesûicted to the post-1948 period since the major* of data sets that are avaiiable
from the Climate Diagnostics Center (CDC) are oniy available for 1948 to 1999. Accordingiy,
the five drought years that were selected for analysis were 1961, 1988, 1958, 1967, and 1977.
These five years were used to create ail of the composite mean and composite anomaiy maps for
the gmwing season using June-July data, for spring using March-Apd-May data, and for winter
using December-January-Febniary data Composite anomaiy maps were created for a variety of
atmospheric and oceanic data sets including precipitation rate, surface temperature, outgoing
long-wave radiation (OLR),potentiai evaporation rates, soi1 moisture, relative humidity, SSTs,
geopotentid height, atmospheric pressure, and upper Ievel winds (jet stream). These composites
were subsequently analyzed to determine the surface conditions and persistent atmospheric and
oceanic anomaiies that are associated with severe drought events.
Obviously, one of the weakaesses of using this type of composite analysis is that it does
not accurately represent the conditions during a particular drought event because it aggregates the
conditions associated with ail five events. The occurrence of these five drought events couid
have been caused by different forcing functions. However, this d y s i s is not meant to
document the particular conditions of the atmosphere and oceans during individual drought
events that have occurred on the prairies, but rather to look for similarities and patterns in the
most severe drought events.
The Principal Components Anaiysis (PCA) was used to help identify the teleconnection

..

patterns that pIay a role in creating and sustaining drought conditions on the prairies in the

seasons leading up to a severe growing season drought event. The resuits of the PCA are
important because they can be used to support the findings of the composite analysis. PCA is a
mathematicai technique that can be used to produce new combinations of the original data, to
reduce the number of variables under analysis, or to explore the relationships between a number
of variables to identify groups of interreiated variables (Shaw and Wheeler, 1994). For this
study, PCA was used to explore the relationships between a number of teleconnection variabIes
and the drought index variable and to identify which teleconnection patterns were identified as
being interrelated to the drought index variable by king grouped with it.
There are two main methods that can be used to perform this type of analysis. The f h t is
Factor Anaiysis. This procedure assumes that the observed correlations are largely infiuenced by
the various factors that are common to ail variables (there is common variance). It aiso assumes
that some of the variance is specific to each of the variables (there is unique variance). In order

to use Factor Analysis you m u t understand the relationship between the variables sufiicientiy so
that you can specifj the number of factors, and the arnount of common variance that is associated
with each factor (Shaw and Wheeler, 1994). in PCA it is assumed that there is no variation that
is not accounted for by the cumulative effect of aU possibIe components (dvariance is

common). PCA is an exploratory tool that does not require you to have a complete
understanding of the relationship between the variabIes (Shaw and Wheeler, 1994). Due to the
exploratory nature of this analysis, it was deterrnined that the PCA method was most appropriate.
PCA can be calculated using a correlation or covariance matrix. The standard procedure
is to use the correlation matrix. This assumes k t the correlation matrix is reliabIe and that a i i of
the variance in each variable is explained by the components that are common to all variables

(Le., there is no unique variance, oniy common variance) (Shaw and Wheeier, 1994). The PCA

technique does not have any distributional requirements and aiiows for multicollinearity among
the variables. This is particularly important because there is multicollinearity among some of the
teleconnection variables,
The first principal component is, by definition, the linear combination of variables that
explains the largest amount of variance in the data. The second component is the linear
combination of variables that explains the second greatest amount of variability, and is
uncorrelated with the first variable. The eigenvalue is the sum of all of the squared variable
loadings for each component. Generally oniy those components whose eigenvalues are greater
than unity, or which explain at least a proportion of l/p (p = number of variables) of the total
variance are considered (Shaw and WheeIer, 1994). The nature of each component wz be
identified by exarnining the variables whose Ioadings are greater than 0.4, or less thm -0.4 (Shaw
and Wheeler, 1994).

In this study, oniy those variabIes whose loadings were greater than 0.5, or

Iess than 4 . 5 were considered for the sake of clarity. The square of each loading indicates the
percentage of variation in the component accounted for by the respective variable.
Rotating the PC matrix maximizes the Loadings on each component. The purpose of the
rotation is to simplifLthe interpretation by maximizing the loadings of strongly correlated
variables and miniminng the loadings of weakly correlated variables. In this analysis the
Varirnax rotation procedure was used. Varimax is a commonly used rotation procedure that

produces an orthogonal positioning of axes where the correlation between auy two is zero.
Therefore, each of the principal components is uncorrelated with the others.
The PCA was carried out using ten years of data. It used four of the same years that were
used in the composite anaiysis as weii as an additional six major drought years (Table 3.8). AU
ten drought years were selected h m 1961-1999 based on the seventy (mean growing season Z-

index value for the prairies) and spatial pattern of the drought events. Only those years that
featured a spatial pattern where drought dominated the entire study region were considered for
inclusion. This is based on the premise that different spatial patterns of drought may be caused
by different mechanisms.

Table 3.8 The ten drought years utilized by the PCA

The PCA was carried out for two seasons (winter and spring). Monthly teleco~ection
variables were combined to create a single mean variable for each season (e.g., monthiy
December, Jmuary, and February values were averaged to produce a single winter value). This
analysis did not consider the relationship between growing season teleconnections and moisture
conditions on the Canadian prairies because concurrent relationships are of littie value for
drought prediction. The two seasons that were used in the PCA correspond to hose used in the
composite analysis to allow both sets of hdings to be related to one another.
The list of eligible teleco~ectionvariables was reduced to oniy include the most
important teleco~ectionpattern to simplm the interpretation of the PCA. The selection was
based on previous research and the authors knowledge of the teIeco~ectionpatterns (Quiring,

1999). The Iist was trimrned to oniy include one measure of each teleco~ection(e.g., oniy

Nin03 SSTs were used to represent ENSO). Several teleconnections are not rneasured on a
monthly basis (e.g., L P I , suuspots) and so these variables were included in the season in which
they are rneasured. For example, since ALPI is rneasured over the December to March period, it
was included in the winter analysis. The mean growing season Z-index value for the prairies was

included in all seasons to determine which teleconnections were related to it. Al1 of the
teleconnections included in the winter anaiysis are shown in Table 6.2 and ali of the
teleconnections utilized in the spring anaiysis are shown in Table 6.4.
Al1 of the cornponents with an eigenvalue greater than I .O were extractcd for each season

using the Varimax rotation technique. The eigenvaiues, percent of variance explaineci, and
cumulative percent of variance explained were cdculated for each component. The components
were then interpreted by analyzing the factor loadings.
The PCA will supplement the composite andysis by i d e n t w g the teleconnection
patterns that are important precursors of drought in the two seasons pnor to the onset of major
growing season drought events. The PCA will quanti@the relationship between a number of the
most important teleconnections and the growing season drought index. When the drought index
has high loadings on particular PCs, this indicates that the other variables that have strong

loadings on the same PC are related to the drought index. If both the composite analysis and

PCA analysis show similar results, this WU help to v e m that these teleco~ectionsare related to
the occurrence of severe drought events and sbodd be considered for inclusion in operational

long-range forecast models. Al1 of the resuIts are presented in Chapter 6.

CHAPTER 4
SELECTION OF TEE 'BEST' AGRICULTURAL DROUGHT
INDEX

4.1 Introduction
in this chapter the performance of four of the most important and widely used drought
indices (Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), Moisture Anomaly index (Z), Standardized
Precipitation Index (SPI), NOAA Drought Index (MX)) will be compared to determine which is
the most appropriate for rneasuring agricultural drought on the Canadian prairies. A
performance-based analysis of the most widely used drought indices will help to determine
which index should be employed in drought research for the Canadian prairies. This is foiiowed
by a diagnostic evduation of the performance of the beçt agricultural drought index.

The

diagnostic evaluation WU focus on identifjhg the causes of the spatid and temporal variations
in mode1 performance. The fiilfilment of the first objective is probably the single most important
component of this study because the results of subsequent objectives are reliant on the premise
that the drought index being used provides an accuate and representative measure of agricultural
drought on the prairies.

4.2 Drought index comparison
The comparison of the four drought indices was carried out in three stages. The fht
stage involved the creation and cornparison of a growing season variable for each drought index

using a correlation analysis, The second stage involved testing the drought indices using a series

of stepwise regression analyses. The best drought index was determinecl based on the resuits

h m the fint two stages. It was then evaluated and ke-timed to increase the correlation with
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Red Spring wheat yield.

4.2.1 Evaluation of the growing season drought index variables
Before a linear regression was developed for each crop district with the growing season
drought index variable as the independent variable and Red Spring wheat yield as the dependent
variable, the linear trend in average annual yield over the study period was removed (Figure4.1).
This trend has been noted in h e work of other researchers and can be attributed to farming
innovations such as the development of advanced varieties of wheat that are better able to cope
with moisture stress, increased use of fertilizers, improved weed control, and better mage
practices (Babb et al., 1997). The yield data was regressed against year-of-hmest for each crop
district to remove the underlying trend. The average R~for the 43 crop districts was 0.24,
significant at the .O5 level. The unstandardized residual values for each of the hear regression
equations were caicuiated and these vaiues were subsequentiy used for evaiuating the
performance of the drought indices. This procedure elhinates some of the variation in the yield
data that is not related to moisture supply,
The resuits of the regression analysis for each of the drought indices versus yield (as
outlined in Section 3.5.2) are summarized at the provincial Ievel and presented in Figure 4.2.
Notably, the mean R2vaiues for Saskatchewan are greater than Manitoba and Alberta for al1 of
the growing season drought indices except the NOAA Drought hdex P
I
)
Aiberta
. has the
highest R2values for the N'DI and the second highest for the other three drought indices.
Manitoba has the lowest values for a i i drought indices.
The growing season Moisture Anomaly Index (Z) variable explains the greatest amount
of variance in Red Spring wheat yield for aii three provinces. The Standardized Precipitation
index (SPI) ranks second in terms of the amount of variance expIained. The Palmer h u g h t
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Figure 4.1 Scatter plots of Red Spring wheat yieId versus year for ail 43 prairie crop districts

Saskatchewan SKl a-SK7b

7

*
n

SaskatchewanSK8a-SK9b

w

ma

Manitoba MB 1-MB12

Growing Season Drought Index Performance Comparlson

NOM

SPI

PDSI

Drought hdex

Figure 4.2 Summary OFthe coefficient of detennination (R') between the growing season
cirought variables and Red Spring wheat yieIds for each of the Prairie Provinces

Seventy Index (PDSI) ranks tbkd and the ND1 ranks a distant fourth. O v d , the Z-index
explains ahost 45% of the variation in Red Spring wheat yidd in Saskatchewan and this
declines to approximately 3 1% and 30% in Alberta and Manitoba, respectively.
M

e a statistically signifïcant relationship exists between the growing season

agricultural drought variables and yield, there are many otber factors that play a d e in
determining yield outcomes. The influence of these otber factors (wtiich have been discussed in
detail in Section 2.6) may explain why none of the drought indices explained more than 45% of
the variance in crop yield at the provincid level. W e the actwi magnitude of the corrdations

is important, for the purposes of this study it is more important to compare the performance of
each of the drought indices to determine which perfoms the best.
It is evident that the amount of variance in Red Spring yields explained by the drought
indices is not constant over the prairies. Systematic differences in the amount of variance
explained in Saskatchewan as cornpared to AIberta and Manitoba rnay result h m regional
differences in climate, soii conditions, moisture stress, and data quality. There is an even greater
degree of spatial variability pment at the crop district level (Tables 4.1,4.2, and 4.3). In
Manitoba, the R~values between the Z-index and Red Spring wheat yield ranged fiom 0.593 in

MB8 to 0.00 1 in MB5; in Saskatchewanthe R' vahes ranged h m 0.603 in SK7a to 0.1 15 in
SK8B; and in Aiberta they ranged fiom 0.574 in AB1 to 0.024 in AB 11. SimiIar variability
between crop districts is also present in the other three drought indices. This demonstrates that
although u1ere is a strong positive correlationbetween the drought indices and Red Spring wheat
yield in most crop districts, there are some crop districts where this rdationship is weak. This
will be discussed M e r in Section 4.3.

TabIe 4.1 Coefficient of determination (R') between Red Spring wheat yield and growing season
drought indices for Manitoba crop districts

1

CD

1

Z

1

SPI

1

NOM

1

PDSI

1

Table 4 3 Coefficient of determination (R") between Red Spring wheat yield and growing season
drought indices for Saskatchewan crop districts

1

CD

1

Z

1

SPI

1

NOM

1

PDSI

1

Table 4.3 Coefficient of determination (RZ) between Red Spring wheat yield and gmwing season
drought indices for Alberta crop districts

CD

AB1

Z
0.392

SPI

1 NOAA

0.259 1 0.034

PDSI
0.263

4.2.2 Stepwise regression results
The drought indices were also evaluated using a stepwise multiple regression. The
stepwise model selected those drought variabtes that were statisticaüy significant at the predetermined level brobability of F for entry <= 0.05, and probability of F for removal >= 0.1).

(refer to Section 3.5.2 for detaiis). Figure 4.3 shows the number of times that variables fiom
each drought index were selected as statistically significant.
The model was run for al1 43 crop districts. There were five crop districts for which no
variables were found to be statistically signincant at the selected level of sigdicance and
therefore no model was generated. A total of 61 variables were selected as statisticaiiy
significant in the remaining 38 crop districts. The distribution of the drought index variables was
as foilows: 35 of the variables were h m the 2-index, 12 were fkom the SPI, 11 fiom the NDI,

and 3 fkom the PDSI. A breakdown of which Z-index variables were selected is shown in Figure
4.4 (where Z refers to the drought index and the nurnber refers to the month).

SPI

NOM
Dmught Index

Figure 4.3 Number of times that variables fiom each drought index variable were
selected by the stepwise repssion procedure

Figure 4.4 Distribution of Moisture Anornaly Index (2) variables selected by the
stepwise models

The single most important Z-index variable was 2567; it was selected a total of 2 1 times
(60% of the total Z-index variables selected). The 2567 variable (the growing season drought

variable) is derived by adding the Z values for May,June, and July. The second most fkequently
select Z-index variable was the June Z-index vahe (26); it was selected a total of 9 tirnes (26%
of the total Z-index variables selected). The thkd most fiequentiy select 2-index variable was the
Juiy Z-index value (27);it was selected a total of 4 times (1 1% of the total Z-index variables
seiected). Finally, the May Z-index value (ZS) was selected once (3% of the total Z-index
variables selected). Tables 4.4 to 4.6 show the details of the stepwise regression resuits for the
remaining drought indices.

Tabte 4.4 Frequency of variable selection for SPI

1

Variable

l~umberof times selectedl

June SPI (SPI@

3
2
2

May SPI (SPIS)
Juiy SPI (SPI7)

Table 4.5 Frequency of variable selection for ND1

1

Variable

I~umberof times selectedl

Week 21 N211
Week 22 (W22)

1Week 26 (W26)
TOTAL

1

1

1

1

I

11

Table 4.6 Frequency of variable selection for PDSI
Variable
Juiv PDSI PDSIn
May PDSI (PDSIS)

TOTAL

Number of t h e s selected
I

1

2-

1

1

3

Overaii, the resuits indicate that the Z-index is the best index for measuring agricuihud
drought because it had the largest number of variables that were selected as statisticaiiy
significant. More than 57% of the variables chosen (35 out of 61) were 2-index variables. The
second most fiequentIy selected drought index was the SPI, being selected 12 times. The ND1
was the next most fkequently sdected drought index, used 11 times. Finally, the PDSI was only

selected three times by the stepwise regression models. These results are fairly consistent with
the fïndings fiom Section 4.2.1. According to the fiequencies, the Z-index is the best index for
measuring agriculturd drought and the SPI ranks second. However, the ND1 index now ranks
third among the drought indices. In fact, the ND1 does almost as weii as the SPI and does much

better than the PDSI in tems of the number of times it was seiected as statistically signifTcant. It
is possible that the improved performance of the ND1 is due to the fact that creating an
aggregated growing season variable for this index is not appropriate. Although the ND1 is
calcuiated on a weekly basis, its value is actuaily derived h m the moisture condition for the
previous eight weeks. Thus, the current weelc's moisture condition only accounts for 118" of the
ND1 value. This eight-week calctdation window means that there is a great deal of overlap when
you add all of the growing season weeks together. Weekly values may be more appropriate
because the moisture conditions drrring some weeks are more important than others.
Similarly, the poor performance of the PDSI c m probably be attri'buted to the fact that it

also is heavily reliant on previous values of the PDSI. The moisture conditions fiom the current
month of the PDSI only accounts for one third of that month's PDST value. The monthly values
of the PDSI were only selected as statistically significant 3 tùnes out of the total of 61. It can be
concluded that the PDSI is not an appropriate drought index to use when you are interested in
measuring agicultural drought. The PDSI is a better indicator of hydrological drought.
The aggregated growing season variables proved to be the single most important variables
for the Z-index and the SPI. June was the individual month that was rnost frequently selected
variable for both the SPI and Z-index. The next most important variable for the Z-index was
Juiy, and then May. For the SPI, both the July and May variables were selected an equal number
of times. For the NDI, the first week of May and the last week of June were the most fkquently
selected variables. A summary of al1 of the drought indices, according to the month or season
they represent, is presented in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7 Frequency of variabie selection for all drought indices by month/season
Variable
Growing Season
May
June
July

Number of times setected
26
8
18
9
1

TOTAL

61

1

Growing season drought index variables were the most fiequently selected variable type
(almost 43%of the variabIes chosen spanned the growing season). June was the next most
important tirne period and the single most important month. June variables represented neariy
30% of a i i variables chosen. The r e d t s show that July (-15%) and May variables (-13%) were

l e s important. None of the variables for the months of January to April and none of the

variables representing the antecedent moisture conditions (representing the conditions h m
harvest of the previous year untii planting of the current year) were selected as statisticaily

signincant in any crop district. It is somewhat surprising that antecedent moisture conditions
play such a small part in determinhg crop yield given the importance that fanners place on soil
moisture levels at planting. Results of a separate correlation anaiysis indicate that a l i of the
antecedent condition (or soil moisture recharge) variables explains less than 10% of the variance
in yield (Table 4.8).
Table 4.8 Coefficient of determination (p)
between Red Spring wheat yield and antecedent
moisture condition variables by province

Alberta

0.039

0.048

0.085

This section showed that the 2-index is the best index for measuring agricultural drought.
It aiso highlighted those times of the year when moistwe supply has the largest impact on crop

yield. Thus, it can be concluded that while the entire growing season is importantl the month of
June is the single most critical time period.

4.2.3 Fine-tuning the best drought index
The resuIts of the £îrsttwo stages of the drought index cornparison have show that the 2index is the most suitable index for measuring agricultural drought on the Canadianprairies.
During this £inaistage, an analysis will be carried out to determine whether there is a way to
improve the correIation between the 2-index and Red Spring wheat yieIds.
Given what we know about crop water use, it is not surprising that the sixmgest

correlation was between the drought index values during the growing season and yield. To
maximize these correiations, it is important to consider what months should be included.
Planting on the Canadian prairies typicdy occurs during the early part of May. As was

mentioned in the previous cbapter, too much moisture during May can be detrimental to crop
growth because it discourages the development of an extensive root stnicture. This means that
the plant is less able to deal with water stress later in the year. Of course, ifthere is not enough

availabk soi1 moisture d u h g the month of May then the crop will not germinate properly and
low yields wili resdt. The two months most important fiom a water-use perspective are June

and July since by the beginning of August, crop water-use declines a s the crop ripens and harvest
normaiiy occurs during this month. The resuits of the correlation anaiysis and the stepwise
regression models support this premise.
An andysis of the growing season Z-index variable was performed to compare using an
aggregate of May, June, and July values versus only using an aggregate of June and M y . A

painnse signincant dierence test was performed and the results showed that thete was not a

sîatisticaIIy significant difference in the mean coefficient of determination value between the two
variables (Tables 4.9,4.10, and 4.1 1). That is, the removal of the May value h m the growing

season aggregate did not change the mean R
' vdue i0.a statisticaIIy signincant manner. In fact,
there was acnially a smali increase in the mean R' vaiue for each province when the May variable
was excluded. Thus, the June-My growing season Z-index variable (267) was adopted as the

best index of a~culturaldrought.

Table 4.9 Coefficient of detemination (Et2)for two Z-index growing season drought variabtes:

Manitoba crop districts

Table 4.10 Coefficient of determination (R2)for two Z-index growing season drought varkbIes:
Saskatchewan crop districts
CD

SKla

2567
0.370

Table 4.1 1 Coefficient of determination
Alberta crop districts
CD

AB1

2567

0.392

267

Difference (2674567)

0.451

0.08 1

(e)foi two Z-index growing season &ou@
267
0.547

Düfereoce (267-2567)
0.155

variables:

A variety of other experiments were canied out to see if the relationship between the Z-

index growing season drought variabIe and Red Spring wheat yield could be M e r Mproved.

fn particuIar, since previous analyses suggested that June is the single most important month in
tems of moisture condition, tests were conducted to consider whether introducing a weighting
factor that gave more weight to the June conditions codd increase the R' vaiue, These tests
demonstrated no statisticaily significant improvement by using the June-weighted variable over
the original growing season drought index variable (267).

4.2.4 Summary of drought index cornparison
The results of the preceding anaiysis have shown that the Z-index and the SPI are the two
drought indices most usefiil for measuring agricuitural drought on the Canadian prairies. The Zindex had the best r e d t s in both the correlation and stepwise regression analyses. Not
surprisingly, Red Spring wheat was particdarly sensitive to growing season moisture conditions.

In particular, yield was found to be most reliant on the moisture conditions in June. Juiy was the
second most important month for determining yield, and May was ranked as the least important.
Antecedent rnoisture conditions were shown to only explain a very srnaIl amount of the variance
in wheat yields.
A more detailed examination of the Z-index during the growing season reveaIed that

considering the moisture conditions for the month of May did not increase the amount of
variance in Red Spring wheat yieIds that were explained by just using moisture conditions for
June and Juiy. Therefore, the best index for measuring agricuitinal drought on the Canadian
prairies is the June-July Z-index variable (267).

4.3 Diagnostic analysis
This section contains a more detailed discussion of the spatial and tempod pattem of
variability associated with the relationship between the Z-index and Red Spring wheat yield. in
the first part of this section the spatial pattem of drought index performance wiii be iliustrated
and explained. Then the relationship between actual and predicted yield will be analyzed for
three representative crop districts (one crop district with a high R2value, one with an average R~
value, and one with a low R2value). This wiii provide insight into the causes of temporal
variations in mode1 performance.

4.3.1 Spatial Analysis
The values of the coefficient of detemination (R2) for the best index of agricultural
drought (267) and Red Spring wheat yield are mapped in Figure 4.5. The highest R~values tend
to be found in the central and southem crop districts and lower R2values tend to be found in the
northwestern and northeastern crop districts. A M e r examination of these patterns is important
because it wiii help to illuminate the strengths and weaknesses of the Z-index.

The first step was to map the mean growing season precipitation and average yield for
each crop district (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). The highest mean growing season precipitation totals are
found in northwestern Alberta (those crop districts that are closest to the Rocky Mountains) and

in central Manitoba The lowest mean growing season precipitation totals are found in southern
Alberta and Saskatchewan and those crop districts that are dong the AlbedSaskatchewan
border. The region of the Iowest average yields stretches across southern Saskatchewan and into
southern AIberta. The region of highest average yields is in northwestm Alberta. Many of the

crop districts in centrai Manitoba and western Alberta aIso have relatively high mean yields. A

Figure 4.5 Coefficient of determination (R') values for the relationship between the best
index of agricultural drought (267)and Red Spring wheat yield

Prectpitation ( m m 1

Figure 4.6 Mean growing season precipitation by crop district

visual examination of Figures 4.5,4.6, and 4.7 reveals similar spatial patterns. The areas of

lower average yields and mean precipitation tend to be those where the agricuItural drought index
performs better. Conversely, the areas with higher yields and growing season precipitation tend
to be those where the agricultural drought index performs poorly.
The spatial patterns of model performance were also analyzed by sorting the crop districts
by a particular variable and then graphing the R' values. For example, io determine whether the
mean growing season precipitation had an infiuence on the strength of the reIationship between
Red S p ~ wheat
g
yield and 267, al1 of the crop districts were ranked according to the mean
growing season precipitation and then the R' values were plotted (Figure 4.8). The general trend
indicates that as the mean growing season precipitation increases, the correlation coefficient
decreases. The same trend is evident when the crop districts are ranked by the magnitude of the
maximum and minimum precipitation events. These trends seem to indicate that 267 is not as
effective at modelling variations in yield in those crop districts that consistently receive relatively
large arnounts of moisture (Le., moisture is no longer an important limiting-factor of yield).
Another way to examine the relationship between growing season precipitation and the
spatial variability of model performance is by mpping the coefficient of variation (standard
deviatiodmean) for precipitation. This statistic provides a measure of the relative dispersion
(variability) of the growing season precipitation between 1920-1999. The higher the coefficient
of variation, the more variable the growing season precipitation is for a particdar crop district
(Figure 4.9). The spatial pattem of the coefficient of variation resembles that of the model
performance shown in Figure 4.5. Many of the crop districts found to perform pooriy, such as
those in the northwestern portion of Alberta, have a relatively low coefficient of variation.
Conversely, those crop districts that performed welI, such as those in the cenûai and southem
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Figure 4.8 Mode1 performance (R') for crop districts sorted by mean growing season
precipitation fiom lest to greatest

Figure 1.9 Coefficient of variation for growing season precipitation by crop district

areas of the study region, have a relatively hi& coefficient of variation. The one crop district
that behaves somewhat erratically is the southwestern most crop district (AB3). bIany of the
ciimate stations that were used to calculate the daily precipitation values for this crop district are
located in the foothills of the RocS. Mountains at elevations of greater than 1000 m. Some
stations have elevations greater than 2000 m. The effect of being in such close proximity to the
mountains is that the precipitation characteristics of this crop district do not fit the o v e d pattern
that is present over the rest of the study region.
Generdy, as mean precipitation increases, the coefficient of variation decreases. As the
mean amount of growing season precipitation decreases, the link between Red Spring wheat
yield and 267 grows stronger because of the heightened importance of growing semon moisture.
Crop districts that receive higher amounts of growing season precipitation (and where
precipitation is less variable) tend to have a weaker coupling between the Z-index and crop yieid.
Tberefore, other factors that affect yield, such as length of the growing season, disease, insects,
and soi1 fertility, may have increased importance in these crop districts.
Other relationships besides clirnate, like the available water content (AWC) of the soiI,
were also explored to see how they influenced model performance. A higher AWC vdue means
that more moisture can be stored in the soil. Thus, it should be less drought prone, However, the
crop districts with higher AWC values tend to be Iocated in areas that receive smali amounts of
growing season precipitation and so there is not a statistically signifiant relationship between

AWC and model performance (not shown).
Latitude explains approximately 20% of model performance (20% of the variance in the
reiationship between Red Spring wheat yield and 267). As latitude increases, model
performance tends to decrease (Figure 4.10). Latitude can be treated as a proxy variable for soiI

South

North

Figure 4.10 Mode1 performance (R2) for crop districts sorted by latitude h m south to
north

fèaiiity, growing season length, and available heat since each of these factors has a strong northsouth gradient in the study region. Southern crop districts tend to have more fertiie soils, a longer
growing season, and more available heat. These factors do not normaiiy limit crop growth in the
south. but certainly can be important in the more northerly crop districts.
Approximately 40% of the spatial variation in the relationship between 267 and annuaI
yield can be explained by considering mean precipitation and latitude. Both of these variables are
inverseiy related to model performance. Therefore, the crop districts that tend to do the best are
the ones that have a more southerly location and a low maximum growing season precipitation
value. It is not entirely surprising that these variables are infiuential in determinhg model
performance, but because precipitation, environmental conditions, and yield are ali, to some
degree, intecrelated caution should be used when interpreting their relationships to each other and
to model performance. Crops cannot grow without precipitation and as the variability of the
precipitation regime increases, yield variabiiity also tends to increase. While latitude can be
treated as a proxy variable for the north-south gradient in soi1 conditions, growing season length,

and heat, there is also a north-south component in the pattern of precipitation. The crop yield
modeis could be improved if additional data sets were available that measured some of the other

important factors that affect crop yield such as insects, extrerne meteorological events (hail, wind,
E O S ~and
) ~disease.

4.3.2 Temporal analysis
It is a h important to examine the relationship between actual and predkted yield over the
entire t h e series because this will help to illuminate the strengths and weaknesses of the Z-index.
Three representative crop diistncts have been selected for fürther analysis. Crop district SK3as
was selected because there is a strong relationship between yieId and 267 in this crop district and
110

the R' value is 0.704 (Figure 4.11). Crop district AB1 1 was selected for analysis because there is

a very poor relationship between Red Spring wheat yield and 267 in this crop district and the R'
value is only 0.024 (Figure 4.12). Ml32 was the third crop district chosen because it represents an
average relationship between yield and 267 with an R2value of 0.459 (Figure 4.13). In addition
to plotting the actual versus predicted yield departures (eom the mean) for three crop districts, a
select nurnber of years will be analyzed to m e s s why the model performed weli in some years and
poorly in others.

4.3.2.1 Temporal analysis of SK3as
Figure 4.1 1 shows the relationship between actual and predicted yield for crop district
SK3as. There is a good agreement between the predicted and actual yield departures for most
years. In particular, there is very close agreement between the model and the actuai vaiues during
1962. 1969, 1974, 1975, 1981, and 1997. There are also a number of years when there is poor

agreement between the predicted and actuai values such as 1977, 1985, and 1994.
in Suas, there was a large dEerence between the actuai and predicted yield for 1977.
The predicted yield departure was - 1S8 (bulac) and the actual yield departure was 7.17 (bulac).
Figure 4.14 displays the daily maximum temperature and precipitation for the May to August
period in 1977 and Figure 4.15 shows the Z-index values for Januaiy to August. According to
these figures, May and July were both wetter than n o d months while June was drier than
normal. The reasons for the discrepancy between the actuai yield and those predicted by the
mode1 might be attributable to the wet conditions in May that provided ample soi1moisture for the
crop to germinate and grow. Rains that feu during the middIe of June, coupled with a few weeks
of bwer June temperatures may have alIowed the crops to make it through the month

Figure 4.1 1 Actual versus predicted yield departures for crop d i i c t SK3as based on a
linear regression mode1 using 267

Figure 4.12 Actual versus predicted yield departures for crop district AB1 1 based on a
linear regression mode1 using 267
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Figure 4.13 Actual versus predicted yieId departures for crop district Ml32 based on a
Iinear regession mode1 using 267
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Figure 4.14 Daily maximum temperature and precipitation for crop district SK3as:
May 1 to August 3 1, 1977

Figure 4.15 Monthly 2-index values for crop district SK3as: January to August 1977

without expenencing too much stress. The slightly wetter than normal conditions in July probably
helped to make up for the June conditions. The June-July 2-index (267) value was -1.82 and
because of the dserence between June and July, this does not redy accurateIy reflect the
growing season conditions. In addition, a sfghtly drier than normai August insured that harvest
couid take place without dficuity or signifïcant loss of yield. Even given these considerations
yields should only be stightly better than normal. Therefore, factors other than rnoisture stress
(e.g., lower thm normal pestiknce or disease) must be responsible for the hi& yields in this year.
Yields were also not weli predicted in 1985. Actual yield departures were -15.2 (bdac)

and the model only predicted the yietd departures to be - 10.2 (bdac). Figure 4.16 shows the daily

maximum temperature and precipitation for the May to August period in 1985 and Figure 4.17
shows the Z-index vahes for January to August. Severe drought conditions are present during
both June and July. The June-Juiy Z-index (267) value is -6.63. The reason for the discrepancy
between the actual yield and those predicted by the model may be attri'buted to the fact that the
model routinely underpredicts the impact of severe drought years (e.g., 1961, 1985, and 1988).
Although the model seems to be able to accurately predict Large positive yield departures. it does
not fare weU with the large negative yield departures. Perhaps ifthere was a longer period of
record that included more severe drought years, the model would have done better at accounting
for the effects of severe drought. Tt is also possble that the response of yieId to moisture
conditions rnay not be linear below a certain threshold.
The thkd year in which there is a large ciifference between the actuai and predicted yield m
SK3as is 1994. The predicted yield departure was 5.39 (bulac) and the actual yield departure was
-1 -82 (bufac). The daily maximumtemperature and precipitation for the May to August period

for 1994 are presented in Figure 4.18 and the Z-index values for January to August are presented

Figure 4.16 Daiiy maximum temperature and precipitation for crop district SEOas:
May 1 to August 3 1, 1985
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Figure 4.17 Monîhiy 2-index values for crop district SK3as: January to August. 1985
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Figure 4.18 Daily maximum temperature and precipitation for crop district SK3as:
May 1 to August 3 1, 1994

in Figure 4.19. The month of June was signifïcantly wetter than n o d and Juiy was slightly drier

than normal. The June-Jdy Z-index (267)value was 2.04 and this is mainiy due to the wet
conditions in June. The diierence between actuai and predicted yield is likely caused by the Juiy
conditions. From Figure 4.18 it is evident that very little min feu after Juiy 2 and there were also
very few precipitation days. The July Z-index value should reaiiy be much lower to accurately
reflect the moisture stress that was expecïenced by the crop. The wetter than normal June
conditions wouId not have provided the crop with enough moisture to sustain it until harvest or to
produce above normai yields.
There were many years in SK3as when there was good agreement between actuai and
expected yield; one exarnple is 1990. The predicted yield departuce was 4.99 (bulac) and the
actuai yield departure was 4.61 (bulac). The daiiy maximum temperature and precipitation for the
May to August period for 1990 are presented in Figure 4.20 and the Z-index values for lanuary to
August are presented in Figure 4.21. June was only siightly drier than normal and July was
signi£icantIy wetter than normal and as a resuit the June-July Z-index (267)value was 1.82. The
close agreement between actual and predicted yield is Iikely due to the relatively normal
conditions in May and June foliowed by wet conditions in July. Precipitation during the entire
growing period is tàirly consistent and has no big gaps. There is a good mixture of severai large
precipitation events and many srnalier events. The 6rst part of August is warm and dry which
promotes rapid ripening of the crop.

4.3.2.2 Temporal analysis of AB11
Figure 4.12 shows the relationship between actuai and predicted yield for crop d i i c t
AB1 1. It is rather obvious from this graph that there is Little or no relationship between yield and

Figure 4.20 Daily maximum temperature and precipitation for crop district SK3as:
May 1 to August 3 1,1990
SKlas lm

-P igure 4.2 i MontMy Linciex values for crop c h ï c t SKJas: January to Au*
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267. This graph was included because it provides a good contrast to SJS3as. in addition, it
serves to illustrate that there is a great deal of variabilIty in model performance across the prairies.
A detailed anaiysis of individual years was not carried out for this crop district because the R
'

value between yield and the June-July Z-index value was nearly zero. Mead, this section will
contain a general discussion of some of the reasons why crop predictions are so problematic in
this crop district (and others in Alberta).
One reason for the poor performance of the Z-index in the northwestern portion of
Alberta is due to the relatively high mean growing-season precipitation. As was discussed in
Section 4.3.1, crop districts that receive higher amounts of growing season precipitation tend to
have a weaker coupüng between the Z-index and crop yield. Therefore, other factors that affect
yield such as length of the growing season, disease, insects, and soi1 fertility may have increased
importance in these crop districts. In addition, some of the poor model performance in this crop
district in particular, and in Alberta in generai, may be attn'butable to the change in crop district
boundaties and the resulting adjustment in yield values for the crop districts. Yield values in
Alberta were actually measured for much larger regions and then applied to a number of srnaller
regions imbedded within their boudaries. Obviously, this may negatively affect the relationship
between crop yield and the Z-index for some crop d i i c t s in Aberta ifthe crop yields are not
homogenous across the iarger regions.
Irrigation also could affect the model performance. irrigation is more extensively used in
AIberta than any other prairie province (Table 4.12). However, the majority of Alberta irrigation
occurs West of Calgary and around Lethbridge and Medicine Hat and so is probably not an
important tactor in this particdar crop district. It may affect the accuracy of the models in other
Alberta crop d i i c t s . It should also be noted that irrigation is no&y

oniy used for speciaity

(e.g, potatoes) and high-due cash crops and not cereal crops such as wheat.

Table 4.12 Imgated area by province Eom 1996 Census and provincial data
h

PROVINCE
AB

SK
MB

CENSUS
(ha)
5 16,600
97,378
22,190

PROV. DATA
(ha)
473,168
130,348
26,600

DiFFERENCE
(ha)
43,432
32,970
4,4 1O

TOTAL

636,168
630,116
Source: MB: Gaia Consulring (1997); SK: Sask Water (1997); AB: AA FRD (1999)

Mode1 performance could also be affected by the quality of the c b t e data that is king
used to caiculate the Z-index value. The quaiity of the temperature and precipitation data is
determined by the number of ciimate stations that are available at any given period of tirne. The
more stations use4 the better the quality of the data is likely to be. it is also important that the
stations be spread as unifody as possible over the crop district. ProbIems could aise if the
rnajority of ciimate stations are a l kom one part of the crop district and the Red Spring wheat is
king grown in a dif3erent part ofthe crop district. Obviously, this consideration is not unique to
this crop district.

4.3.2.3 Temporal analysis of Ml32
Figure 4.13 shows the relationship between actual and predicted yield for crop d i i c t
MB2. MB2 is an example of a crop district where the relationship between 267 and yield is of
average strength (close to the overail mean). From the graph it is evident that there is generally a

fair amount of agreement between the actual and predicted yield departures. The years where
there is the least diierence between predicted and actual yield are 1979, 1983, 1995, and 1996.

The mode1performs poorly in a number of years, particdarly in 1985, 1988, 1992,1993, and

1999.

There is a fairly large discrepancy between the actuai and predicted yield in Ml32 during

1985. The predicted yield departure was - 1.28 (bu/ac) and the actuai yield departure was 6.77
(bufac). The daily maxilnumtemperature and precipitation for the May to August period for
1985 are presented in Figure 4.22 and the Z-index values for January to August are presented in

Figure 4.23. June was slightly wetter than normal and July was significantly drier than n o d and

as a result the June-July Z-index (267) value was -1.46. The dserence between actual and
predicted yield in this crop district is diacult to explain. Obviously the moisture conditions are
more than adequate for crop growth through the end of June. However, during the month of July
there is very little total precipitation and very fèw precipitation days (events). This lack of min
during a critical growth stage should have caused yields to be lower than normal. Part of the
discrepancy between actutil and predicted yield may be explained by the heavy rains that occurred
at the beginning of August. It is possible that these rains may have helped the crops to recover

Eom the moisture stress experienced in July, The August rains would be particuiariy important if
planting had occurred later than normal in 1985. If planting had occurred close to the end of
May, the crop would not have reached maturity until the end of August. Therefore, the rains that
feu in June would have insured that the crop got weU established. The dry hot weather in JuIy
would have qeeded the growth of the crops and the min at the beginning of August would then
have corne just as the crops were 6üing out. Since date of planting data is not readiiy avaiIable to
the author. this is rnerely speculation It is aiso possible that factors other than weather may be
responsibie.
Mode1 performance during 1988 was also problematic. The predicted yield departure was

-8.36 (bdac) while the actuaI yieId departure was -14.8 (butac). The daily maximum temperature

Figure 4.22 DaiIy maximum temperature and precipitation for crop district MBI:
May I to August 32,1985

and precipitation for the May to August period for 1988 are presented in Figure 4.24 and the Zindex values for January to August are presented in Figure 4.25. Every month of the year was
rnoderately to severely dry and this drought peaked in intensity in June with a Z-index value of
nearly -5. The June-July Z-index (267)value was -5.74. The clifference between =tuai and
predicted yield for 1988 is due to severe underprediction by the model. As was previously
mentioned, the model does not seem to be able to accurately predict the large negative yietd
departures.
A third example of a year when there is a large daerence between the actual and predicted
yield in MF32 is 1993. The predicted yield departure was 6.19 (bulac) and the actual yield

departure was -3.74 (bu/ac). The daily maximum temperature and precipitation for the May to
August penod for 1993 are presented in Figure 4.26 and the Z-index values for January to August
are presented in Figure 4.27. The month of June was slightIy wetter than normal and July was
significantIy wetter than normai. As a result, the June-Jdy Z-index (267) value was 3.06. The

difference between actud and predicted yieId is iikely caused &y the extremely cool and wet JuIy
conditions. Aiong with a large amount of tain, there were also a Iarge number of precipitation
days. In fact. some amount of min feU almost every day in July. The growing conditions in June

shouid have been conducive to producing a healthy crop. However, in Juiy persistent rains and
beIow no&

temperatures ükety limited crop growth. The cool wet conditions persisted into

August and this probabIy dehyed maturity and reduced yie!d.

The rnodel &O performed quite well during many years in MB2 and 1996 is one example.
The predicted yield departure was 2.85 (bu/ac) and the actual yield departure was 3.83 (bdac).
The daily maximum temperature and precipiion for the May to August period for 1996 are
presented in Figure 4-28 and the Z-index values for January to August are presented in Figure
i 25

Figure 4.24 Daily maximum temperature and precipitation for crop district MB2:
May 1 to August 3 1,1988

Figure 4.25 Monthly Z-index values for crop disttict MB2: January to August, 1988
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Figure 4.26 Daily maximum temperature and precipitation for crop district MB2:
May I to August 3 1, 1993

Figure 4.27 Morrthly 2-index values for crop district MB2: January to August, 1993

Figure 4.28 Daily maximum temperature and precipitation for crop district Mi32
May I to August 3 1.1996
m2 1-

T

Figare 4.29 MonthIy Z-index values for crop district MB2: January to August, 1996
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4.29. June was only slightly dner than normal and Juiy was moderately wetter than normal and as

a result the June-July Z-index (267)vaiue was 1.04. ï à e close agreement between actual and
predicted yield is iikely due to the relatively normal conditions in June followed by slightly wet
conditions in Juiy. Precipitation during the entire growing season is relatively consistent. Two
Large precipitation events in JuIy cause it to be a wetter than normal month. The wann, dry
conditions in August are ideaiiy suited for having the crop mature and be harvested with out any
problerns.
Overali, it is likely that the performance of the model wouid be better in al Manitoba crop
districts if crop yield data was avaiiable for the same the length of tirne as Saskatchewan and
Alberta.

4.3.2.4 Summary of temporal analysis
Many of the years where the model performs poorly can be attnbuted to an unequal
distribution of precipitation. In some cases several large events will skew the precipitation totals.
Poor model performance is also associated with years with large gaps when no precipitation fals
(particularlyat the end June and the beginning of Juiy). The timing of precipitation and its
distribution (and intensity) throughout the growing season is just as critical, if not more critical.
than the totai amount of growing season precipitation. Also, large changes between June and Juiy

(dry June, wet July, and vice versa) c m cause the model to perform poorly since the net effect
produces a Z-index variable that is near zero.
The moisture conditions during the months of May and August a h play a role in
deteminhg how accurately the mode1 c m predict Red Spring wheat yield. Extremeiy large or

s m d amounts of May precipitation c m cause yields to be lower than wouid otherwise be

expected. August moisture conditions tend to be inversely correlated with yield since rain that
falls at this point of the growing season does not significantiy contribute to yield. Extremely large
amounts of August precipitation c m significantly decrease yield by delaying the harvest, causing
crops to lodge, and causing grain that has been swathed to sprout, thus lowering the quality of
yield.
Mode1 error may result Eom having an insufficient number of climate stations to produce a
reiiable spatial average of temperature and precipitation, or an unequal spatial distribution of
where crops are grown within a crop district. Perhaps with a longer period of record with more
severe drought years the mode1 wodd do better at accounting for severe drought. Tt is also
possible that the response of yield to moisture conditions is not linear below a certain threshold.
The single most important factor that is not accounted for by the Z-index is the timing of
precipitation events and the distribution of precipitation during the growing season. It is ükely
that the amount of variance that is explained in Red Spring wheat yields could be signitlcantly
increased ifthis index was calculated on a weekly basis and if it was weighted so that those weeks
when the crop requires the most water receive specid weighting.

4.4 Chapter summary
The intent of this study was not to create a new drought index, or even to rnake significant
modifications to existing indices. The ikst objective is to evaluate a selection of drought indices
that are readiiy available and that have been adopted by a wide range of users to determine which

is the most appropriate for agricultud appiïcation on the Canadian prairies.
The Moistuce Anomaly Index (Z)
was determined to be the 'best' index for measuring

agricultual drought. The Z-index performed better than the other three drought indices m both

the growing seasan drought correlation analysis and the stepwise regression anaiysis. The r e d t s
showed that the SPI is also usehi for measuring agricultural drought on the Canadii prairies.
The Z-index is based on Palmer's calcuiation of the monthly water budget. The parameters for the
moisture budget (e.g., ET, PET, RO, and S) are calculated ftom the temperature and precipitation
for the curent month. This month is then compared to the climaticaily appropriate or n o r d
conditions for that month. A value is assigned to each month based on whether it is wetter or
drier than normal. The larger or smaiier the value, the more extreme the month.
Not surprisingly, Red Spring wheat was determined to be sensitive to growing season
rnoisture conditions. In particular, yield was found to be most reliant on the moisture conditions
in June. July was the second most important month for determinhg yield, and May was ranked as
the least important. Antecedent moisture conditions were s h o w to only explain a very srnaIl
mount of the variance in wheat yields. A more detailed examination of the Z-index during the
growing season revealed that considering the rnoisture conditions for the month of May did not
increase the amount of variance in Red Spring wheat yields explained by just using moisture
conditions for June and July. Therefore, the best index for measuring agricuiturd drought on the
Canadian prairies is the June-July 2-index variable (267).
There is a great deal of spatial variability across the prairies in the strength of the
reiationship between Red Spring wheat yield and 267. This index rnay not be suitable for use in
ail crop d i i c t s , particuiarly those in northwestern Alberta ( 0 s 8,9, 11) and in the northern
portion of the grain growing region in Manitoba (CDS 5, 11). Aimost halfofthe variation in
mode1 performance can be attriiuted to variations in mean precipitation and latitude. Both of
these variables are inversely reiated to mode1 performance. Therefore, crop districts wiîh a more
southerly Iocation and lower growing season precipitation tended to perforrn the best. The crop

yieId models could be improved ifadditional data sets were available that measured some of the
other important factors that affect crop yieId, such as insects, extreme meteorobgicai events (hail

wind, frost), and disease.
There is also considerable temporal variabitity in model performance in most crop districts.

Many of the years where the model performs poorly can be attributed to an unequal distribution
of precipitatioa. The timing of precipitation and its distrilution in the growing season is
extremely criticai to crop yield. Large variations between lune and July Z-index values cm also

cause the mode1 to perform poorly. The moistue conditions during May and August also play a
role in detennining how accuratety the model cm predict Red Spring wheat yield. Obvious~y,

other sources of model e m r also exkt, but overd the growing season Z-index provides a

reasonable measure of agricultural drought on the Canadian prairies.

CEFAPTER 5
AN AGRICULTURAL DROUGHT CLIMATOLOGY OF THE
CANADIAN PRAIRIES

5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we determined that the Moisture Anomaly Index is the best index
for measuring agricultural drought on the Canadian prairies. In this chapter, the 2-index wili be
used to produce an agicultural drought climatology for the prairies for 1920-1999. Specificdy,
the 2-index wiIi be used to divide the study area into a number of smaiier relatively
homogeneous drought regions. These drought regions wili then be used to discuss the patterns of

drought fiequency, severity, and spatial extent. A senes of growing season drought maps will be
created for the 1920-1999 study period to illustrate the spatiai patterns of drought and then
spectral analysis wili be canied out to investigate the temporal patterns of drought.

5.2 Creation of drought regions
The study region was divided into a five relatively homogeneous drought regions using
Ward's cluster andysis (Figure 5.1) (refer to Section 3.5.4). The location of these five regions
are shown in Figure 5.2. It is evident f?om the coherent spatial pattern in Figure 5.2 that group
membership appears to be p r i m d y controIled by geography (location). That is, the climate
processes responsible for determinhg the growing season 2-index values operate on a regionald e . Thus, moisture conditions during the growing season in any given crop district are likely

to be most similar to the moisture conditions in neighbouring crop districts. This is not entirely
surprising given that with the exception of the Rocky Mountains, topography (elevation) does not
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Figure 5.1 Dendrogram created by using Ward's method of cluster andysis on the growing
season 2-index d u e s for Canadian prairie crop districts
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Figure 5.2 Location and membership of £Îvehomogeneous drought regions as
detennined by duster analysis

play a major role in determining the ciimate of the Canadian prairies. Thus, the movement of air
masses and the operation of many clirnate processes tends to be fairly homogenous over great
distances. Therefore, the rationale for the location and membership of these regions can be
attributed to aspects of the climate that do v q over the Canadian prairies such as the location of
the jet Stream and storm tracks, the proximity of the crop districts to the Rocky Mountains, and
the influence of latitude.
Cluster 1 is located on the eastern side of the study region. All of the Manitoba crop
districts except for MB5,located in the northwestern corner of Manitoba, belong to Cluster 1.
Namely the eleven crop districts that make up Cluster 1 are: MBI, MB2, MB3, MB4, MB6,
MB7, MB8, MB9, MB10, MB11, MB12. Two tables of m a r y statistics for the five clusters

have been prepared. The results in Table 5.1 were calculated by determining the standard
deviation, the variance, and the maximum and minimum Z-index vaIues for each year of the
1920-1999 study period from the crop districts within each cluster. Ail of these yearly values
were then averaged. The results in Table 5.1 give an indication of the amount of variation within
each cluster. Cluster 1 had an average yearly standard deviation of 1.72 and an average yearly
variance of 3.39. Both of these values rank as the second d e s t and therefore Cluster 1 is the
second most homogeneous cluster (au of the crop districts within Cluster 1 tend to have fairly

simiiar Z-index values) in the study region. The homogeneity of each cluster is aIso illustrated
by the cIusteMg distance shown in Figure 5.1. The shoaer the clustering distance, the more
hornogeneous the group. The homogeneity of each region can also be assessed by examining
Figure 5.3. The more tightiy the time series of Z-index vaiues are grouped together, the more
homogeneous the cluster wili be. The second table of summary statistics pable 5 2 ) created for
each of the five drought regions presents the overall d t s . Tt was calcuIated by consideMg the

2-index values for a i l years and crop districts within each cluster. The standard deviation and
variance values provided in Table 5.2 shows the degree of variability of the drought regime for
each ciuster. The maximum and minimum values in Table 5.2 show the magnitude of the most
extreme wet and dry events recorded by each cluster during the study period. Cluster 1 has the
lowest standard deviation (3.04) and variance (9.22), meaning that it experiences less severe wet
and dry events than the other clusters in the study region.
Table 5.1 Summary of average yearly maximum and minimum drought index values, and mean
yeariy standard deviation and variance for each cluster

Table 5.2 Overall summary of drought index values for each cluster: maximum, minimum,
standard deviation, and variance

Cluster 4 is located in the southeastern corner of Saskatchewan and is composed of six

crop districts (SKla, SKlb, SK2a, SK2b, SK3an, and SK3as). Cluster 4 is the most homogenous
of a i i of the clusters within the study region. It has the srnaIlest standard deviation (1.56) and

variance (2.82) (Table 5.1). This is perhaps due to the fact that Cluster 4 covers the mallest

area Nomally, the smaller the region the more likely it is to be homogeneous. Cluster 4 has an
o v e d standard deviation of 3.38 and a variance of 11.do. These values are very close to îhe
mean for aii the clusters within the study region.
Cluster 5 is located in the northeastem corner of Saskatchewan and Manitoba. It is
composed of six crop districts from northeastem Saskatchewan (SKSa, SKSb, SK6a, SK8a,
SKSb, and SK9a) dong with one crop district fiom Manitoba (MM). Cluster 5 has a moderate
lever of homogeneity as compared to the other clusters. The average yearly standard deviation is
1.85 and the variance is 3.99 (Table 5.1) and this compares favorably with the mean standard
deviation of 1.83 and the mean variance of 3.82. Cluster 5 has the most variable and extreme
drought regime of aii of the clusters in the study region. It has the highest overaii standard
deviation of 3-51 and a variance of 12.3 1 (Table 5.2). It also has the largest recorded maximum
and minimum Z-index values.

Cluster 2 draws its membership from southern Alberta and southwestern Saskatchewan.

It is made up of thirteen crop districts (ABI, AB2, AB3, AB4,AM, AB6, SIObn, SEObs, SK4a,
SK4b, SK6b, SK?a, and SK7b). The large number of crop districts withui Cluster 2 may
contribute to it being the second most heterogeneous cluster in the study region. It has an
average yearly standard deviation of 2.95 and a variance of 4-13 (Table 5.1). Cluster 2 is ody
siightiy less variable and extreme then Cluster 5. It has an overail standard deviation of 3.49 and

a variance of 12.17 (Table 5.2). It is not completely unexpected that this cluster experiences
extreme conditions due to the fact that many of the crop districts that make-up this cIuster are
part of a particdarly drought prone region h o w n as Paiiiser's Triangle.
Finally, Cluster 3 draws its membership h m northem Alberta and northwestem
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Saskatchewan. It is made of a total of six crop districts (AB7, AB8, AB9, AB10, AB1 1, and
SK9b). Cluster 3 has the highest amount of within ciuster variance (most heterogeneous cluster)

as Uustrated by having the highest standard deviation of 2.05 and variance of 4.76 (Table 5.1).
Much of the variance between crop districts in Cluster 3 can be ascribed to the influence of the
Rocky Mountains on precipitation (and thedore drought) patterns. Crop district AB8, in
particular, exhibits a great deal of inter- and intra-growing season variability. However, in terms
of overall variability (susceptibility to drought), this cluster is slightly below the mean of the
other clusters with a standard deviation of 3.17 and a variance of 10.05 (Table 5.2).

5.3 Drought frequency
The fiequency of droughts (and floods) for each duster was calculated by determinhg
how many tirnes an event of a given magnitude occurred during the 1920-1999 study period.
Two different drought and flood thresholds were subjectively chosen based on a visual
examination of the tirne senes Z-index plots shown in Figure 5.3. The total number of drought
events with Z-index values less than or equai to -5 and Iess than or equal to -7 were counted and
the results are sumrnarized in Table 5.3. For the sake of cornparison, this table also shows the

number of flood events (extremely wet events) with Z-index values greater than or equai to 5 and
greater than or equal to 7. Because there are a different number of crop districts in each cluster,
the results presented in Table 5.3 are slightly misieading. Obviously, since Cluster 2 is
composed of thirteen crop districts it wilI likely have a greater number of drought (and flood)
events. Therefore, the number of drought events were standardized by dividing the total number
of drought events that occurred during the study period by the number of crop districts within
each cluster (Table 5.4).

Table 5.3 Summary of the number of drought and flood events exceeding a given h s h o l d
recorded within each cluster

Table 5.4 Summary of the standardized number of drought and flood events exceeding a given
threstiold recorded within each cluster

According to Table 5.4, Cluster 5 has the highest average number of moderate and
extreme growing season droughts per crop district. Cluster 5 had an average of 6-14growing
season droughts per crop district that were more severe than a -5 (moderate drought) and an
average of 2.71 events that had a Z-index value more severe than -7 (severe drought). This
supports the overall standard deviation and variance statistics fiorn Table 5.2 that indicated that
this is the region with the most variable and extreme drought regirne. An average of 6.14

growing season droughts per crop district during the 80-year study period indicates that there
were moderate to severe drought conditions during approximately 7.7% of the study period (or
one out of every thirteen years).
M e r Cluster 5, Cluster 2 experienced moderate to severe drought conditions most
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fiequently. It had an average of 5.46 growing season droughts that were more severe than -5 and
an average of 2.3 I droughts per crop district that were more severe than -7. The drought

frequency results for this cluster agree with the overall drought statistics in Table 5.2 which
indicated that Cluster 2 has the second highest susceptibility to drought. Moderate to severe
drought conditions occurred during 6.8% of the study period (or approximately one out of every
fourteen years).
Cluster 4 had an average of 5.83 growing season droughts that were more severe than -5

and an average of 1.17 droughts per crop district that were more severe than -7. This ranked it as
the third most drought susceptible cluster. Cluster 4 actually had a slightiy higher average
number of moderate growing season droughts than Cluster 2, but it had a much Iower average
number of extreme growing season droughts and therefore it was ranked behind Cluster 2.
Moderate to severe drought conditions occurred during 7.3% of the study period (or
approximately one out of every fourteen years).
Cluster 1 had an average of 3.73 growing season droughts that were more severe than -5

and an average of 1.55 droughts per crop district that were more severe than -7. This drought
fiequency ranked it as the fourth among the prairie clusters. Moderate to severe drought
conditions occurred during 4.7% of the study period (or approximately one out of every twentyone yeats).
Cluster 3 iiad an average of 4.17 growing season droughts that were more severe than -5

and an average of 0.67 droughts per crop district that were more severe than -7. This tanked it as
the least drought susceptible cluster. Cluster 3 actually had a slightly higher average number of
moderate growing season droughts than Cluster 1, but it had a much lower average number of
extreme growing season droughts and so it was ranked behind Cluster 1. Moderate to severe

drought conditions occurred during 5.2% of the study p i o d (or approximately one out of every
nineteen years).
All of the clusters had a higher average number of extreme drought events (< -7) than

extreme flood events (> 7), except for Cluster 3. Clusters 1 and 4 had an approximately equal
number of moderate drought (< -5) and flood (> 5) events. Clusters 2,3, and 5 aii had a higher
number of moderate flood events than drought events. Cluster 2 had an average of 7.38 flood
events (> 5) per crop district and Cluster 5 had an average of 7.00. This means that moderate to
severe flood conditions occurred during 9.2% of the study period for Cluster 2 and 8.8% for
Cluster 5. This once again illustrates that these two crop districts have a highly variable
precipitation regime. When the average number of moderate to severe drought and flood events

are combined together it is evident that approximately 16% of the study period for Clusters 2 and

5 (one out of six years) have growing season moisture conditions that are not well-suited for
agriculture.

5.4 Drought severity and spatial extent
Figure 5.4 shows the mean drought severity and spatial extent of each growing season
drought for aii five cluster-regions. The drought severity has been plotted in reverse order on the
secondary Y-axis (smaiiest value at the top) to better illustrate the relationship between drought
severity and spatial extent. Generally, as drought severity increases, the m a that is affected aIso
increases. Therefore, there is an inverse relationship between drought severity (negative Z-index
value) and the spatial extent of a drought event. The hear correlation between drought severity
and spatial extent is consistentiyaround -0.80 (correIations are negative because the Z-index
expresses drought as a negative number) for ail clusters (Cluster 5 has a correlation of -0.8 1;

Figure 5.4 Mean Z-index value and spatial extent of drought for each cluster (cont.)

Cluster 4 = -0.79; Cluster 3 = -0.80; Cluster 2 = -0.81: Cluster 1 = -0.80). Therefore, it seems
that this relationship is not influenced by the variability of a cluster's precipitation regime.
Cluster 1 is one of the clusters that has the least variable precipitation regime and is the
least prone to drought. There are only two years during the study period (1934,1961) when al1
crop districts in this cluster were experiencing moderate to severe drought conditions. In total,
moderate drought conditions were present in at least one m p district in Cluster 1 during 37
years.

Cluster 2 is one of the most drought prone regions on the Canadian prairies, but there
were no years during the study period when moderate to severe drought conditions were present

in al1 crop districts. This is somewhat surprishg given what we know about this cluster fiom
previous sections. This may simply be due to the fact that this region is composed of thirteen
crop districts, which is significantly more than aii of the other clusters. Cluster 2 had 44 years
where there was at least one crop district that was experiencing moderate to severe drought
conditions, No other cluster had more than 37 y e m when there was at least one crop district
experiencing drought conditions.
Cluster 3 had only two years (1923,1936) where 100% of the crop districts that make up
this cluster were experiencing drought conditions. There were a total of 37 years when at least
one crop district in Cluster 3 was experiencing drought conditions.
There are six years (1936,l9S8,l96l,l967,l968,
and 1988) when drought conditions
are present in aii of the crop districts in Cluster 4. However, there were only 29 years when at
Ieast one crop district was experiencing drought conditions in CIuster 4.

Cluster 5 is the most drought prone cluster. There are five years (1923,1936,1961, and
1988) when moderate to severe drought conditions are present in all of the cmp districts within

tàis cluster. Overall, there were a total of 34 years when drought conditions were present in at
least one of the crop districts in Cluster 5.
The relationship between drought severity and the spatial extent of drought events c m
aIso be analyzed by looking at the Canadian prairies as a whole (Figure 5.5). Overall, then is a
linear correlation of -0.88 between drought severity and the spatial extent of drought events.
That is, approximately 77% of the variance in the spatial extent of drought events can be
explained by the mean Z-index values (drought severity) for aii crop districts on the Canadian
prairies. The increase in the correlation between drought severity and spatial extent over the
values for each individual drought region can be attributed to using ail 43 crop districts.
None of the drought events that occurred during the study period were concurrent in ail
crop districts across the prairies. The most severe drought occurred in 1961 (mean Z-index vdue
of -5.67) and covered approximately 86% of the prairies. Other major droughts occurred in
1988, 1929, 1937, and 1936. Table 5.5 lists the severity and spatial extent of the twenty most
severe droughts that occurred during 1920-1999. Overall, drought conditions were present in at
Ieast one crop district during 62 years. That is, there was a moderate to severe drought in at Least
one crop district during 77.5% of the study period.

Figure 5.5 Mean 2-index value and spatial extent of drought for tbe Canadian prairies

Table 5.5 Sumrnary of the severity and spatial extent of the twenty most severe prairie droughts
during 1920-1999 (sorted by drought severity (mean Z-index value))

1

Year
1961

1
1

Mean Z-index
Value
-5.67

1
1

I

Drought estent

i

(% ofarea <-3)
86.05%

5.5 Spatial patterns of drought
The Moisture Anomaly index values for each crop district were mapped for each growing
season fiom 1920 to 1999 to illustrate the spatial patterns of drought (Figure 5.6). Three
distinctIy different spatial patterns of drought are evident fiom a visual analysis of the growing
season drought maps. The first pattem will be referred to as iinear and it is associated with a
coherent iinear arrangement or pattern to how the Moisture Anomaly index values are distributed
across the Canadian prairies. This spatiaiiy coherent pattern takes a variety of forms. For
example, during some years there was a distinct band of drought (or wet conditions) that

stretched across the study region. One exampIe ofthis type of pattern occurred in 1943, when a

Figure 5.6 A n n d growing season Moisture Anomaly Index (2-index) maps: 1920-1999

Figure 5.6 Annual growing season Moisture Anomaly index (2-index) maps: 1920-1999 (cont.)

Figure 5.6 Annuai growing season Moiçture Anomaly index (2-index) maps: 1920-1999 (cont.)

Figure 5.6 Annuai growing season Moisture Anomaiy index (Z-index) maps: 1920-1999 (cont.)

Figure 5.6 Annuai growing season Moisture Anomaly index (2-index) maps: 1920-1999 (cont.)

Figure 5.6 Annual growing season Moisture Anomaiy Index (2-index) maps: 1920-1999 (cont.)

Figure 5.6 Annual growing season Moisture Anomaly Index (Z-index) maps: 1920-1999 (cont.)

Figure 5.6 hmai growing season Moisture Anomaly index (2-index) maps: 1920-1999 (cont)

Figure 5.6 Annual growing season Moisture Anomaly index (Z-index) maps: 1920-1999 (cont.)
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Figure 5.6 Annual growing season Moisture Anomaly Index (2-index) maps: 1920-1999 (cont.)

band of mild to moderate drought conditions extended fiom the southwestern corner of Alberta
to the northeastem comer of Saskatchewan and Manitoba Conditions on either side of this band
of drought are classified as near normal or slightly wetter than normal. Another example of a
spatially coherent pattern of drought occurred in 1985. A relatively uniform band of moderate to
severe drought stretches fiom the northwestern corner of Alberta down to the southeast corner of
Manitoba To the north of this, conditions in Saskatchewan and Manitoba were normal or wetter
than nomai. The opposite situation is iliustrated in 1966 when a distinct plume of wetter than

normal conditions extends fiom southem Alberta through to the northern part of Saskatchewan.
The crop districts on both sides of this band experienced normal or mild drought conditions.
There are many other examples of spatiaily coherent linear patterns of drought.
These coherent h e a r patterns of drought are likely caused by changes in the location of
the jet stream and storm tracks through the study region and the changes rnay be due to the
prescnce of persistent ridges or troughs that are anchoring the jet stream and storm track. These
ridgedtroughs may in turn be l i e d to persistent SST anomalies in the Pacific.
There are aiso other spatiaily coherent patterns. For lack of a better te= the second
pattem will be called drought or flood dominant. That is, the entire study region is essentialiy
experiencing the same moisture conditions. One example of a drought dominant pattern
occurred in 1929. Every crop district in the study a m was classified as having drought
conditions, with the exception of four crop districts that were experiencing near normal
conditions. On the other hand, 1953 is an example a flood dominant pattern because the vast
majority of the crop districts experienced very wet conditions. There are many other examples of
drought or flood dominant patterns such as: 1936,1937,1941,1942,1954,1961, 1965,1977,
1988,1991,1993, and 1999. These years were selected because the prevailing conditions

(drought or flood) appear to effect nearly ail crop districts. Obviously, the selection of these
years is somewhat subjective since it is based on a visual analysis of the pattems of drought
occurrence. However, the underlying mechanism responsibIe for causing the drought (or flood)
patterns during these years is probably difTerent than the mechanisrn that is causing the h e a r
pattems. The mechanism (or mechanisms) that are causing these drought dominant patterns are
operating at a scale that infiuences the entire study region. Therefore, local convective activity
and other smail-scaie control mechanisms can be d e d out. Many of the years that are given as
examples of this type of pattern are extreme drought or flood years. The cause of the spatial
pattern for many of these years, particuIarly the flood years, may be linked to ENSO. Six of the

ten wettest years on the prairies occurred during El Niiio events and the other four occurred
during La Niaa events (Table 5.6). ENS0 appears to play a role in causing extremely wet years
to occur. The signal is somewhat uncertain given that both El N i o and La N i years appear to
be important, but it may be related to the evolution of ENSO because La N i a events ofien occur
folIowing an El Nio. For example, an El Nino event occurred in 1953 and this was foiiowed by
a La Niaa event in 1954. Coincidentally, 1954 happens to be the foitrth wettest year on the
prairies during the study period. Similariy, an El NiKo event occurred in 1925, foilowed by a La

Nifia event in 1928. Also, an El Niüo event occurred in 1939, followed by a La Nina event in
1942.

Table 5.6 Summary of the mean magnitude of the ten wettest growing seasons d h g 1920-1999
and whether there was an El Niio or La N i a event

1

Year

] ~ e a ~ni n d e x l ENS0

1

There does not appear to be such a strong relationship between ENSO and extreme
drought years. Only the drought during 1988 can be linked to a La N i event. However, it is
likely that other large-scaie forcing fuuctions are responsible for the dominant drought pattern.
The third type of drought pattern c m be described as relatively random. It has very little
spatiai structure or evidence of a coherent pattern, It is essentially the exact opposite of the flood
or drought dominant pattern. One example of this kind of pattern occurred in 1995 when drought
conditions were present in northern Alberta and noahwestern Saskatchewan, as weii as in parts
of Manitoba and very wet conditions were present in southern AIberta and parts of
Saskatchewan. It seems logical to conclude that t h e is no single dominant mechanism
controllhg precipitation during years that display this type of random spatial pattern. In
particular, these patterns may arise due to convective precipitation and as a resuit of natural
variability in the climate system. It shodd be noted that Iarge convective storms can significantly
skew moisture pattern, particuiarly in years where there are very few stations being used to

calculate the precipitation totals.

5.6 Temporal patterns of drought
The temporal patterns of drought, or drought cydes, that may be present in the eighty
years of available data were analyzed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)technique.
Spectral density pIots were produced for a representative crop disûict fiom each of the five
drought regions (Figure 5.7). A series of cross amplitude graphs were also produced for each
pair of regions (Figure 5.8).
Crop district MB1 was used to represent CIuster 1. Spectral analysis revealed that there
were significant peaks in the density of CIuster 1 at roughly 2 years, 7 years, 9 years, and around
13 years (Figure 5.7). in fact, the spectral density actuaiiy has a rather broad peak between 7-10
years. These results are fairly consistent for ali crop districts within Cluster 1.
Cluster 2 is represented by crop district SK4b and it has two significant peaks in spectral
density. The first peak is at approximately2 years and the second is at approximately 4 years.
Unlike Cluster 1, there is not a strong peak between 7-10 years or between 10 and 20.
Cluster 3 is represented by crop district A7. Like Cluster 2, it has significant peaks in
density at around 2 years and 4 years. It also has a rather broad plateau that spans Çom 7 years to
about 15 years.
Cluster 4 is represented by crop disûict SK3as. It appears to be fairly simila.to al1 of the
previous clusters because it has peaks at around 2 and 4 years. The density then graduaiiy clirnbs
to form a broad plateau fiom about fifteen to the mid-twenties.
Cluster 5 is represented by crop district SK8b. It has a signifiant peak in density at about
2 years and it also has peaks between 7-10 years and between 15-20 years. The peak around 4
years that is present in many of the other clusters is not very prominent in Cluster 5.
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Figure 5.7 Specûai density plots (density power vs. period) for aIi five drought regions
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Overall, it is apparent that al1 of the regions have a significant peak around 2 years. Ali of
the regions also have a peak between 10-20 years, although the magnitude and width of this peak
varies fiom region to region. Some of the clusters aiso have peaks between 7-10 years and
around 4 years. A cross amplitude analysis was also carried out to quantitatively measure the

agreement between regions.
The cross amplitude analysis (Figure 5.8) reinforces many of the conclusions that were
drawn fiom a visual analysis of the spectral density plots for each region. Ail of the cross

amplitude plots show strong and dehite peaks at around two years. However, the signal is
somewhat muddled in the cross amplitude plot of Cluster 3 and Cluster 5. There is also a strong,
well-defined peak in the amplitude at about 4 years in aii of the cross amplitude plots. Fialiy,
there is a peak in the amplitude between 10-15 years. For the plots of Cluster 1 vs. Cluster 5 and
Cluster 2 vs. Cluster 5, the amplitude begins to rise at around 8 years and then peaks between 10
and 15. For the plots of Cluster 3 vs. Cluster 5 and Cluster 4 vs. Cluster 5, the amplitude begins
to rise at about 6 years and it has a minor peak at around 7 years and then continues to rise to a
major peak at around 15 years.
The degree of agreement in the cross amplitude plots between ali clusters is certainly

striking, The quasi-54, and 10-15 year oscillations are a common feature of the drought time
series in al1 clusters and the majotity of crop districts. There is aiso a fourth peak, with a 7-9 year
oscillation, present in many of the drought spectra. The spatial coherence in the power spectra
indicates that these oscillations in the drought record are more likely to be significantand not just
random fluctuations that vary fiom station to station. Spatial coherence also means dut ail of the
Canadian prairies are likely infiuenced by the same physicai mechanisrns. This type of spectral

analysis of the drocght time series is crucial because it may heIp to i d e n t .some of the

signincant factors that may be responsiîle for triggerhg drought conditions. In addition, if h r e
are known periodicities in the prairie drought regime, they may have potential for drought
forecasting.
The quasi-biennial oscillation is a common feature that is present in many precipitation
t h e series around the world (Oladipo, 1987). The fundamenta1 physicd cause, or causes, of this

oscillation are not clear. This oscillation is often attributed to the general atmospheric circulation
and reversals in tropical stratospheric winds (Oladipo, 1987). It rnay also be related to Iarge flux
variations in the emission of uitraviolet rays by the sun; these variations have a penod of about

26 mon& (Oladipo, 1987). Additionally, the quasi-biennial oscillation codd be related to soi1
moistuse conditions or other components of the local environment that contribute to year-to-year
persistence. The literature does not givc any clear indication of what mechanism might be
responsible for the quasi4year oscillations, dthough in one study it has been suggested that
oscillations having this return penod rnay be related to ENS0 (OIadipo, 1987. The 10-15 year
oscillation is a significant feature in the drought spectra. Given the r e m period of this
oscillation, it is possible that is may be linked to decadaI-scde SST variability. Attributing this
oscillation to a paaicuiar physicd mechanism is beyond the scope of this study, nonetheIess, this
osciiiation appem to be significant to the Canadian prairies.
A great deal of drought research has focused on Iooking for a link between s ~ s p o t sand

drought. In this study, there is no evidence of a 22-year osciiiation in any of the drought spectm.
This is of particuiar interest because of the long-standing debate about whether the 1l-year
sunspot cyde and the 22-year double sunspot cycle (Hale cycle) are related to drought (Oladipo,

1987; Padrnanabhan and Rarnachandra Rao, 1990). Although these cycles have ken fomd in
many other studies, there is stiIi no conclusive evidence of how sunspots are reIated to drought

conditions.

5.7 Chapter summary
A drought climatology for the crop-growing region of the Canadian prairies was

developed by k t dividing the study region into five relatively homogenous drought regions.
These drought regions are composed of between 6 and 13 crop districts. The most drought
vulnerable regions were Cluster 5 in north-western Saskatchewan and Cluster 2 in south-western
Saskatchewan/south-eastemAiberta. Cluster 5 had the highest drought fkquency. It

experienced a moderate to severe drought during nearly 8% of the study period. That means that
a moderate to severe drought had an average retum period of thirteen years. Cluster 2 also has a
high kequency of moderate to severe droughts. It experienced these conditions d h g 7% of the
study period, or every fourteen years.
Not surprisingly, it was demonstrated that the severity and spatial extent of droughts on
the Canadian prairies are strongly related. Overall, more than 77% of the variation in the spatial
extent of drought events can be explained by drought severity. In other words, more severe
droughts tend to cover larger areas.
The single most severe growing season drought on the Canadian prairies occurred in

1961. This drought covered more than 86% of the study region and the mean severity of the
drought was -5.67. The second most severe drought to occur on the Canadian prairies was in
1988. The mean drought severity in 1988 was -4.58 and more than 77% of the study redan was

affected. Major droughts also occurred in mauy other years including 1929 (spatial extent =
65%; severity = -4.01) and 1937 (spatial extent = 69%; severity = -3 .W).
The creation of a series of growing season drought maps Uustrated that there are îhree

major spatial patterns of drought on the Canadian prairies. The fïrst pattern is h e a r in nature.
Similar conditions extend in a line across the region and are surrounded on both sides by
different conditions. The second pattem is flood or drought dominant With this pattern, the
same conditions are present in the entire study region. The final pattem is refened to as random
and it is said to occur when there is no other distinct spatial pattern. Each of these patterns is
iikely linked to a different set of forcing factors.

Specûai analysis (FFT) revealed that there are a number of spatidy consistent @resent
across the entire study region) periodicities in the drought index data. in particular, a quasibiennial, quasi4year, and quasi-10-15 year osciilations are present across the study region.
These oscillations may be the signature of a particular drought forcing function and therefore
may be of use in drought forecasting.

CHAPTER 6
PREDICTTON OF AGRICULTURAL DROUGHT
CLIMATOLOGY ON THE CANADIAN PRAIRIES
6.1 Introduction
This cbapter wiil explore the relatiomhip between global teleconnections and drought on
the Canadian prairies. Previous research has s h o w that there is a direct link between a n d b e r

of these teleconnection patterns and precipitation and temperature anomalies on the Canadian
prabies (Quiring, 1999; Quiring and Blair, 2000; Quiring and Blair, 2001).
The analysis wiIl be carried out in two stages. The fkst stage is a composite analysis

where five of the most severe growing season droughts will be used to mate composites of a
number of ocean and atmospheric variables. The second stage is a Principal Components
AnaIysis (PCA) that will be used to quanti@ and support the hdings of the composite adysis.

6.2 Composite aoalysis
The purpose of tbis section is to determine the surface boundary layer conditions and
atmospheric and oceanic anomalies associated with severe growing season drought events.
These composites will be used to illustrate some of the circulation and associated SST anomalies

that occur coincident with severe growing season dmughts, and in the seasons leading up to the
drought. The five drought years used for the composite analysis were (in order of severity) 1961,
1988,1958,1967, and 1977.

6.2.1 Summer composites
The fïrst and most obvious characteristic of severe droughts on the Canadian prairies is a
decrease in the amount of precipitation. Figure 6.1 shows the spatial extent of the negative
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Figure 6.1 Composite growing season precipitation rate anomalies (rndday)

I

precipitation rate anomaly (precipitation rate is determined by dividing the composite monthIy
precipitation anomaly (m)by the number of days). Negative precipitation rate anomalies
ranging fkom -0.5 to -1.5 mmiday cover much of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and southern Manitoba
as weli as extending south of the border into Montana,North Dakota, and parts of Minnesota and

South Dakota. These negative precipitation anomalies dso extend to the south and e s t dong the
East Coast of the United States. The coherence of these precipitation anomalies confimis the
severity of the drought events chosen for the composite anaiysis. Interestingly, severe droughts
in the Canadian prairies appear to coincide with drought events dong the eastem coast of North
America
increased surface temperatures (Figure 6.2) are also usuaiiy associated with severe
growing season drought events because incoming solar enagy becomes a sensible heat flw
instead of a latent heat flux. The composite average temperature in the study region is
approximately one degree Celsius warmer than normal. Surfxe temperature anomalies and OLR
are dosely related through Boltanann's Law, sirice areas with higher surface temperatures have
more available energy at the surface. Figure 6.3 shows the growing season OLR anomalies for
North America. During severe drought events, there are strong positive OLR anomalies (W/m2)
over much of western North America. This anomaly pattern should be expected because there is
typically less cloud cover during drought events (due to the persistent high pressure and strong
subsidence) and therefore more long-wave radiation can escape relatively unimpeded.
The potential evaporation anomalies (w/m2) (Figure 6.4) show that there is a wide band
of above normal evaporation that stretches fiom northern British Columbia across the Prairie
Provinces and d o m the east coast of the United States. The region of maximum potentiai
evaporation anomaiies (> 60 w/m2) is centred over southem Aiberta and Saskatchewan. These

Figure 62 Composite growing season surface temperature anomdies
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Figure 6 3 Composite growing season outgoing Iongwave radiation (OLR) anomalies (Wlm2)

Figure 6.4 Composite growing season potential evaporation rate anomalies (W/mr>

significantly higher rates of potential evaporation are a result of the higher amounts of energy
avdable at the surface. The pattern is simiiar to that of the OLR anomaiies.
Negative soil moisture anomalies dso stretch h m northern British Columbia across the
Prairie Provinces and down the east Coast of the United States (Figure 6.5). in addition, there is a
band of negative soil moisture anomalies encompassing the mountains on the western side of
North America. The area of maximum negative soil moisture departures covers southern Alberta
and Saskatchewan and most of Montana. Boundary Iayer conditions, such as soil moisture, are

..

particuIarly important because they play a role in initiating and sustaining severe drought events.
The pattern for relative humidity (Figure 6.6) is dso similm to the pattern previously
described for soil moishue, OLR, and evaporation rate. The composite relative humidity is about
5% below normal for the study region. This is due to the lack water avdable at the surface
because of the lower than normal soil moisture leveb and precipitation rates, coupled with higher
than normai temperatures.
Figure 6.7 shows the summer tropical Pacific SST anomalies associated with severe
prairies growing season droughts. The most striking feature in this figure is the anomalously
cold water in the eastern equatorial Pacific (Nia03 region). The composite anomaiy is nearly
one degee Celsius below normal during June and Juiy. This indicates that severe drought on the
Canadian prairies tends to coincide with La Ni-iike conditions.
Figure 6.8 shows the summer giobal SST anomalies (note the different scale used to show
global SST anomalies versus eastem equatoriai SST anomalies) associated with severe drought
conditions in the Canadian prairies. The negative anomdy covering a signincant portion of the
eastem equatorial Pacific can still be observed. There are aiso a number of other significant
anomalies that are of interest. Firstly, there are a number of areas of positive SST anomdies off
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Figure 6.5 Composite growing season surface soi1 moisture anomalies
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Figure 6.6 Composite growing season relative humidity anomalies (%)

Figure 6.7 Composite jyowing season tropical Pacific SST anomalies

Figure 6.8 Composite growing season global SST anomalies

the West coast of North America fiom Oregon to Alaska. lndicating that positive SST anomalies
off the West coast of North America tend to coincide with severe drought. There are also two

h
tin the eastem
other Iarge regions where there are consistent positive SST anomalies, the f
Pacific around Japan, and the second in the North Adantic extending south fiom Greenland to
cover a significant portion of the North Atlantic. A pool of anomalously cool water is also
present off the eastem United States coast. The SST anomalies in the Atlantic may be linked to
the Arctic (North Atlantic) Oscillation and consequently related to severe drought on the
Canadian prairies.
Figures 6.9,6.10, and 6.1 1 show the composite geopotential height anomalies and
composite mean geopotential height (m) of the 300,500, and 700 mb surfaces over North
America. Each of these figures iiiustrates that severe drought conditions on the Canadian prairies
are associated with pronounced positive geopotentid height anomalies centred over southern
British Columbia and Washington, and pronounced negative geopotential height anomalies in
northem Quebec. The strong upper level ridging over British Columbia and the westem portion
of the study region and strong upper level troughing in eastern North America creates a more
meridionai flow over the study region. There is also an extra trough present over California in

the 700 mb composite mean geopotentiai heigbt maps that is not present in the other upper level
maps. According to Romolo (1998),this is a normal part of the mean 700 mb height pattern.
Composite mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) anomalies and mean MSLP (mb) for the
growing season are shown in Figure 6.12. The dominant pattern that was clearly visiile in the
upper level data is not quite as clear when Iooking at the d a c e pressure map. Essentidy there
is still a persistent anomaIy of higher than n o d pressure in the West, but it is located just off
the coast of British Columbia and over southern CaIifomia. There is aIso still a persistent
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Figure 6.9 Composite growing season 300 mb geopotential height anomalies (m)and mean
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Figure 6.10 Composite growing season 500 mb geopotentiai height a n o d e s (m)and mean
geopoteniiai heighi:(mj

Figure 6.11 Composite growing season 700 mb geopotential height anomalies (m) and mean
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Figure 6.12 Composite growing season Mean Sea Level Pressure (MSLP)anomaiies and
mean MSLP (mbj

anomaly of lower than normai pressure located in northern Quebec. There is aiso a low-pressure
anomaly over mainland British CoIumbia and a number of small anomalies of higher than normal
pressure that run down the centre of the continent fiom northem Ontario to Texas. The MSLP
maps are not as consistent or easy to interpret as the maps of upper levek flow. In addition, the

diBeremes in the near-surface circulatioa are not very large, compared to the signÎfï~81ltly
anomalous conditions in the upper atmosphere.
It is worthwhile to include the MSLP in the composite analysis section because it

provides a complete picture of the atmosphere, but the upper level maps are much more usefd

for interpretation and presentation. The upper level maps are particularly important because they
are associated with changes in moisture transport, storm track positions, and the jet stream.

The polar jet stream is normally located dong the polar h n t at an altitude of between
8000-10000 rn (Romofo, 1998). The n o d surnmer-time position of the jet s t r m is around
48ON (Trenberth and Guillemot, 1996). The 300 mb level was chosen because of its association
with the jet m a m . The position of the jet Stream is taken as the core of the highest wind speeds

at the 300 mb level. It is evident h m the composite mean 300 mb geopotentiai height map

(recd Figure 6.9) that the location ofthe jet Stream over the study area,as determined by the
area with the strongest pressure gradient dong the polar fiant, is amund 52"N. Therdore, dttring
severe drought the jet stream tends to be located well to the north of its normai suinmer time
position.
Figure 6.13 shows the composite 300 mb wind anomalies and mean winds ( d s ) . The

location of the jet strearn is denoted by the highest velocity Win& on the mean wind composite
map. The jet stream passes over top of the study region, but weakens in strength. The m d u m
velocity winds are found offthe West coast of North America and fiom Ontario out to the east

Figure 6.13 Composite growing season 300 mb wind speed anomalies and composite mean
wind speed (mis)

coast. During severe drought events, the wind velocities over the Canadian prairies are seen to
decline siightly.

The 300 mb wind anomaly map also illustrates the shift in the position of the jet stream as
compared to normal. There is a large band of below normal wind velocities that extends fiom off
the west coast of British Columbia all the way across the United States and into Ontario. This
band represents a more typicd summer position of the jet stream. There is aiso a band of above

normal wind velocity that extends down into the study region in a northwesterly direction. This
illustrates how the flow over the study region has shifted to a more meridional regime.

6.2.2 Spring composites
Figure 6.14 shows the spring tropical Pacific SST anomalies associated with severe

prairies growing season droughts. The composite shows that SSTs in the eastem equatorial
Pacific are slightly above normal during the spring of severe drought years. However, a small
tongue of colder than normal water is evident dong the equator in the eastern Pacific,
Figure 6.15 shows the spring global SST anomalies associated with severe drought
conditions on the Canadian prairies. There is a sigoificant pool of colder than normal water in
the centre of the northern Pacific. The sunounding water dong the east coast of Asia, the West
coast of North America, and just north of the equator is warmer than normal. This pattern of
SST anomaiies in the North Pacific is quite similar to that of the positive (warrn) phase of the
Pacific Decadd Osciilation (PDO). Much of the North Atlantic has above nomal SSTs except
for a band of cold water dong the east coast of North America.
Figures 6.16,6.17, and 6.18 show the composite geopotential height anomalies and
composite mean geopotential height (m) of the 300,500, and 700 mb surfaces for spring. Each
of these figures shows that S -Q M ~ conditions prior to severe drought events on the Canadian
191

Figure 6.14 Composite spring tropical Pacific SST anomalies

Figure 6.15 Composite spring global SST anomalies

Figure 6.16 Composite s p ~ 300
g mb geopotentiai height anomalies (m) and mean
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Figure 6.17 Composite spring 500 mb geopotential height anomalies (m)and mean
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prairies are associated with pronounced negative geopotentiai height anomalies centred over the
West coast of the United States. A weak trough is present over the west coast of North America
and the ndge over the Rocky Mountains is much less pronounced than usual. There is also an

accompanying negative geopotentiai height anomaly off the east coast of North America and a
positive height anomaly over northern Quebec. These anomalies are present at al1 three levels of
the atrnosphere and are particutarIy intensting because they are opposite in sign to those that are

present during the growing season.
Figure 6.19 shows the spring composite 300 mb wind anomalies and mean winds (mis).

During spring, the jet Stream norrnaily passes weil to the south of the study region because it is
only just beginning to make its way north. The 300 mb wind anomalies show a band of faster
than nomai wind speeds (+l to +3 mis) that stretches from the southwestern U.S. towards the

northeast. North of the border, wind speeds are slightly Iower than normal (-1to -3 d s ) . This
indicates that the jet saeam has been diçplaced slightiy to the south of its n o r d spring-the
position.

6.2.3 Winter composites
Figure 6.20 shows the winter tropical Pacific SST anomalies associated with severe
prairies growing season droughts. Generally, the ocean temperature in the eastem equatorial
Pacifïc during the winter prior to a severe growing season drought are neady one degee above

normal. A large pool of anomaIousIy warm water daminates the eastern and central equatorid
Pacific. These SST anomalies are indicative of El Nino conditions dtrring the December to

Febnrary period prior to a severe drought event.
Figure 6.21 shows the &ter global SST anomalies associated with severe drought
conditions in the Canadian piries. Simila,to grin- there is a siRnificant pool of colder than
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Figure 6.19 Composite spring 300 mb wind speed anomdies and composite mean wind
speed (mfs)

Figure 6.20 Composite winter tropical Pacific SST anomalies

Figure 6.2 1 Composite winter global SST anomalies

normal water that is evident in the centre of the northern Pacific, but now it is even larger and
more pronounced. Again similar to spring, the surroundhg water around Japan, dong the West
coast of North Amenca, and dong the equator is m e r than normal. This pattern of SST
anomalies in the North Pacific now almost exactly replicates that of the positive (warm) phase of
the PDO. There is a signifïcant region of warmer than normal SST in the Atlantic just north of
the equator. A band of colder than normal water nearly stretches fiom the east coast of North
Amenca over to Europe.
Figures 6.22,6.23, and 6.24 show the composite geopotential height a n o d e s and
composite mean geopotential height (m) of the 300,500, and 700 mb surfaces for winter. Each
of these figures shows that winter conditions prior to severe drought events on the Canadian
prairies are associated with pronounced negative geopotential height anomalies centred off the
coast of Alaska and smaller positive height anomalies over the western United States. A
pronounced negative geopotential height anomdy is also present to the east of the study region in

the northeastern United States. The net result is that there is a more pronounced ridge over the
West coast of North America and a mote pronounced trough in eastern North America.
Figure 6.25 shows the winter composite 300 mb wind anomalies and mean winds (ds).
The 300 rnb wind anomalies show a band of faster than normal wind speeds (up to +5 d s ) that
stretches across Mexico and Florida North of this, there is a band of lower than normal winds
(up to -4 d s ) running p d e l . This indicates that the jet stream has been displaced weU to the
south of its normal winter-time position.

6.2.4 Discussion
The composite aualysis showed, not surprisingly, that the spatial pattern of a n o d e s for
~reci~itation
rate: OLR, evaporationratet soil moisturet and relative humidity were
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Figure 6.22 Composite winter 300 rnb geopotentid height anomalies (m) and mean
geopoicnuai hci&i (mj
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Figure 6.24 Composite winter 700 mb geopotentiai height anomalies (m)and mean
geopoknuai height (mj

Figure 6.25 Composite winter 300 rnb wind speed anomalies and composite mean wind
speed W s )

over the study region. Ail of these variables are linked to each other through a complex series of
feedback processes. A change in any one of these variabtes affects aii of the others. In general,
severe drought events on the Canadian prairies are associated with negative precipitation, soi1
moisture, and relative humidity anomalies, and positive temperature and OLR anomalies. During
the five most severe droughts considered in this composite analysis, the drought-like conditions
extended in a band fiom northem British Columbia through the Canadian prairies and al1 the way
to the east Coast of the United States. Al1 of the variables showed a similar spatial pattern except

for temperature. The higher than normai temperature anomalies were restricted to western North
Arnerica, while most of eastern North America experienced cooIer than normal conditions.
As the iiterature suggests, surface boundary Iayer conditions play a role in initiating and

sustaining drought conditions of the Canadian prairies (Maybank et al., 1995; Herring, 2000).
This is probably due to the fact that the source of approximately 30% of the precipitation that

faiis in the during the growing season in the Canadian prairies is recycled min (Raddatz, 2000).
Thus, when there is very little available moisture at the surface, there is much less moisture
available in the atmosphere. Feedback processes between the surface and the atmosphere tend to
exacerbate the situation (drought causes drought) (Namias, 1960).
During the seasons leading up to severe drought events there is a dramatic seasonal
evoiution of SSTs in the tropical PacXc. During the winter there are strong positive SST
anomalies over much of the central and eastern equatoriaI Pac5c. These SST anomalies are
indicative of El Nio-iike conditions. This pattem of SST anomalies weakens during spring and
by surnmer the pattern has reversed. The strong negative SST anomalies present in the eastern
equatorial Pacsc dirring the summer are associated with La Nina-like conditions. Therefore,
severe drought events seem to be linked to a change in the phase of ENS0 (a transition h m El
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Nino to La Niila). The change in the phase of ENS0 may be as important as the presence of
anomalously cold water in the eastem equatorial Pacific during drought events. The coId SST
anomalies (La Niiïa-like conditions) cause a major dimption to the atmospheric heating in the
tropics and this not oniy changes the location and intensity of the ITCZ, it also causes large-sde
circulation anomalies that tend to favour the formation of drought conditions over the Canadian
prairies (Trenberth and Guillemot, 1996).
There is also an interesthg evolution of SST anomalies in the North Pacific. During the
winter, the pattern of SST anomalies in the North Pacific resembles that of the positive phase of
the PD0 (recali that the PD0 is the leading PC of North Pacific SST anomalies). This pattern of

SST anomalies begins to weaken during spring, and, except for a pool of wanner than normal
water dong the West coast of North America, has almost completely dissipated by summer. The
occurrence of the positive phase of the PD0 pnor to the growing season is of particular interest
because authors such as Namias (1960,1969,1972, and 1986) and Bonsal et al. (1993) have
shown that anomalously warm water off the coast of North Amenca coupled with cool water in
the central North Pacific produces a unique Rossby wave pattern that resuits in warm-dry

conditions in western North America and cool-wet conditions in eastern North America
Although the SST anomalies have weakened by the summer, their effect may be felt because

there is still a SST gradient. The gradient appears to be what is most responsible for producing
the unique Rossby wave pattern (Namias 1960,1969,1972, and 1986; B o d et al., 1993).

En the North Atlantic d u h g winter, there is a region of slightiy warmer than normal water
in the centrai and southem (along the equator) portions and there is cooler than normal water

along the western boundary of the basin (east coast of North America), and in a band that
stretches across the Atlantic. By sumrner, the cool SST anomalies have almost entireIy
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disappeared and the pool of warm water has shifted north into the centrai and northem regions. It
is possible that these SST anomaiies may be related to circulation anomalies in the Atlantic.
The composites indicate that growing season drought conditions are associated with a

more meridional flow over North America. Ali of the summer geopotential height anomaly maps
show a stronger than normal ridge to the west of the study region. The geopotential height
anomalies at the 700 mb level are particularly important because of their association with
atmospheric teleconnection patterns. Many of the teleconnection indices that are published by
the CPC are calcdated using 700 mb geopotentiai height anomalies and a RPCA technique
developed by Barnston and Livezey (1986). In particular, the observed geopotential height
anomalies in the upper level maps appear to be related to the PNA. The positive phase of the
PNA is related to a higher than normal ridge over the Rocky Mountains and a deeper than normal

trough over the eastern United States. The positive phase of the PNA is Iinked to increased
meridionai flow over the Canadian prairies. Romolo (1998) found that there is a strong and
signrficant correlation between the PNA in ApriVMay and spring precipitation (e.g., positive
phase of the PNA is Iinked to below normal precipitation).
During the spring, conditions are reversed fiom the summer. A slight trough is now
present over the west coast of North America due to negative geopotentid height anomalies at
the 300,500, and 700 mb levels of the atmosphere. In winter, there is a large negative
geopotential height anomaly centered off the coast of Alaska. This corresponds to a stronger
than normal Aleutian Low (positive ALPI). There is also a pronounced trough in the eastern
United States and a slightly stronger than normal ridge over North Arnerica The net effect is

that there is a more pronounced ridge and a deeper trough. The striking clifferences betweenthe
winter, spring, and summer conditions are probably related to a change in phase in one or more

important atmosphere controls. Both winter and summer conditions feature a stronger than
nomal ridge and enhanced meridional flow. The winter conditions are strongly similar to the
positive phase of the PNA, the PDO, AFI, and ALPI. Ifthese conditions (a strong positive PD0
with mendional flow during winter coupled with a change in the phase of ENSO)are typicai of

the ones which precede severe drought events they may be usefid for drought forecasting.
The utility and importance of the jet stream is tied to its ability to change the mean flow

as well as causing correspondhg changes in atmospherîc storm tracks. During the sumrner,
when there is a strong ridge over the Rocky Mountains and the jet Stream is sbifted north of its
normal position, storms tend to be preferentialiy steered around the study region. Colorado Lows
are kept mainly to the south of the study region and Afberta Lows are steered north of the study

region (Romolo, 1998). The WP is an important mode of low kquency variability in ail
months. The strong negative phase of the WP is associated with a more zona1 flow of the Pacific
Jet and the strong positive phase is associated with a more meridional flow of the Pacifk Jet.
The positive phase of the EP is related to a deeper than normal trough in western North America
and enhanced westerlies. The negative phase conlines the Pacific trough to the western Pacific

and reduces the strength of the westerlies (more meridional). It is likely that these two
teleconnection patterns rnay be important for predicting drought on the Canadian prairies given
their connection with the position and strength of the jet stream. The southward shift in the

position of the winter and springjet stream may be related to the El Nino-like conditions that are
present in the eastern equatorid Pacific and the related influence that it has on the position of the
ITCZ.

6.3 Principal Components Analysis
6.3.1 Winter PCA
Tbree PCs were extracted from the set of winter teleconnection variables. The r e d i s are
shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.

Table 6.1 Summary of the rotated PCA on winter teleco~ectionvariables

Eigenvalue

1

Percent of total variance
explained (%)
Cumulative percent of total
variance exolained (%l

PCl

PC2 PC3

3.74

2.49

2.19

33.95 22.63 19.90

1 1 1 1
33.95 56.58 76.48

Table 6.2 Summary of the factor loadings for the rotated PCA on winter teleconnection variables

1
1

A

Factor Loadings

1

Variable
Sunspots
PD0
A0

-.415 .132 .745
.948 -.O49 -.149
-.247 .729 .149

North Atlantic SST
South Atlantic SST
N a 0 3 SST
Drought (Zindex)

.379 330 -100
-377 -.716 -499
-.692 -119 -.167

The f
h
tthree PCs explained approximately 76% of the total variance. PC1 is of

particular interest because it shows which variables are related to growing season drought

conditions on the Canadian prairies. PCl explains 34% of the total variance. The variables with
the highest positive factor Ioadings are the PD0 (.948), the ALPI (.822), the EA (.774), and the
PNA (-688).The variable with the highest negative factor loading is the mean growing season Zindex value (-.692). The majority of variables that load highly on the £irst component are related
to circulation and SST anomalies in the North PacXc.

The PD0 is the variable that has the highest positive loading. As has been suggested by
the composite analysis, severe drought events on the Canadian prairies tend to be associated with
a pattern of SST anomalies in the North Pacific during the winter that is structuraiiy similar to
the positive (warm) phase of the PDO. Both the P D 0 and the mean growing season drought
index are strongly correlated to PCl, but they have opposite signs. This indicates that positive
phase of the PD0 is related to a negative Z-index (drought).
The ALPl has the second highest positive Ioading with PC1. ALPI is a measure of the
relative intensity of the Aleutian Low, a positive index value indicates a relatively strong, or
intense Aietitian Low. The composite analysis established that a stronger than normal trough
tends to occur off the Coast of Alaska and over the Aleutians during the winter prior to severe
drought events. The PCA shows that both the ALPI and the Z-index load strongly on PCl,but
have opposite signs. This suggests that the presence of a stronger than normal Aleutian Low
during the winter may be related to growing season drought conditions on the Canadian prairies.
The PNA also has a strong positive loading on PC 1. The positive phase of the PNA is
related to stronger than normal meridionai flow over North America at the 700 mb level. The
composite anaiysis established that pronounced anomalies in the 700 mb geopotentiai height
field tend to occur in the winter prior to severe growing season drought events. In particuiar, a
stronger than normal ridge tends to be present over western North America and a deeper than
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normal ridge tends to be present over eastern North America Thus, flow is more meridional

than normal. The PCA shows that the PNA and the Z-index both load strongly on PCl, but have
opposite signs. This suggests that the presence ofstronger than normal meridionai flow over the
study region may be related to growing season drought conditions on the Canadian prairies.
The EA pattern is the only teleconnection that is not related to the North Pacific that is
strongly correlated to PC 1. The EA is reIated to the strength of the jet Stream over the Atlantic.
It is more difficult to determine how this teteconnection relates to the results of the composite
anaiysis and how it might be related to growing season drought conditions on the Canadian
prairies.
The results of the PCA of winter teleconnections suggest that the status of North Pacific
circulation and SST anomalies (as represented by the ALPI, PDO, and PNA) during the winter
are related to growing season drought on the Canadian prairies. in particular, growing season

drought events seem to be related to a stronger than nomai Aleutian Low, atmospheric flow that
is more meridional than nomai, and North Pacifie SST anomalies that are similar to those

represented by the positive phase of the PD0 during the winter.
It is not surprising that the results of the PCA also show that the PDO, PNA, and ALPI
are strongly related to one another. in winter, dl three of these variables loaded highly positive
on PC1. This demonstrates that there is a strong couphg between SST and atmospheric flow in
the North Pacific. Research by other authors has proven that SST anomalies associated with the
positive phase of the PD0 produce a more meridionai fiow over North America (Namias, 1960
and 1969; Bonsai et al., 1993).

6.3.2 Spring PCA
Four PCs were extracted from the set of spring telecomection variables and the d t s
are shown in Tables 6.3 and 6.4.
TabIe 6 3 Summary of the rotated PCA on spring telecomection variables

Eigenvalue
Percent of total varianre
explained ( O h )
percent of totd
variance explained (%)

PCL PC2

PC3 PC4.

3.28 2.61

2.52

1.93

27.36 21.76 21.02 16,16
27-36 49-12 70.14 86-30

Table 6.4 Summary of the factor loadings for the rotated PCA on spring teleconnection variables

The first four PCs explained approximately 86% of the total variance. PC1 explains
approlcimately 27%, PC2 explains 22%,PC3 explains 21%, and PC4 explains 16% ofthe total
variance. PC4 is of particular interest because the growing season drought index has a stmng
loadiig (.5373 on this PC. The Nio-3 SST anomaly has the largest positive loading on PC4
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(.941). The South AtIantic SST anomaly has a strong negative loading (-.600) on PC4.

The results of the composite analysis that indicate that a negative SST anornaly in the
eastern equatorid Pacific during the spring is linked to major growing season drought events and
this is supported by both the 2-index and Nio-3 SST loading positively on PC4. There &O
appears to be an inverse relationship between the South Atlantic SST anomalies and drought
Warmer SST anomalies in the South Atlantic are associated with more severe drought in the

Canadian prairies. The exact mechanism by which this telecomection manifests itseif is not
readily apparent.

The 2-index also has a moderate negative loading (--437) on PC2. The WP is the
variable that has the strongest positive loading (.902) with this PC and the North Atlantic SST
variable also has a strong loading (.875). The PD0 and A 0 are also related to this PC and they
have loadings of 553 and 4 6 5 , respectively. It is more diflicult to associate uiis group of
variables with the results of the composite anaiysis due to the large number of variables that have
strong loadings on this PC and the variety of the variables.

6.4 Chapter summary
The purpose of this chapter was to explore the relationship between global telecomection

patterns and the occurrence of agricuiturai drought on the Canadian prairies. The retationship
between teIeconnections and drought was examined using a composite analysis and a Principal
Components Analysis (PCA). Examinhg severe droughts is particularly important because these

are the events that tend to have a strong coherent c h a t e signai. Thus, there are likely to be
strong causal links between these events and atmospheric and oceanic anomalies.
The composite analysis showed, not surprisingIy, that the spatial pattern of anomalies for

precipitation rate, OLR,evaporation rate, soiI moisture, and relative humidity were quite sirniiar.
As the fiterature suggests, surface boundaq layer conditions seem to play an important role in

initiating and sustainhg drought conditions on the Canadian prairies tbrough feedback processes
between the surface and the atmosphere (Maybank et al., 1995; H e h g , 2000). The composite
analysis also demonstrated that severe drought events are associated with a higher than n o r d
ridge to the West of the study region during the growing season and a deeper than normal trough

to the east of the study region. As a result, there is hcreased meridional flow over the Canadian
prairies during the growing season. The position of the jet stream is also farther to the north than

noma1 during severe drought. These changes in atmospheric flow cause associated changes in
the location of stom ûacks. During severe drought, stonn tracks are steered preferentially to the

no& and to the south, away f?om the study region.
The composite analysis suggests that drought events are associated with a ciramatic
seasond evoiution of SSTs in the eastern equatorial Pacific. During the winter (DecemberJanuary-February period), a pattern of strong positive SST anomalies usuaiiy exists. This pattern
weakens during spring, and by summer it has comptetely reversed. This change in the phase of

ENS0 (a transition b m El Nio-like conditions to La Niaa-Iike conditions) may signai the omet
of drought conditions, The La Ni-like conditions during the growing season is associated with

a major dimption in the atmospheric heating of the tropics and this causes large-scaie circulation
anomdies that tend to favour the formation of drought conditions (Trenberth and Guillemot,

1996).
It is also interesting to note that the pattern of SST anomalies in the North PacSc during
the winter, as shown by the composite dysis, resembIes tfiat of the positive phase of the PD0

(recaii that the PD0 is the Ieading PC of North Pacific SST anomalies). This pattern of SST

anomalies produces a unique Rossby wave pattern that resuits in increased meridional flow and
warm-dry conditions in western North Amenca (Namias, 1960 and 1969; Bonsal et al., 1993).

The results of the PCA are important because they can be used to support the hdings of
the composite analysis. The PCA of winter teleconnections suggests that North Pacifk
circulation and SST anomalies (as represented by the ALPI, PDO,and PNA) are related to
growing season drought on the Canadian prairies. In particular, growing season drought events
seem to be related to a stronger than normal Aleutian Low, atmospheric flow that is more
meridionai than normal, and North Pacific SST anomalies that are similar to those represented by
the positive phase of the PD0 during the winter. In addition, growing season drought events aiso
appear to be related to spring SST anomalies in the Nino3 region of the eastem equatoriai
Pacific. The results also suggest that conditions in the Atlantic, such as South Atlantic SST
anomalies and the East Atlantic (EA) pattern, may deserve consideration when attempting to
produce a long-range drought forecast.
Obviously, aii of the results stemming fiom the composite and PCA need to be more
ngorously researched and verified before these relationships can be exploited in an operationai
long-range forecasting model. This chapter merely represents the first step in producing an
agricultural drought forecasting mode!.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Conclusions

This study was undertaken to determine the best drought index for measirring agricuiturd
drought in the Canadian prairies. This index was then used to produce an agricuitural drought

climatology for the region using data from 1920-1999. Finaily, a composite anaiysis of severe
drought events and a Principal Components Anaiysis were used to investigate the rdationship
between global teleconnection patterns and the occurrence of agricultural drought on the
Canadian prairies.

The Moisture Anomaly index (Z) was determined to be the %est1index for measuring
agricdtural drought. The 2-index performed better than the PDSI,SPI, and ND1 in both the
growing season drought correlation anaiysis and the stepwise regression d y s i s . June moisture
conditions were found to be the most important in determinhg Red Spring wheat yields,
followed by Juiy and May, respectively. Antecedent moisture conditions were shown to ody
explain a very small amount of the variance in wheat yields. The Moisture Anomdy Index vaiue
for June and Juiy (267) explained the greatest arnount of variance in yield.
There is a great deai of spatial variabiiity in the strength of the relationship between Red
Spring wheat yield and 267 across the prairies and this index may not be suitable for use in d
crop districts. It appeass that factors other than moisture conditions dominate in northwestern
AIberta and in the northem portion of the grain-growing region in Manitoba The crop yie1d
models could be improved if additionai data sets were available that measured some of the other
important variabIes that affect crop yieId such as insects, extreme meteorologicai events (haü,

wind, fiost), and disease.
There is also considerable temporal variability in model performance in most crop
districts. Many of the years where the model performs poorly can be attributed to an unequd
distribution of precipitation. in some cases several large events significantly skew the
precipitation totals. Poor model performance is also associated with years that have large gaps
when no precipitation falls (particularly at the end June and the beginning of July). The timing of
precipitation and its distribution (and intensity) throughout the growing season is just as critical

(ifnot more cntical) than the total amount of growing season precipitation. Also, large changes
between June and Juiy (dry June, wet July and vice versa) can cause the model to p e ~ o r mpoorly
since the net effect is to produce a Z-index value that is near zero.
The moisture conditions during the months of May and August also play a role in
d e t e r d g how accurately the model can predict Red Spring wheat yield. Extremely large or

smali amounts of May precipitation can cause yields to be lower than wouid otherwise be
expected. August moisture conditions tend to be inversely correlated with yield since min that
falls at this point of the growing season does not significantly contribute to yield. Extremely
large amounts of August precipitation c m significantly decrease yield by delaying the harvest,
causing crops to lodge, and causing grain that has b e n swathed to sprout, thus l o w e ~ the
g

quality of yieid.
Other sources of error include having an bmfhient number of climate stations to
produce a reliable spatial average of temperature and precipitation, or having an unequal spatial
distribution of where crops are grown within a crop district. Also, the model tends to
systematicaüy over predict yield during severe drought events. Perhaps with a longer period of
record that includes more severe drought years, the mode1 would more accurately predict yield

departum. It is also possible that the response of yield to moisture conditions may not be h e a r
below a certain threshold. Mode1 performance couid also be improved ifthe Z-index was
cdcuiated on a weekly basis rather than monthly, and if the index was weighted to account for
crop water demand (those weeks when the crop requires the most water would receive extra
weighting).
A drought climatology for the cropgrowing region of the Canadian prairies was

developed by £hstdividing the study region into five relatively homogenous drought regions.
These drought regions are composed of between 6 and 13 crop districts. Cluster 5 in no&western Saskatchewan and Cluster 2 in south-western Saskatchewan/south-eastern Alberta were
detemhed to be the most drought prone regions. Cluster 5 experienced moderate to severe
drought conditions during nearly 8% of the study period (an average return penod of thiaeen
years). Cluster 2 experienced moderate to severe drought conditions during 7% of the study

period (once every fourteen years). When the average number of moderate ta severe drought and
flood events are combined it is evident that approxirnately 16% of the snidy period for Clusters 2
and 5 (one out of six years) have growing season moisture conditions that are not weU-suited for

agriculture.
The severity and spatial extent of droughts on the Canadian prairies are inextncably
iinked. More than 77% of the variability in the spatial extent of drought events c m be explahed

by drought severity. In other words, as the severity of a drought inmeases, the a r a that it affects
dso tends to increase.
The growing season drought of 1961 was the most severe drought on the Canadian
prairies during the study penod. More than 86% of the study region was affected by drought and
the mean severity (Z-index) of the event was -5.67. The second most severe drought occutred

during 1988. The mean drought severity was -4.58 and more than 77% of the study region was
aected. Major prairie-wide droughts also occurred in a number of other years including 1929
(spatial extent = 65%; severity = -4.01), and 1937 (spatial extent = 69%; severity= -3.97).
Moderate to severe drought conditions were present in at least one crop district dirring 62 of the
80 years. That is, there was in at least one crop district expenencing drought during 77.5% of the
study period.
The major spatial patterns of drought on the Canadian prairies were examined through the
creation of a series of growing season drought maps. Three major patterns were identifieci. The
k t pattern can be descnbed as linear.

It is usually characterized by a band of drought (flood)

conditions extending across the region, flanked on either side by flood (drought) conditions. The
second pattern is referred to as flood or drought dominant. With this pattern, the same conditions

are present over the entire study region. The final pattern is referred to as random and it is said to
occur when there is a lack of spatial coherence in the moisture conditions. Each of these patterns
is likely linked to a different causal mechanism (set of forcing factors).
Temporal patterns of drought were examined by performing a spectral analysis on the
drougbt index data. The results revealed a number consistent drought periodicities, in particuIar
quasi-biennid, quasi-4-year, and quasi-10-15 year osciiiations were present in the drought
records of the entire study region. These oscillations may be the signature of a particdar drought
forcing function and therefore may be of use in drought forecasting.
The composite analysis showed that the spatial pattern of anomalies for precipitation rate,

OLR, evaporation rate, soi1 moisture, and relative hurnidity were quite similar. The composite
anaiysis demonstrated that severe drought events are associated with a higher than normal ridge

to the West of the study region during the growing season and a deeper than normal trou& to the

east of the study region. As a result, there is increased meridionai flow over the Canadian

prairies during the growing season. During severe drought conditions, the position of the jet
strearn is farther to the north than normal. These changes in atmosphenc flow cause storm tracks
to be steered preferentially away fiom the study region.

The resuits of the PCA suggest that winter circuIation and SST anomalies in the North
Pacific (ALPI, PDO, and PNA) are related to growing season drought on the Canadian prairies.
in particular, growing season drought events seem to be reIated to a stronger than nomai
Aleutian Low, atmospheric flow that is more meridional than normal, and North Pacific SST
anomalies that are similar to those represented by the positive phase of the PD0 during the
winter. in addition, growing season drought events aiso appear to be related to spring SST
anomalies in the N i 0 3 region of the eastem equatorial Pacific. The seasonal evolution of SSTs
in the eastem equatoriai Pacific during severe drought events is particularly intriguing. The large

positive SST anomalies that are present during the winter become strong negative SST anomalies
by summer. This change in phase may be a signal of the omet of drought conditions. The PCA
also suggests that conditions in the Atlantic, such as South Atlantic SST anomalies and the East
Atlantic (EA) pattern, may deserve consideration when attempting to produce a long-range
drought forecast.
AU of the resuits generated from the composite and PCA analyses should be treated with

caution. Both the composite and the PC analysis are only exploratory techniques. Composite
analysis is a useful technique that aids in visuaiizing the conditions associated with severe
drought events, however, the composites are influenced by the particdar set of drought years that

are chosen. For example, individud years may skew the composite if they are sign5cantly
stronger than the other years. This research repmentsjust the fïrst step towards producing an
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operational drought prediction model.

7.2 Utüity of this study
This study furthers our understanding of agricultural drought in the Canadian prairies.
F i a number of drought indices have been evaiuated to determine which is the most

appropriate for application in an agicultural context. This index could be caiculated on an
operational bais to provide the agricultural community with a measure of current moisture
conditions across the Canadian prairies. This study also evaiuated the strengths and weaknesses
of the best drought index. This provides an opportuaity to improve the accuracy of this index. In
addition, this study highlights some of the physicai mechanisms that are responsible for the
genesis and perpetuation of drought conditions and explores the relationship between giobai
teleconnection patterns and the occurrence of drought in the Canadian prairies. A number of
these teleconnection patterns, specifically those related to SST and circulation in the North
Pacific, to ENSO,and conditions in the Atlantic, appear to be related to the occurrence of severe
prakie-wide drought events. Establishing the existence of these relationships lays the
groundwork for the development of an operational long-range drought forecasting models for the
Canadian prairies.

Of course, a great deai of research still needs to be done before an accurate forecasting
model for the Canadian prairies can be produced. Particuiar emphasis needs to be placed on
v e r m g the reIationships between teleconnections and drought that are highlighted in this study,
producing and vaiidating forecast models, extendhg forecast Iead-tirne, and fïnding ways to
impmve the forecast accuracy. Accurate long-range forecasts wodd be tremendously vaiuable
for the agriculturai community, and other sectors of the economy that are VUlnerabIe to climate

7.3 Recommendations for further research
Predictably this study raises a number of questions and opportunities for M e r research.
Some suggestions are as foiiows:
1)

Test and anaiyze additional drought indices. This study examined the performance of

four droughts indices, but there are many others that may be usefui in detecting the onset
of drought and measuring drought severity (e.g., AVHRRderived Vegatation Condition
Index, Crop Moisture Index). Testing the performance of additional drought indices will

insure that the most appropriate index for monitoring agricultural drought is adopted for
operationai use on the Canadian prairies.
2)

Fine-tune existing drought indices or develop a hybrid drought index. Each of the
drought indices employed in this study could be optimized to better refiect the conditions
that are criticai for crop growth. For example, the indices couid be re-caicuiated on a

tirne-scale that is more appropriate for agricuitural applications (weeks or days versus
months). It has also become evident that there are some areas where the drought indices
need to be improved to better represent the climate of the Canadian prairies. The PDSI
and 2-index aigorithms couid be modified to correct some of the problems that were
mentioned in Sections 2.8.2 and 2.8.4 (e.g., PDSIdoes not account for fiozen soil).

Creating a hybrid index may aiso increase mode1 performance by building on the
strengths of a number of different drought indices. Making changes to the existing
drought indices will require extensive and time consuming alterations to the modek and
rigorous testing and validation.

3)

Consider other crops. This study only focused on the relationship between a series of
agricultd drought indices and Red Spring wheat yield. It would be usefûl to extend this
study to cover other crops that are important to the Canadian prairies such as Canola The
influence of moisture conditions on yield tends to be crop specific and a single
agricultural drought index is probably not appropriate for ail crops. Each crop uses
moisture dierently and has a unique reaction to moisture stress. Some crops are also
more sensitive to moisture stress during a particular time of the year.

4)

A validation of the relationship between globai telecomection patterns and the

occurrence of growing season drought events shodd be carried out. These relationships
could form the basis for operational drought forecast models.
5)

An analysis of regionai prairie drought pattern. This study just examined the

relationsbip between teleconnection patterns and the drought dominant pattem (Le., when
drought conditions cover the whole study ma). There is also a need to look at the
lineadregional pattern of drought (ody exhibits drought conditions in one part of the
prairies). This spatial pattern of drought may be controlled by a different set of
mechanisms.

6)

An analysis of drought that utilizes environmental variabIes. Regional patterns of soi1

moisture, snow cover, and PET are an important drought forcing mechanism. These
environmental variables were not expIicitly covered in this study.
7)

Develop a decision tree that determines when it is most appropriate to implement a
drought model. This study indicates that the rdationship between telecomections and
drought is dynamic. Therefore, a single modei can not be blindly applied in ail situations.
Instead, a hybrid method using an anaiogue of previous severe drought years, indicator
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viables, and a statisticaily-basedteleconnection mode1 may hold the most promise for

drought prediction.
8)

Examine drought patterns and conditions during a i i months and seasons. This study has
only analyzed the growing season because of the interest in linking this to agricdturaI
applications. Drought can occur during any season, and therefore, it would be useful to
extend this study to anaiyze the p a t t m of drought fkquency and severity in fd,winter,

and spring as well.
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APPENDIX A:
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AES
AH

ALPI
A0

AWC
BP
bulac
CAFEC
CCA
CD
CDC
CGC
CGCM
CM1
CPC

CWB
EA

EAJET
ENS0
EOF
EP
ET
FFT

GCM
HLM
ICM
lTCZ
kglha

kPa

KWh

L
Lu
M
mb
mm
MSLP
NA
NA0

Atmospheric Environment SeMce
Atmospheric Forcing index
Aleutian Low Pressure Index
Arctic Oscillation
available water content
before present
bushels per acre
climatologicaiiy appropriate for existing conditions
canonical correlation analysis
crop district
Climate Diagnostics Center
Canadian Grain Commission
coupled general circulation model
Crop Moisture index
Climate Prediction Center
Canadian Wheat Board
East Atlantic Pattern
East Atlantic Jet
El NioISouthern Oscillation
empirical orthogonal function
Eastern Pacific Pattern
evapoîranspiration
Fast Fourier Transform
general (global) circulation model
hybrid coupled model
intermediate coupled model
inter-Tropical Convergence Zone
kilograms per hectare
kilopascal
Kilowatt hours
evapotranspiration loss h m the d a c e soi1 layer
evapotranspiration loss h m the underlying soil layer
metre
millibar
millimetre
Mean sea-level pressure
North America
North Atlantic Oscillation

ND1
NDVI
NH
NOAA
NP
P
PC
PCA
PCI
PD0
PDSI
PE
PFRA
PNA
POP
PT
RPCA

SLP
SOI
SPI

SST
SWSI
TNH
USDA

WP

z
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NOAA Drought Index
Normaiized DBerence Vegetation Index
Northern Hemisphere
National Oceanographic and Atmosphenc Administration
North Pacific Pattern
precipitation
principal component
Principal Components Analysis
Pacific Circulation Index
Pacific Decadai Oscillation
Palmer Drought Seventy Index
potential evapotranspiration
Prairie F m Rehabilitation Administration
PacWNorth American Pattern
principal oscillation patterns
Pacific Transition
Rotated Principal Component Analysis
sea-level pressure
Southem Oscillation index
Standardized Precipitation index
Sea surface temperature
Surface Water Supply Index
TropicaVNorthern Hemisphere Pattern
United States Department of AgricuIture
Western Pacifie Pattern
Moisture Anomaly Index
June-July (growing season) MoiAnomaly Index

APPENDIX B:
CLIMATE STATIONS USED IN THE STUDY
This section contains a list of a i i of the climate stations that were used to calculate the
mean daily temperature and precipitation for al1 43 crop districts in the study region. The table
shows the AES identification number, name, elevation, and location of each station. It also
indicates whether the station suppiied both temperature and precipitation data or just
precipitation, and whether it is cunently active.

Aiberta 1:
STATION ID
3025764
3030768
3030773
3032640
3032928
3034480
3034489
3035360
3035434
3035540
3035840
3036235
3036240
3037520
3037600
3040049
3040223
3042148
3042793
3042960
3044200
3044923
304KFL.O

STATION NAME
SCHLnER

LAT LONG ELEVATION A

m

PPT-ONLY

BOW [SLAND
BOW ESLAND FüVERS DEV
FOREMOST
GRASSY LAKE
MEDICME HAT A
MEDICINE LODGE LO
RALSTON
REDCLiFF
RONALANE
SEVEN PERSONS
SlJFFIELD
S m L DA
WHITLA
PJINNIFRED
ADEN
ALTAWAN
EAGLE BUTTE
GLASSFORD
GROTON
MANYBERRIES CDA
ONEFOUR CDA
FLORANN

Alberta 2:

STATION ID
3020864
3022143
3022772
3025010
3030530
3030537
3030838
3030840
3030QLP
3031668

STATION NAME
BROOKS ONE TREE

DUCHESS
GEM
PATRICK

BARONS ME'ST
BASSANO DAM
BROOKS
BROOKS 1
BROOKS

COALDALE

LAT LONG ELEVATION A
50.63 -1 11-78
737
50.73 -1 11.90
755
50.95 -1 12.18
764
50.67 -1 11.67
732
50.03 -113.17
961
50.78 -1 12.47
800
755
50.58 -1 11.90
50.57 -1 11.90
758
50.55 -1 11.85
747
49-13 -112.63
862

m PPT-ûNLY
Y
Y

Y

3032930
3033080
3033500
3033879
3033880
3033890
3034596
3034820
3035350
3035420
3036360
3036490
3036680
3036681
3036682
3041908
3043667
3044230
3044534
3046950
3046953
3047670

GRASSY LAKE RIVERS DEV
HAYS
iRON SPRINGS EXP ST
LETHBRIDGE
LETHBRIDGE A
LETHBRIDGE CDA
MONARCH
NOBLEFORD EXP ST
RAINIER

RAYMOND
TABER
TILLEY
VAUXHALL
VALiXHALL CDA
VAUXHALL CDA CS

coms

KNIGHT LAKE
MASINASM
MlLK RIVER

WARNER
WARNER WEST
WRiTiNG ON STONE PARK

Alberta 3:
STATION CD STATION NAME
BIG COULEE
CALDWELL
CARDSTON
CARMANGAY EXP ST 3
CARWAY
CLARESHOLM
CONNELLY CREEK
COWLEY A
COWLEY CREEBANK RANCH
COWLEY OLiN C R E M
CLARESHOLM MEADOW
CREEK
FM2 MILE CREEK
FORT MACLEOD
GLENWOODVLLE EXP ST
HILL SPRING
KYiSKAP CREEK
MAGRATH
MOUNTAIN VIEW
PMCHER CREEK
PMCHER CREEK A
PMCHER CREEK CR10
PiNCHER CREEK TOWN
STAVELY AAFC
STAVELY CDA

LAT LONG

ELEVATTON A

m

PPT-ONLY

3042040
3042041
3043667
3045293
3047365
3050600
3051 165
30513 10
3051430
3053505
3054 120
3054250
3055237
3055980
3056214
3057000
3057243
3057368
305J65G
AI berta 4:
STATION ID
30 11760
301 1820
301 1840
301 1848
3014600
3014760
3014783
3014788
3015165
30 15799
3016817
30 16960
30 16965
3017700
30 1B46O
30200 18
3020020
3020025
3020220
3O2O4O1
3020635
3020636
3020676
3020680
3020690
3020717
3020973
3021010

DEL BONKA
DEL BONITA
KNIGHT LAKE
POTHOLE MCINTYRE
WHISKEY GAP
BEAVER MINES
CAMERON FALLS
CARBONDALE LO
CASTLE
RONSTONE LO
LYNDON
MAYCROFT
POLL HAVEN AFS
SKYLiNE RS
WATERTON PARK GATE
WATERTON LAKES BELLY R
WATERTON RNER CABM
WHISTLER LO
CLARESHOLM TROUT CREEK

STATION NAMlE
COMPEER
CONSORT CDA EPF
CONSORT WADES
CONTRACOSTA LAKE
MONITOR
NACO
N E W VALLEY
NEW BRIGDEN EAST
PEMUKAN
SEDALIA EAST
VETERAN
WASTiNA HEMARWA
WASTiNA YOUNGSTOWN

YOUNGSTOWN
ESTHER 1
ACADiA VALLEY
ACADIA VALLEY EXP ST
ACADIA VALLEY MACTAVISH
ALSASK
ATLEE
BERRY CREEK
BERRY CREEK
BIG STONE
BINDLOSS
BINDLOSS EAST
BLOOD INDiAN CREEK

BULLPOüND CREEK
CALENDULA SIBBALD

LAT LONG
51.97
52.03
51.85
51.77
52.02
51.72
52.13
51.68
51.98
51.65
52.00
51.70
51.67
51.42
51.67
51.18
51.08
5120
5138
50.82
5137
51.02
51.17
50.68
50.88
50.92
5128
51.48

-110.03
-1 10.80
-110.77
-1 11.55
-11055
-1 10.80
-1 10.88
-11027
-110.45
-1 10.55
-1 1 1.O0
-111.12
-1 11.12
-111.40
-110.20
-110.23
-11028
-1 10.17
-110.03
- 110.95
-11127
-111.03
-11120
-110.17
-1 10.18
-111.07
-111.88
-110.05

ELEVATION ACZrVE

PPT-ONLY

CESSFORD
EAST BERRY CREEK
EMPRESS
ESTHER
EXCEL
FINNEGAN

HANNA
DDESLEIGH

JENNER
OYEN

OYEN CAPPON
OYEN AIRPORT
POLLOCKVILLE
SCAPA
SCOTFIELD
SIBBALD
Alberîa 5:

STATION ID

STATION NAME
LAT LONG
ACME CDA EPF
CARBON
CRAIGMYLE
DELM
DRUMHELLER
DRUMHELLER MSTiTüTiON
DRUMHELLER C ï i Y
DRUMHELLER EAST
GHOST PiNE CREEK
HUSSAR

HUXLEY
REDLAND
ROSEBüD
SLEEPY HOLLOW
SWALWELL
THREE HiLLS
TROCHU EQUITY
TROCHU TOWN
TWO BAR LAKE
THREE HILLS SOUTH
ARMADA EXP ST
ARROFKWOOD
CARMANGAY U G E
GLEICHEN
HERRONTON EAST
MAJORVILLE
MOSSLEIGH
QUEENSTOWN
STANDARD

STRATHMORE
STRATHMORE EAST

ELEVATION ACTIVE

PPT-ONLY

Alberta 6:
STATION ID STATION NAME
CARSTARS WEST
CROSSFIELD
DIDSBURY
HARMATTAN
MADDEN

LAT LONG

ELEVATION ACTIVE PPT-ONLY

OLDS
SUNDRE GARRMGTON
SUNDRE RS
BRAGG CREEK WEST
BLACKIE 2W
CALGARY iNTL A
CHESTERMERE LAKE SOUTH

COCHRANE
COP WPER
HIGH RIVER
IUMP[NG POUND

LLOYD LAKE
MLLARVIUE

OKOTOKS
POKAPPM
TURNER VALLEY
TURNER VALLEY RS
KEOMA
Alberta 7:

STATION ID
3010160
3010175
3010232
3010890
3010991
301 1440
301 1441
301 1479
3011880
301 1887
3011890
30 12330
3012515
30 12652
3012992
3012998
3013040
30l334S

STATION NAME
ALLIANCE
ALLIANCE SOUTH
AMlSK
BROWNFIELD
CADOGAN
CASTOR
CASTOR
CHAuvlN
CORONATION A
CORONATiON CR10
CORONATfON

ELNORA SALEM
FABYAN
FORESTBüRG PLANT SITE
HACKEïT
HALKtRK
HARDISTY
HORSESHOE LAKE

LAT LONG

HUGHENDEN
HUGHENDEN
MANNVILLE SOUTH
METiSKOW CDA EPF
POPLAR GLEN

SEDGEWICK
SEDGEWICK TOWN
STETTLER NORTH
STE'ITLER
SULLIVAN LAKE
WAiNWRiGHT HEATH
DAYSLAND
RED WiLLOW
AIberta 8:
STATION ID STATION NAME
DAKOTA WEST
PONOKA
PONOKA SOUTH
ALE
BISMARK
BLiNDMAN
BLUFFTON
BOWDEN
DICKSON DAM
ECKVlLLE
ECKVILLE SOUTH
ELNORA
EVARTS
HILLSDOWN
KNEEHILL
LACOMBE CDA
LACOMBE CDA 2
LOUSANA

MARKERVILLE
MIRROR FLETCHER
PEXBECK
PINE LAKE
RED DEER
RED DEER

RiMBEY
P i M LAKE NORTH
SPRiNGDALE
SüNûRE GARRiNGTON

snvm LAKE
HOADLEY

LAT LONG

ELEVATION ACTMI

PPT-ONLY

Alberta 9:
STATION ID
30 10080
3010410
30 10534
3010712
301 1520
3011663
3014912
3015295
3015520
3015522
3015524
3015530
3016180
30 lC3D4
3020975
3023800
3023971
3050490
30506GN
3050725
30516F5
3053649
3053668
3054840
3054845
3055379
3055485
3055890
3057673

Alberta IO:
STATION iD
30 10234
3010535
3010558
3010704
3010827
3010900
30 1l a 9
3011240
3011474
3012072
3012275
30 12277
3013645
30 13650
3013770

STATION NAME
ALDER FLATS LO
ArnORA LO
BASELiNE LO
BLACKSTONELO
CHEDDERVILLE CDA EPF
CLEARWATER
O CHIESE LO
PRAIRIE CREEK RS
ROCKY MTN HOUSE
ROCKY MTN HOUSE A
ROCKY MTN HOUSE CR10
ROCKY MOUNTAM HOUSE
STRACHAN RS
HORBURG
BüRNSTICK LO
LESLIEVILLE CDA EPF
LOBSTICK AüBUCHON
BALDY LO
BIGHORN DAM
BLUEHEL LO
CLINE LO
KISKA LO
KOOTENAY PLAINS
NORDEGG
NORDEGG RS
RAM FALLS
RED DEER RS
SKLMDA RS
YA KA TMDA AFS

STATION NAME
AM)REW

BASHAW
BEAVER HaLS WEST
BITTERN LAKE
BRlARRnD
BRUDERHEM
CAMROSE
CAMROSE
CHAlLEY

DEWBERRY
ELK ISLAND NAT
PARK
ELK ISLAND PARK
KINSELLA RANCH
KlTSCOTY
LAVOY

LAT LONG

ELEVATION ACTIVE

PPT-ONLY

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

LAT LONG ELEVATION ACTIVE PPT-ONLY
54.02
52.68
53.53
53.07
53.73
53.78
53.03
53.03
53.55
53.65
53.68

-112.23
-112.87
-1 12.53
-1 13.00
-1 11.05
-1 12.93
-1 12.80
-112.82
-111.25
-110.60
-112.87

610
793
770
745
633
640
675
739
670
616
716

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

3013961
3013965
30 I3CM
3013PFD
3014225
3014995
3015400
3015405
3015879
3016494
3016590
3016760
30 16761
30 16790
3016800
3016840
30 16845
3016954
30 17665
30 1B8LR
Alberta 11:
STATION ID
30 10800
3010810
3010815
3010830
3010920
3011120
301 l8W

LLOYDMINSTER A
LLOYDMINSTER
SEFTON PARK
HOLDEN SOUTH
LAMONT
MARWAYNE
PARADlSE VALLEY
RANFURLY
RANFURLY 2NW
SHALKA LAKE
TOFELD NORTH
TULLIBY LAKE
VEGREVIUE
VEGREVILLE CDA
VERMnION
VERMILION A

VIKMG
ViKiNG NORTH 3
WARWICK
WOSTOK
GOLDEN VALLEY

STATION NAME
BRAZEAU LO

BREMNER
BRETON
BNGHTVIEW
BUCK MOUNTAM
CALMAR
COOKLNG LAKE
DRAYTON VALLEY
EDMONTON
EDMONTON CITY CENTRE A
ELLERSLIE
FORT EDMONTON
FORT SASKATCHEWAN
GWYNNE

GIBBONS
HASTINGS LAKE
HIGHVALE
MINISTIK SANCTUARY
NORTH COOEUNG LAKE
OLIVER TREE NITRSERY
THORSBY
UNCAS
WABAMUN
WETASKIW[N

WETASKIWINSOUTH
WtNFELD

LAT LONG

53.20
53.55
53.57
53.42
53.52
53.72
52.95
53.82
5338
53.45
5337
53.43
53.65
53.22
53.50
53.57
5297
52.97
52.95

ELEVATION ACTIVE

PPT-ONLY

3060832
3062451
3064157
3064640

Saskatchewan la:
STATION ID
4010080
4010100
40 10240
40 10570
40 11090
401 1160
40 11250
40 12390
4012400
40 12485
40 12790
4013221
40 1325 1
4014050
4014142
4014870
40 15800
40 16520
4016521
40 16522
40 18960
40 1G7R7

BNGHTWOOD
E3iïWiSTi.E
MAGNOLiA
MOON LAKE

53.50
53.60
53.58
53.47

-11493
-1 14.98
-1 14.88
-1 14.98

Y

793
780
755
762

Y
Y

LAT LONG ELEVATION ACTIVE

STATION NAME
ALAMEDA CDA EPF
ALIDA
ARCOLA CDA EPF
BENSON
CANNMGTON MANOR
CARLYLE
CARNDLJFF
ESTEVAN
ESTEVAN A

49.25
49.45
49.63
49.45
49.72

-10228
-101.80
-102.53
-102.98
-I02.03

580
585
604
588
629

Y

PPT-ONLY
Y

Y
Y

FERTILE
GAiNSBOROUGH
HEWARD
HIRSCH

KISBEY
LAMPMAN
MACOUN
OXBOW
REDVERS
REDVERS
REDVERS
WrLLMAR
STOUGHTON

Saskatchewan Ib:
STATION ID
STATION NAME
4010578
BROADVIEW
4010879
BROADVIEW
4010880
BROADVtEW A
4012520
FLEMMG CDA EPF
40 12525
FLEMING SOUTH
4013030
GRENFELL
4013098
HANDSWORTH
4014040
KIPLMG
MARYFlELD
40 15045
40 15344
MOOSE MOüNTAIN
RESERVOiR
4015360
MOOSOMIN
4016842
ROCANVILE
4017910
SUMMERBERRY
4018506
WAPELLA
WAPELLA
40 18508
EC'EWFINLAND
40 18678
WAWOTA

LAT LONG

ELEVATION

ACTIVE

PPT-ONLY

4018880
4019023
Saskatchewan 2a:
STATION ID
4010150
401 1880
4012493
4013770
4015159
4015160
4015863
4018760
4019040

WHITEWOOD
WOLSELEY

STATION NAME
AMüLET
CREELMAN
FILLMORE
KHEDIVE
MIDALE
MIDALE
PANGMAN
WEYBURN
YELLOW GRASS

Saskatchewan 2b:
STATION LD
STATION NAME
4010540
BECHARD
4010568
BELLE PLAINE
4010840
BRERCREST
BUFFALO POUND LAKE
CARON
CLAYBANK
CONDE
DAVM 6
EDGELEY
FRANCIS
iNDIAN HEAD CDA
KRONAU
MARQUIS
MONTMARTRE
MOOSE JAW A
MOOSE JAW
ODESSA
PASQUA
PENSE
PENSE
QU'APPELLE
QU'APPELLE 1
REGINA A
ROWATT
SEDLEY
WILCOX
ZEHNER
Saskatchewan 3an:
STATION ID STATION NAME
401 1120
CARDROSS
4015400
MORTLACH EXP ST

LAT LONG ELEVATION ACTIVE PPT-ONLY
49.62 -104.73
728
49.80 -103.25
625
49.88 -103.43
619
Y
49.60 -104.50
651
49.38 -103.30
587
Y
49.40 -103.40
582
49.65 -104.55
649
Y
49.65 -103.83
570
49.82 -104.18
580
Y

LAT LONG

ELEVATION

LAT LONG ELEVATION
49.82 -105.65
701
50-45 -106.05
606

A C T N E PPT-ONLY

A

m

PPT-ONLY
Y

PARKBEG
BISHOPRIC
CHAPLIN
CODERRE
COURVAL
COURVAL
EASTLEIGH
GILROY CDA EPF
GRAVELBOURG
MITCHELLTON
PALMER
SHAMROCK
VAUEAN

Saskatchewan3as:
STATION ID
STATION NAME
CEYLON
CEYLON
DAHINDA
LAKE ALMA
ORMISTON
OlMGRE
RADVILLE
TRIBW
ASSMlBOiA
ASSINiBOiA AIRPORT
LAFLECHE
LIMERICK
READLYN
WOODROW
BENGOUGH
CORONACH
EAST POPLAR RlVER
LmGm
MINTON
ROCKGLEN (AUT)
VICEROY CDA EPF
WEST POPLAR RlVER
Saskatchewan3bn:
STATION ID STATION NAME
4020560
BEECHY
BlRSAY
4OîO7O1
4021025
CABRI
4022180
DEMAINE CDA EPF
4022368
ELROSE
40î3210
HERBERT
4023212
HERBERT 2
4023240
HIGH POINT

LAT LONG

ELEVATION A

LAT LONG ELEVATION
50.77 -10732
660
51.08 -106.97
594
5052 -108.45
678
50.90 -107.25
697
51.13 -108.03
610
50.43 -107.22
701
50.47 -107.27
710
50.98 -10733
645

m

ACïiW

Y

PPT-ONLY

PPT-ONLY

HODGEVULE
HUGHïON
KYLE CDA EPF
LUCKY LAKE
NELDPATH
PENNANT
ROCK POINT
RUSH LAKE
SANCTUARY
STEWART VALLEY
SWIFTCURRENT
SWIFT CURENT A
Saskatchewan 3bs:
STATION iD STATION NAME

LAT LONG

ELEVATIO
N

ANEROiD
BLUMEMTOF
CADELAC
HAZENMORE
HODGEVILLE 2
ILLERBRUN
MSTOW
KMCAlD
PAMBRüN CDA EPF
SHAUNAVON
SHAüNAVON 2
BRACKEN CDA EPF
CLrMAx
MANKOTA
'REELON
VAL-MARIE
Saskatchewan 4a:
STATION ID STATION NAME
4021996
CYPRESS HrLLS
4022800
GARDEN HEAD
4023060
GULL LAKE CDA EPF
4024080
KLINTONEL
40249 19
MAPLE CREEK
4024920
MAPLE CREEK
403 1581
CLAYDON
403 1760
CONSUL
403 1776
CONSUL
403 1999
CYPRESS HILLS PARK
4032000
CYPRESS HILLS PARK
4032321
EASTEND CDA EPF
SOUTH
4032323
EASTEND 2
4032510
FLAP JACK

49.72
50.03
49.72
4958
49.98
49.88
49.72
49.67
50.00
49.65
49.65
4920
49.20
49.10
49.00
49.37

-107.30
-107.77
-107.75
-107.10
-106.93
-108.37

-108.28
-107.00
-107.43
-108.40
-108.42
-108.10
-10838
-107.02
-108.38
-I07.85

LAT LONG

754
899
785
739
724
892
903
739
777
917
914
888
939
830
902
808

E];F,VATIONACTTVE PPT-ONLY

FORT WALSH
FRONT[ER
MERRYFLAT

NASHLYN
ROBSART
SENATE
VIDORA
WLLOW CREEK
WULOW CREEK

Saskatchewan 4b:
STATION ID STATION NAME
4020020
4021200
402680
4022936
4023053
4023500
4024 160
4024161
4026 175
4026840
4027400
4027960
4028101
4028500

ABBEY
CARMICHAEL

FOX VALLEY
GOLDEN P I W N E
GULL LAKE
iNGEBRiGHT LAKE
LEADER

LEADER 2
PORTREEVE
ROADENE
SHACKLETONCDA EPF
SURPRISE
TOMPKMS
WAPASHOE

Saskatchewan 5a:
STATION ID STATION NAME
40 103 10
AT'WATER
4010395
40 10400
40 11888
401 1980
40 12309
40 12483
40 12600
4012988
40 13280
40 13660
411 14145
40 14299
40 14320
40 L4325
40 14480
4015100
40 16335
40 17095
40 17370

BALCARRES
BANGOR
CRESCENT LAKE
CUPAR

DYSART
FENWOOD
FORT QVAPPELLE
GRAYSON
HUBBARD
KELLMER
LANGENBURG
LEMBERG
LEROSS
LESTOCK
LIPTON

MELVILLE
QUINTON
SALTCOATS
SERATH

LAT LONG
50.70
50.05
50.40
50.18
5027
50.37
50.88
50.88
50.88
50.48

-108.78
-108.65
-109.43
-109.80
-108.55
-109.35
-109.55
-109.53
-109.05
-103.75
' ** '^

LAT M N G

ELEVATlON ACTIVE
695
807
709
747
762
701
671
674
678
723

---

PPT-ONLY

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

..

*

-

ELEVATION ACTNE PPT-ONLY

4018496
40 19070
40 t 9080

WALDRON

YORKTON
YORKTON A

Saskatchewan 5b:
STATION ID STATiON NAME

50.87 -102.47
51.18 -102.52
51.27 -102-47

530
498
498

LAT LONG ELEVATTON

Y

ACTlVE

PPT-ONLY

BUCHANAN
CANORA

COTE
FOAM WCE

FOAM LAKE
GOOD SPWT LAKE
MSINGER
KAMSACK
KRTSTNES
KUROKT

MARGO
PARKERVEW
PREECEVlLLE

Q u n L W(E
QUINTON
SPALONG

THEODORE

TOGO
WISHART
WYNYARD

ARRAN
ARRAN 23N

KELVINGTON
LII'mAW
PELLY
Saskatchewan 6a:
STATION ID
4010358
4010360
4012040
4012120
40 12200
4012300
4012381
4013038
40 13040
40 13270
4013440
4013740
4014156
40 14322
40 14360

STATION NAME
AYLESBURY
AYLESBURY CDA EPF

DAFOE A
DAWDSON
DlLKE

DUVAL
ESK
GUERNSEY

GUERNSEY CDA EPF
HOLDFAST
IMPERLU
KENASTON
W S T MOUNTAIN CS

LEROY
LIBERTY

LAT LONG

ELEVATION ACt'ïVE

PPT-ONLY

LUMSDEN
NOKOMIS
RAYMORE
REGINA GiLMOUR
SEMANS
STRASBOURG
WATROUS
COLONSAY
VISCOUNT
ZELMA
Saskatchewan 6b:
STATION ID
STATION NAME
ASQüiTH
BEAVER CREEK
BLACKSTRAP
CARLTON
CONQüEST CDA EPF
DWSMORE
DONAVON
DUNDURN
ELBOW
ELBOW
ELBOW 2 NE
GLENSiDE
GRASSWOOD
HAGUE
HARRIS
LANGHAM 2W
LENEY
MAliTMSVILLE
MILDEN
OUTLOOK
OUTLOOK PFRA

LAT LONG

ELEVATiûN ACllVE

PPT-ONLY

ROSTHERN
SASKATOON A
STRONGFIELD
SURBITON
SUTHERLAND CDA
TüGASKE
VALLEY PARK
VANSCOY WPER A R
Saskatchewan 7a:
STATION ID STATION NAME
4040120
ALSASK
4020 L30
ALSASK HARDENE
4040180
ANGLIA
4040587
BICKLEIGH

LAT LONG
51.38
5133
51.57
5130

-110.00
-109.85
-108.17
-108.40

ELEVATION ACTIVE PPT-ONLY
70 1
658
567
671

Y

ESTON
HERSCHEL
KINDERSLEY
KMDERSLEY A
KMDERSLEY KY
LOVERNA CDA EPF
ROSETOWN
ROSETOWN CDA EPF
SOVEREIGN
STRANRAER
Saskatchewan 7b:

STATION ID
4040600
4041088
4042 188
4043653
4043750
4044735
4044800
4047040
4047238
4047240
4047644
4047050
4048320
4048326

STATION NAME
BIGGAR
CANDO
DENZIL
KELFELD
KERROBERT
LUSELAND
MACKLIN
RUTHILDA
SCOTSTOWN
S C O T CDA
SONNlNGDALE
ST DONATUS
UNITY
UNITY SOUTH

LAT LONG ELEVAïïON ACTIVE
52.07 -107.98
67 1
Y
52.40 -108.27
710
Y
5230 -109.58
696
52.00 -I08.58
685
5 1.97 -109.05
660
52.08 -109.40
70 1
5233 -109.95
667
51.90 -108.52
695
52.38 -109.40
685
5237 -108.83
660
5232 -107.77
716
51.98 -109.90
745
52.42 -109.08
640
52.23 -10920
655

PPT-ONLY

Saskatchewan 8a:

STAï'iON iD STATION NAME
ARCHERWKL EXP ST
ARMIT

AYLSHAM
RIDGEDALE
CODETTE ELKHORN
CONNELL CREEK EXP ST
HUDSON BAY
HUDSON BAY A
HUDSON BAY 13W
LOST RIVER
MCKAGUE
MELFORT
MELFORT EXP FARM
MISTATIM
NIPAWIN 2
NIPAWINA
PORCUPiNE PLAIN
PRAIRE RIVER
SMOKY BüRN

LAT LONG ELEVATION

ACTlVE PPT-ONLY

SMOKY BURN EXP ST
SOMME EXP ST
STAR CITY
STAR CITY EXP ST
TISDALE
TISDALE SOUTH
VALPARAIS0
WEEKES

Saskatchewan ab:
STATION ID STATION NAME
4052070
DANA RCAF
4052448
ETHELTON
4053264
HOEY
4013400
HUMBOLDT
40 13401
HüMBOLDT
4053960
KIMSTMO
40 15440
MCIENSTER
4055450
MUSKW SPRINGS
4056 120
PILGER
4057070
ST LOUIS
Saskatchewan 9a:
STATION ID STATION NAME
BIG RIVER

CAME0
CHOtCELAM)
FOXFORD
GLASLYN 2
GLENBUSH
GLENBUSH
M O R D EXP ST
HALCYONIA
HENRlBOüRG EXP ST
KRYDOR
LEASK
LEOVILLE
MACDOWALL
MARCELIN
MEDSTEAD
MILDRED
NORTH BATTLEFORD A
NORTHSlDE
PADDOCKWOOD EXP ST
PARKSiDE EPF
PRINCE ALBERT
PRINCE ALBERT A
RABBiT LAKE
RADISSON 1

LAT LONG ELEVATION ACTlVE PPT-ONLY
52.28 -105.77
617
52.77 -104.90
466
52.85 -105.78
473
Y
Y
5220 -105.10
567
52.27 -105.12
549
Y
52.95 -105.02
463
52.18 -105.00
579
Y
52.32 -105.68
545
52.42 -105.15
552
Y
52.92 -105.80
440

LAT LONG

ELEVATION ACi'IVE

PiT-ONLY

RUDDELL
SNOWDEN EXP ST
SPtRrrwOoD
SPIRIWOOD WEST
VICTOIRE
WEIRDALE
WHITE FOX EXP ST
WITCHEKAN
Saskatchewan 9b:

STATION ID
4040267
4040420
4060452
4041000
4041405
4062240
4042338
4042760
4042880
4062940
4043246
404152
4044558
4044562
4064590
4064600
4065055
4065060
4065058
4045487
4045660
4045975
4066090
4046200
4046280
4047730
4047080
4047081
4048240
4048250
4048520

STATION NAME
LAT LONG
ARTLAND
BATTLEFORD
BEACON HILL
BUTTE ST P[ERRE
CARRUTHERS
DORMTOSH CDA EPF
EDAM
FRENCHMAN B
m
GLASLYN CDA EPF
GOODSOIL
HILLMOND
LASHBüRN
LLOYDMINSTER
LLOYDMiNSTER 12E
LOON LAKE
LOON LAKE CDA EPF
MEAD0W LAKE
MEADOW LAKE 2
MEADOW LAKE A
NEILBURG
OMON LAKE
PAYNTON
PERCELAND

ELEVATION

ACTIVE PPT-ONLY

PRINCE
PRONGUA
S P R U E LAKE
ST WALBURG
ST WALBüRG
rnTLEF0RD
TURTLEFORD EPF
WASECA

Manitoba 1:

STATION ID STATION NAME
5010180
5010190
501019I
5020320

BEDE
BELMONT
BELMONT
BOISSEVAiN

LAT LONG ELEVATTON ACTIVE
4937 -100.93
442
49.40 -99.43
447
4930 -99.45
482
Y
49.23 -100.05
511

PPT-ONLY
Y

Y

5010538
5010760
501 1080
50 1 1283
5021480
501 1600
501 1720
501A7AR
501 1762
5022040
50220MO
5022041
5022065
5012080
5012340
5012935
5012941
5013 120
Manitoba 2:
STATION ID
50IO033
5010485
5010524
5010548
5010554
5010868
501 IOQFQ
501 1051
501 1275
501 1280
501 1293
501 1434
5012200
5012333

CAMERON
DELORAiNE
GOODLANüS EXP ST
HARTNEY
KILLARNEY

LYLETON
MELITA
MELITA
MINTO
NINETTE

mm1NW
NINGA
PEACE GARDENS
PIERSON
REGENT
TURTLE MOüNTAiN
TllRTLE MOUNTAM 6

STATION NAME
LAT LONG
ALEXANDER
BRANDON CDA
BROOKDALE
CARBERRY
CARROLL
ELKHORN
ELKHORN 2 EAST
GLENBORO
HARDING
HARGRAVE EXP ST
KILLVIEW
KENTON
PiPESTONE EXP ST
RAPiD CITY FOREST
RESTON
RESTON

ELEVATION ACTIVE

PPT-ONLY

RIVERS
RIVERSA

ST ALBANS

srno

SOURIS

SOURIS

m m

OAK LAKE
Manitoba 3:
STATION iD STATION NAME

LAT LONG

ELEVATIO ACI'IVE

N
5058 -10127

526

Y

PPT-ONLY

5010240
5010550
5010981
501 1240
501 1705
SOI L760
5012054
501233B
5012620
5012654
5012676
5012677
50 12796
50 13 117
501BMMA
5040146
5041425
5042000
5042003
5042005

BlRTLE
CARDALE
FOXWARREN
W O T A
MCCONNELL
MINNDOSA
OAKNER
RAPID CITY
SANDY LAKE
SHOAL LAKE CS
SHOAL LAKE
SHOAL LAKE
STRATHCLAIR
WASAGAMMG
RIVERS
PETTAPIECE
BASSWOOD
KELWOOD
NEEPAWA A
NEEPAWA CSC
NEEPAWA WATER

Manitoba 4:
STATION ID

STATION NAME

50 10227
5010310
50 1 1360
50l20SN
5012471
5012472
5012500
501 KEO 1
50 12520
50 12680

BIRDTAIL
BOGGY CREEK
MGLIS
OLHA
ROBLM
ROBLM
ROSSBURN
ROSSBURN 4 NORTH
RUSSELL
SlLVERTON EXP ST

Manitoba 5:
STATION ID
5040218
5040FJ3
5040840
5041440
5041560
5041685
5042168
5042169
5042800

STATION NAME
BIRCHRIVER
COWAN
DURBAN EXP ST
KENViLLE EXP ST
LENSWOOD EXP ST

MAFEKING
PINE RIVER
PtNE RIVER SNOW
RANCH
SWAN RIVER

LAT LONG

50.82
51.60
50.90
50.67
51.20
5123
50.67
50.75
50.77
50.77

ELEVATIO ACmVE
N
-100.92
578
-101.30
664
Y
-10123
594
622
-100.55
-101.45
-101.38
556
-100.82
590
Y
-100.82
610
-101.28
567
-101.15
572

PPT-ONLY

Y

Y

Y

LAT LONG ELEVATION A
M PPT-ONLY
52.52 -100.92
268
Y
52.03 -100.65
366
Y
51.93 -101.40
419
Y
52.00
5253
52.68
51.77
51.80

-101.32
-101.00
-1OI.10
-10032
-10057

387
305
325
302
378

Y
Y

Y
Y

Manitoba 6:
STATION ID
5040037
5040060
5040121
5040EN5
5040675
5040680
5040899
5040R73
5040985
5041 116
504 i 120
5041523
504 1686
504 1707

50420E5
5042425
5012423
5042485
504261O
SOI31 17
5043 158
5043226

Maoitoba 7:
STATION l
D
5040128
5040 165
5040 1 66
50 10640
5040764

ELEVATION ACTIVE PPT-ûNLY

GILBERT PLAINS
GRANDVIEW
GRANDVIEW EXP ST
LAKE DAüPHM
MAGNET
MCCREARY
OCHRE W
R
RIDiNG MOUNTAINPARK
RiDiNG MTNAüûY
RORKETON WEST

STE ROSE
WASAGAMING
WlLSON CREEK WEIR CS

WINMPEGOSIS SOUTH
EAST

STATION NAME
AUSTM
BEAVER
BEAVER

CYPRESS R i E R
DELTA
üMVERSITY FS

5040765

DELTA
WATERFOWL RS

5020768
5020870
5020913
5041049
5041ON0

DOMAIN
ELM CREEK
FANNYSrnLE
GLADSTONE

5041i40
502 t 285
5021302
5041400
5041530
5041670
50 11680
5041684
5021695

LAT LONG

STATION NAME
ALONSA
AMAFwnH
ASHVlLLE
CAKER
DAUPHZN
DAUPHIN A
ETHELBERT
FORK RiVERNORTH

GLADSTONE
SOUTH
GRASS RiVER

HEADCNGLY

HOLLAND
KATRlME EXP ST
LANGRUTH

MACDONALD
MACDONALD A
MACGREGOR
MARQUETTE

LAT LONG

ELEVATION A C I W E PPT-ONLY

5022100
5042240
5042241
50 12279
5012280
5012321
5022335
5042546
5022550
5022770
5012930

Manitoba 8:
STATION ID
5020036
5020040
5010140
5020551
5020555
5020625
5020720
5020880
5020882
5021058
5021160
502 1220
502 1395
5021565
5021688
5021687
5021736
502 1840
5021848
502 1920
502 1965
502 1975
5022120
5022125
5022245
5022480
5022492
5022490
5022623
5022703
5012710
5022740
50 12545
5022567

PIGEON LAKE
PLUMAS
PLUMAS
PORTAGE LA
PRAIRIE
PORTAGE LA
PRAIRIE
PORTAGE LA
PRAIRIE CDA
RATHWELL
ST AMBROISE
ST CLAUDE
STARBUCK

TREHERNE

STATION NAME
ALMASiPPI
ALTONA

BALDUR
CARMAN
CARTWRIGHT

CRYSTAL CITY
DEERWOOD
EMERSON
EMERSON AUT
GNADENTHAL
GRAYSVILLE
GRETNA (AUT)
KALEDA
LETELLIER
MANiTOU
MANITOU STRANGE
MIAMI ORCHARD
MORDEN
MORDEN EXP FARM
MORRIS
MORRIS 2
MYRTLE
PILOT MOUM)
PILOT MOUND PO
PLUM COULEE
ROLAND
ROSE ISLE
ROSEBAMC
SCHANZENFELD
SNowFLA
, KE
SOMERSET
SPERLiNG
ST ALPHONSE
S T JEAN BAPTISTE

LAT

LONG

ELEVATION

50 12799

Manitoba 9:
STATION ID
5030 160
50208 10
5020880
5021054
5021205
5031511
5021529
5021689
5021692
5022043
502205 I
503BONE
5022056
5022420
5032495
502260 1
5022606
5022544
5022553
503Z60
5022780
5022797

SWAN LAKE

STATION NAME
BEAUSUOüR 2

LAT LONG ELEVATION A C ï i V E PPTdNLY

DUGALD
EMERSON
GLENLEAUOFM
RES SRI
GREEN RiDGE
LA BROQUERIE
LANDMARK
MARCHAND

MARCHAND W4
NlVERVatE

OAKBANK
0snNFEL.D
OrnRBLIRNE
RICHER

ROSS
ST MAL0
ST PIERRE JOLY S
STE ANNE
STE ELIZABETH
STE GENEVtEVE
STEMBACH
STUARTBURN

Manitoba 10:

STATION m
5030 155
5030335
5030869
503 1200
503BOMF
5032 160
5032 162
5022171
5032360
5032640
5022759
5022760
5022575
5022798
5023000
5023 149
5023370

STATION NAME
BEAUSEJOüR
BRAiN'i'REE 2
ELMA
GREAT FALLS

NORTH JüLiUS
PMAWA
PINAWAWNRE
PrNEY
RENNE
SEVEN SISTERS

FALLS
SPRAGUE
SPRAGUE
ST LABRE
sUMl0w-N
VITA
'FKHITEMom
LAKE
mODA

LAT LONG ELEVATION ACTIVE PFT-ONLY

Manitoba 11:

STATION m
5021225
5021227
5021992
5022070
5022630
50225DP
5022788
502KGHG
5022790
502279 1
5023 1 10

STATION NAME
GROSSE ISLE
GUNTON HATCHERY
NAROL
PETERSFIELD
SELKIRK
ST ANDREWS A
STONEWALL
STONEWALL
STONY MOUNTADI
STONY MOUNTAiN

WARREN

Manitoba 12:
STATION ID STATION NAME
ARBORG
ASHERN
ASHERN NORTHWEST
BROAD VALLEY
CHATFIELD
ERIKSDALE
ERIKSDALE 1
FISHER BRANCH
FRASERWOOD
GIMLI
GIMLI A
GYPSUMVILLE
GYPSUMVaLE
KODGSON
HODGSON 2
LlMDAR
MOOSEHORN
MOOSEHORN
MOOSEHORN COOK

NARCISSE
OAK POMT
VOGAR

LAT LONG ELEVATION ACI'IVE PPT-ONLY
50.05 -97.43
245
Y
Y
50.28 -97.17
233
50.05 -96.97
23 1
5032 -96.98
223
50.17 -96.87
226
Y
50.05 -97.03
23 1
50.12 -97.33
252
50.22 -97.32
248
50.07 -97.23
245
50.12 -97.17
256
Y
50.13 -97.63
248

LAT LONG ELEVATION

ACTVE

PPT-ONLY

APPENDIX C:
FORTRAN SOURCE CODE FOR DROUGHT INDICES
PaLmer Drouiht Severity Index & Moisture Anornalv Index:

* This progmm computes the ORIGNAL Palmer Dm@t

hdex

This program was originaIIy written 0Y Larry Batalden and
+ Dr. S.M. McGinn and was later modified to incorporate the water
* balance and index computations us& by Dr. KJl, Jones. This version
* of the palmer program computes indexes on a monthly basis.

THIS CURRENT VERSION WAS MODIFIED R O M THAT USED FOR THE NAT CHRISTIE SWDY

* UNDERTAKEN BY Ors. Wole Akinrerni and Sean McGinn. (1993-1995)
*
*

Futher dits made by Ti PapakyriakoulStevenQuiring (200 1) affecting only the ilo
PROGRAM PDI-vers 1

LOG ICAL* 1 REC-FLAG,FL4G-H 1 1, FLAG-P04,FLAG-T04,nAGGSN04
LOGICAL* 1 LW-iNFO,L.UN-HI I~UN-T04,LUN-P04JW-SN04,L.~-OP
MTEGER*2 ~IYRO,IYRN,IMO,IDY
MTEGER*4 iREC,iRECO 10 i,iREC123 1 lITû41iP04,1SN041MIIEST
iNTEGER*4 CREC-Hl 1JOFFSET-HI 1,iRECMAX-Hl I
MTEGER84 IREC-T04,10FFSET-T0411RECMAX~T04
MTEGER'4 IREC-PO4,IOFFSET-P04,IRECMAX_PO4
INTEGER*4 IREC-SN04,10FFSET~SN04,1RECMAXMAXSN04
CHARACTER T04-FiLE*24,P04-FnE*24,SN044FILE*24,H1l-mE*Z
CHARACTER ROOT-Tû4*I9,ROOT-P04* 19,ROOT-SN04* t9,ROOT-Hl l* 19
CHARACTER ROOT-INF0*24,ROOT_OP*22
CHARACTER DAï'E9*9,ïïMES18
YR(1300), !year of observations
MONTH(I 3OO), !month of O bsedons
DAYS(I300), !# of &ys in that month
CODE,
! descriptor code
h m input
fl,
!year
h m mput
MM,
! month
h m input
DD,
!day
tom input
MC,
!monih counter
DC,
! day cormter
NEXTMO, ! rnonih number for acmulating a month
! of data &en readiig input
!year of month of mput
INYEAR,
!
lwp
counter for months
j,
K
! Ioop corner
! the fïrst year of the da@
YEARI,
YRS
!the#ofyrsofdata

REAL
&
&
&

&
&

&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

gc
&
&
REAL
&
&
&

&
&
&
&
&

&
&

&
&
&
&

a
&

&
&
&
&
&
&

REAL

1,

W,
SSPR,

! the heat index
!the available water c a p a c i t y 0
!soil moisnue available at surface

SUPR, !soi1 moisfure available in underlyinglayer
TPRE(1300), ! total precipitation in MM
AVT(1300), !average monthly tempemm in CELCIUS
!average daiily temperature
ADT,
MXT, !mai daily temp
h m input
MNT,
! min daily temp
îiom input
RAM,
!daily min in MM
îiom input
!daily snow in MM
fiom input
SNO,
TP,
!daily total precep in MM h m input
GS,
! daily ground mow in CM fiom input
SUMP1, ! total precipitation accumulator
SUMADT, ! daily avg temp accumulator
STûEV(I2), ! Long tenn Mean Quarter Monthly Temperature
SUMSQ(12), ! Sum of square of precip
TSPE, !temp sum pe accumulator h m input
MMT(I2), ! Long term Mean Monthly Tempemm
MADL(lS), !Monthly avg day length for each month
TEMPMADL, !used to fiIl array of MADL
MHI(I2). ! Monthly heat index
! constant used to denve PE
Al,
!adjustment For day length
LD
! longitude of station
! latitude of station
!latitude (degrees) read t?om "STAT-DATA.DATW
LAW ! latitude (minutes) read fiom "STAT-DATA.DATW
! longitude(degrees) read fiom "STAT-DATA.DATn
LOND,
! longitude(minutes) read îiom "STAT-DATA.DATW
LONM,
PR(1300), !potential recharge amt of rnoislure
! required to briag soil to field capacity
PE(1300). ! poteniai evapotranspitation For an
! individual month
!potential loss of soi1 moisture fiom the
PLS,
! surface layer
! potential l o s of soi1 rnoisture h m the
PLU,
! underlying layer
PL(1300), !potential loss of soil moisture PLS + PLU
!potential recharge on surface
M,
!
computed moishue Ioss from the surface
Ls,
!moisture of surface at end of month
ss,
! potential recharge on underlying
RU,
!computed moistute l o s f?om underlying
LU,
!moisture of underlying at end of month
su,
!computed nmoff
RO,
POT-RüN(1300), ! potential nmoff monthly
!computed evapotraaspiration for a month
ET,
!
recharge; net gain in soii moishue
R,
! during rnonth
! net l o s of soii moistue during amonth
L

LONG,
CLAT,
LATû,

-

-

&

SUMET(12), ! the sum of ET for each calendar month
!
PE
SUMPE(12).
SUMR(12),
!
R
!
PR
SUMPR(12),
SUMR0(12), !
RO
SUMSP(IS),
!
SP
!
L
SUML(12),
SUMPL(I2).
!
PL
!
TPRE
SUMP(12),
!coefficient of evapotranspiration for
ALPHA(12),
! each caIendar rnonth
! coefficient of moisture recharge for
BETA(12).
! each calendar month
!coefficient of runoff for each calendar
RH0(12),

&

GAM(l2),

&
&

PBAR(12).

&
&
&
&
&
&

4
&
&
&
&

&

&
&
&
&

REAL
&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&

&

&
&
&

! month
! coefficient of l o s for each calendar
! month
! long term mean evapotranspiration for a
ETBAR(12),
! calendar month
! Climatically Appropriate For Existing
! Conditions (CAFEC) evapotranspiration
!CAFEC soi1 moirecharge
RHAT,
!CAFEC runoff
ROHAT,
! CAFEC soi1 moisture loss
LHAT,
!CAFEC precipitation
PHAT(1300)

ETHAT,

SMD(l3OO), ! moisture departuse for a month
!a constant for each calendar month
G(12),
! the index of drought (or wet speU)
X(1300),
ALGSUM(lZ), !the algabraic sums of m d for eachmonth
SUMDBAR(I2), !soi1 moisture depamire overrecordiength
!the second approximation of K
KP(12),
ZBAR(I2), ! long term mean moisture anomaly index
ANZBAR,
! sum of zbar
! the climatic characteristic orweighting
KK(12),
! factor for each calendar month
Z,
! rnoisture anomaly index
SUMDLTOTDK, !sum of monthly DK and average DK
!for al1 the stations used for simulation
!this is the average DK (stations)
AVEDK

CHARACTER*20
PROFILE, !name of input file to process
STNAME !name of station read from "STAT-DATASAT"
!to get the latitude and longitude forsration
CHARACTER*7
&
STNilM ! station # h m input dat file
CHARArnRr!
&
STPROV !province of station read Emm"STAT-DATABAT"

&
&

ENDN, ! !ag to indicate end of input file
FOUND, ! flag indicates that station was found in
MOREDAT ! "stat-data.datn
M G E R MON(IZ),MONL(I2),MONTH,ITOTDY,ICOW
DATA MON13 1,59,90,120,151,18 1,212,243,273,304,334,365/
DATA M O W 3 1,60,91,121,152,182213J44J74,305,335,366/

&

&
&

C

C You may have two input weather data. 1 for the 30 year
c caIibration period to genrate the four constants APLHA
c GAMMA, BETA AND RHO. The second data file wil1 be the periad
c of tirne for which you want to generate PDI, For rnost of my studies
c the two periods coincided and as such had only one input data file.

-

OPEN (üNIT=17,FILE~sWb2099.csv',STATüS-"OLD')

0PM(UNLT=3,FLEdskSb-p&i.OUT,STATUS='UNKNOWW
ICOüNT=l
TOTDK4.

CCCCC - The following values need to be checked prior to a m.
YOU HAVE TO CHANGE XLAT BELOW TO THE LATITUDE OF YOüR SITE
L
N ORDER FOR THE THORNTHWAITE'S PE EQUATION TO WORK PROPERLY.
YOU CAN REMOVE THlS FROM HERE AND READ OFF YOUR INPUT TABLE.

CLAT = 51.88
C THIS DEiFiNES THE YEARS THAT WLL BE USED FOR CALIBRATION

C THIS PERiOD MUST BE AT LEAST 30 YEARS ANI3 DOES NOT NECESSARLY
C HAVE TO COMCIDE WITH THE PERiOD FOR WHICH DROUGHT INDEX IS TO BE GENERATED.
C THIS PERIOD OF CALBRATION iS ESSENTIAL TO GENRA'E THE NECESSARY
C PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS TO BE USED FOR CALCULATING PD1

C "WuIS THE AVAILABLE WATER CAPACtTY OF YOUR SOL (AWC)
C THIS IS DEFMED AS THE FiELD CAPACrrY M I N U S WILTiNG POINT
C iF YOüR SOL HAS A DIFFERENT VALUE THEN CHANGE "Wn
APPROPRAITELY.
C
C

- End of program initidizationcotmnts

C

*-

InitiaIize ai1 the M y and monthiy mys to zero

*- This wül remove memory effect
DO I= 1,1300

YR(J) = 0.0
MONTH(J) = 0.0
DAYSIJ) = 0.0
TPRE(J) = 0.0
AVT(J) = 0.0
PR(J) 0.0
PE(J) = 0.0
Pt(J) 0.0
POT-RUN(J) = 0.0
PHAT(J) = 0.0
SMD(I) = 0.0
X(J) =o.o
END DO !iNITIALIZE ARRAY OF 1300'5
DO J= II. 12
MMT(0 = 0.0

-

-

MADL(J) = 0.0
MHI(J) = 0.0
ALPHA(I) = 0.0
BETA(I) = 0.0
RHO(J) = 0.0
GAM(J) = 0.0
ETBAR(J) = 0.0
STDEV(J) = 0.0
SüMSQ(J)= 0.0
esm(q= 0.0
G(J) = 0.0
ALGSUM(S) = 0.0
S[IMDBAR(J) = 0.0
KP(J) = 0.0
ZBAR(J) = 0.0
KK(J) =O.O
M D DO !iNIT[ALIZE ARRAY OF 12's

C AFTER INITIALKING THE SITE PARAMERTES TO ZERO, M CASE OF
C MULTI-SITE RUN, THEN START TO READ THE 30-YEAR CALIBRATION DATA

C FOR THE SITE OF YOUR INTEREST.
MOREDAT = .T'RUE.

C THiS IS THE LOOP THAT REAI)S YOUR MPUT WEATHER DATA
C NOTE THE ORDER ON THE MPüT WEATHER VARIABLES!!!!!!
C yEAR IüLiAN DAY,MAX W,MM TEMP,RAINFALL (mm)
C TOTAL PREXiPlTAION (mm)

C initiaiii the YEARLY vanvanables
DO THIS ON JAN 1
C THEFIRST DAY OF THEYEAR - JULIAN DAY f (JDAY = 1)
EF (JDAYEQ.1) THEN
DC=l

iïOTDY=l

MONTH- 1
NUCTMO =MONTH
I
N
Y
E
A
R
=
m
Y
Y
=
m
SUMPl =o.o
SüMADT = 0.0
YRS=YRS+I

END iF
CC

DO 112 IREc=tREco101,IREc1231

C rbsign the weather data to PROGRAM'S variables.
MXT=PAX
! maximum temperature
MNT=PM
! minimum temperame
FPCP
!total precipitation
RIUN=RAM
! rainhil amount
C-

Loap to accumulate a month of data

iF ((MXT .NE.9999.0) .AND. (MNT .NE. 9999.0)) THEN
ADT = (MXT + MNT)/2.0
SUMADT = SUMADT + ADT
ENDE

IF (TP .NE.9999.0) THEN
SLIMPI=SuMel+TP

END IF
DC=DC+I
ITOTDY=ITOTDY+l
C*****DETERiM.DE WHICH MONTH OF THE YEAR THE DATA READ FALLS MT0
C
iF(M0 D(YY,4).EQ.O AND.ITOTDY .GT.MONL(IMONTH))THEN
NEXTMOcNExTMOt l
ELSE IF(MOD(YY,4),GT.O.AND.ITOTDY.GT.MON(ih4ONTH))THEN

NExTMO=NExTMDtl
ENDIF
C
C-

ACCMULATE A MONTH OF DATA
rF (NExTMO.GT.iM0NTH)

THEN

DC=DC-1
MC=MC+ 1
Tf RE(MC) = SUMP1
AVT(MC) = SUMADTIDC
YR(MC) = INYEAR
MONTH(MC) = [MONTH
DAYS(MC)=DC
l-NYEAR=W

DC= 1
S W l = 0.0
SUMADT = 0.0
rM0NTHfNExTMO
END IF
CC 112 CONTiNüE !END OF THE IRECOlOl TO E C l U 1

C
C YEARACCüMüLATOR
C

CC 111 CONTINUE !FOR THE INPUT Y
E
M
END DO !FOR WHLE MORE DATA
25 MOREDAT = JALSE.
C THE READiNG AND PROCESSENG OF THE CALIBRATION DATA ENDS HERE
C

-C

Finished readiig input file

XYRs = FLOAT(YRS-1)
C SPLIT AWC iNT0 TOPSOL ANI3 SUBSOiL
SSPR = 25.0
SUFR = W - SSPR
WRiTE(3,*)' THlS IS THE OUTPUT FOR THIS STATION '
WRITE(3,*)' Latitude if,' '$LAT

WRITE(3,10I)ICOLTNT,STN.COD~STN.NAME,
CC I SRI.LAT,SR(.LNG,STN.ELEV
CC IO 1 FORMAT(1 X,I4,4XA7, iW83(2X,F72))
CC

WW3,*)
C IT IS NOT CRUCIAL TO MAKE THE OUTPUTS BELOW. THEY WERE

C NECESSARY DURMG THE WTIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THIS PROGRAM

write (3,*) 'OUTPUT CONTAMS PE VALUES FROM THORNWAITE'
write (3,*) 'used W = ',W
write ( 3 . 9 'used SSPR = ',sspr
write (3,') 'used SUPR = ',supr
write (3,*)
-C

C

Get the heat index
get a long term mean temperam for each caiendar month

DO J = L,12
MMT(J) = 0.0
END DO
DOJ= 1,MC
MMT(MONTH(J1) = MMTIMONTH(J)) + A W I )
END DO
write (3,*) 'month, mean temp (cet)'
wmte {3,*)
DO I = 1, 12
MMT(J) = MMT(3) / XYRS
Wnte (3,*) j,mmtÿ)
F (MMT(J) .LT.0.0) THEN
MMT(J) = 0.0
ENDE

END DO

Cf

-cornpute heat index b r each calendar month based on MMT
1 = 0.0

DOJ=1,12
MHi(J) = (MMT(s) / 5.0) ** 1.514
[=I+MHI(r)
END DO
W T E (3,*) 'HEATINDEX "In WAS CALCüLATED AS 'J
C* -get AI
AI = 0.000000675*[**3-0.000077 1*1**2+0.0 179WO.492
write (3,') ' AND THE VALUE OF Al IS = *,a1

C* Loop to generate a mean average day Iength for each month
write (3,*) THE MONTHLY AVERAGE DAY LENGHT FROM JAN TO DEC ARE:'
D O J = l , 12
CALL DL(MONTH,YRDAYS,J,TEMPMADL,LONG,CLAT)
MADL(J) = TEMPMADL
write (3,*)' ', madl(j)
END DO

* Loop to generate pe values for each month
DOJ=l,MC
LD = (MADL(MONTH(J)) 1 12.0) * @AYS(J) / 30.0)
IF (AVT(J) .LT. 0.0) THEN
PE(J) = 0.0
ELSE
PE(Q = 1.6 * LD ((10.0 * AVT(J)) / [) ** Al
END IF
END DO

* PE has been calculated with celcius temperantres - Convert pe - cm
tO MM
write(3,*)
write (3.9 ' 1AM NOW CONVERTING PE IN CM TO MM'
C*
DOJ=l,MC
PE(0 = PE(J) * 10.0
END DO

C

*-

*-

Initialize the sum accumulators
DO J= 1,12
SUhilET(I) = 0.0
SüMPE(J) = 0.0
SuMR(J) = 0.0
SUMPR(J) = 0.0
SUMRO(J) = 0.0
SUMSP(J) = 0.0
SUML(J) = 0.0
SUMF'L(J) = 0.0
SUMP(J) = 0.0
END DO
Start computation for the WATER BALANCE

C NOTE THAT IF YOUR CALIBRATION PERIOD IS DFFEWNT FROM
C THE PERiOD FOR WHiCH DROUGIET IS TO BE GENERATED TMEWATER
C BALANCE MUST BE RECALCULATE (1) FOR THE 30-YEAR CALIBRATION PERIOD
C AND (2) FOR THE PERIOD OF INTEREST USIN A NETK INPUT DATA
DO J = l,MC
evaporation > precipitation STRESS
IF (TPRE(J) LT. PEQ) THEN
LS = PE(J) - TPRE(J)
IF (LS .GT.SSPR) LS = SSPR
RS=-1.0 LS
LU = (PE(J) TPRE(J) - LS) * SüPRI W
IF (LU .LT. 0.0) LU = 0.0
IF(LU .GT.SUPR) LU = SUPR
RU = -1.0 LU

-

*

*

R = 0.0
RO = 0.0
L=LU+LS
evaporation = precipitation E Q U I L I B W
ELSE IF fTPRE(J) .EQ. PE(J)) THEN
RS = 0.0
RU = 0.0
LS = 0.0
LU = 0.0
R =0.0
RO = 0.0
L = 0.0
evaporation < precipitation RECHARGE
ELSE
RS = TPRE(J) PE(J)
IF (RS .GT.(25.0 SSPR)) RS = 25.0 SSPR
LS = 0.0
RU = TPRE(J) PE(J) RS
IF (RU .LT. 0.0) RU = 0.0
IF (RU .GT.(W 25.0 SUPR)) RU = W 25.0 SUPR
LU = 0.0
R = RS + RU
RO = TPRE(J) PE(J) RS RU
ff (RO .LT.0.0) RO = 0.0
L = 0.0
END IF

-

-

-

-

-

*-

-

-

-

-

- -

Complete Water BaIance Accounthg
PR(J) = W SUPR SSPR
ET = TPRE(J) + L
ff (ET.GT.PE(J)) ET = PE(0
SS = SSPR + RS
PLS = PE(9
IF (PLS .GT. SSPR) PLS = SSPR
SU = SUPR + RU
PLU = (PE(J) PLS) * SüPRI W
iF (PLU .GT. SüPR) PLU = SüPR
PL(J) = PLS + PLU
POT-RüN(J) = SSPR + SüPR
SSPR = SS
SüPR=SU

-

-

-

3 10 CONTINUE !skip pmcessing when data is missmg
C BELOW IS A MONTHLY LISTING FOR THE ENTlRE PEORID ON INTEREST

308 FORMATC ',I4,lXI2, 1 X lZ(F5.1, IX))
END DO
*end of phase 1

*-

Write the accumulators to the output nle
wite(3.9
wite (3;) 'AT THE END OF PHASE 1 THE AVERAGES O F
write (3,*) 'PRECP, PE, PR, R, PL, L, ET, AND RO'
write (3,*) 'FOR THE MONTHS OF JAN TO DEC ARE:'
write (3'9
write (3.9 TRECiP
PE PR
R
PL
L
L
ET
RO'
do 1 = 1. 12
write (3,35)j, sump(j)B[YRS, sumpe(j)BC(RS,
&
s m e r O ' ) r n , s u m r o i , s~pl(iYXYRS,
&
suml(j)/XYRS, surnet(j)lXYRS, sumroQ)Br(RS
end do
35 FORMAT(Sx,I5,8(F8.4, lx))

*-

Compute coefficients at beginniig of Phase U on flowchart
DO J = 1, 12
iF ((SUMET(J) .EQ. 0.0) AND. (SUMPE(J) .EQ. 0.0)) THEN
ALPHA(J) = 1.O
ELSE
ALPHA(J) = SUMET(J) / SLIMPE(J)

ENDIF

iF ((SUMR(J) .EQ. 0.0) .AND.(SUMPR(J) .EQ. 0.0)) THEN
BETA(J) = 1.O
ELSE
BETA(I) = SUMR(J) 1 SüMPR.0

END iF
ff ((SUMRO(J) .EQ.0.0) AND.(SüMSP(J) .EQ.0.0)) THEN
RHO(J) = 0.0
ELSE
RHO(J) = Süh4RO(J) / SüMSP(I)
END IF
iF ((SUML(J) .EQ. 0.0) .AND. (SUML(J) .EQ.0.0)) THEN
GAM(J) = 0.0
ELSE
GAM(J) = SUML(J) 1SUMPL(J)

ENDIF
ETBAR(J) = SUMET(3) 1 XYRS
PBAR(J) = SUMP(J) 1XYRS
END DO

C
C HERE 1s THE END OF THE GENRAïION OF CONSTANTSNEEDED FOR THE PD1

C IF YOURCALIBRATION PERIOD IS DIFFERENT FROM YOüR PERZOD OF NIEREST
C THEN YOU M'EL NEED TO OPEX A NEW WEATHER DATA HERE TO GENERATE THE
C THE SOL MOIS'CURE BALANCE AND PD1 USMG THE CONSTANTS OBTAMED ABOVE

*

-Write out the coefficients to the output file
WRITE (3,*)
write (3,*) ' THE VALUES OF THE FOLLOIKMG COEFFICiENTS '
write (3,*) 'ALPHA,BETA, GAMMA,AND RH0 '
wnte (3,*) 'FOR THE MONTHS OF JAN TO DEC ARE:'
write (3,*) ' ALPHPI
doj = 1, I2

BETA GAMMA

M O'

write (3,40) aIphaQj, beta(j), gam(j), rho(j)

end do
WTE (3,*)
WrUTE (3,*)

*-

Page IL2 h m literature
DOJ=I,MC
ETHAT = ALPHA(MONTH(J)) PE(S)
RHAT = BETA(MONTH(J)) PR(J)
ROHAT = RHO(MONTH(I)) POT-RCM(I)
L W T = GAM(MONTH(J)) * PLCI)
PHAT(J) = E m T + RHAT + ROHAT LHAT

-

*-

Compute "G" for each of the 12 caIendar rnonths
DO K = 1, i2
G(K) = ((SUMPE(K) + SUMR(K) + SUMROIK))
&

/ (SüMP(K) + SüML(K))) + 2.8

END DO

8
I

DOJ=I,MC
ALGSUM(MONTH(J)) = ALGSUM(MONTH(J)) + SMD(J)
SüMDBAR(MONTH(J)) = SüMDBAR(MONTH(J)) + ABS(SMD(I))
IF (I EQ.MC) THEN
D O K = 1, 12
ALGSühI(K) = ALGSUMS) / XYRS
SüMDBAR(EQ = SUMDBAR(K) / X W
added next line to convert to millimetm
SUMDBAR(K) =25.4 1 SUMDBAR(K)
EM)DO
ENDE
END DO

DOK=1,12
KP(K) = 1.5 * LOG IO((G(K) * (25.4 1S U M D B W ) ) ) ) + 0.5
ZBARN) = SUMDBAR(K) * KP(K)
ANZBAR = ANZBAR + ZBAR(K)
END DO
C THE OPTION IS YOLTRS HERE,YOU CAN USE 17.67 AS FOUND BY PALAMER
C OR YOU CAN USE 142 A VALUE MORE APPROPRAITE FOR THE PRA[RIE
C SEE AKINREMI ET AL 1996 - JOüRBAL OF CLMATE.
DO K = 1.12
CC

KK(K) = (17.67 1 ANZBAR) * D(K) 25.4
KK(K) = (142 1ANZBAR) W(K) 25.4
END DO

*-

write out the monthly weighting factors
write (3,*) THE MONTHLY WEIGHTMG FACTORS FOR JAN TO DEC ARE:'

wnte (3,') ' SUMDBAR KPR[ME

K'

SUMDK=O.
do j = 1, 12
write (3,45) surndbar(j)/25.4, kp(j), kk(j)
SUMDK = SUMDK + (SUMDBAR(j)/25.4 * KFQ))
end do
write (3,*)
wfte (3,*) ' THE VAiUE OF S W K P i ü M E IS', S W K
write (3,*) ' THE N[IMBER OF YEARS AND MONTH USED IS = 'JC(RS,MC
45 FORMAT(' ',3(fS.4, 1x))
*Loop to perfom the rest of the caiculations page iï-3 @oaom)
WRm3,')
'8Rrl-E (3,*)

wrhe (3,*) ' YEAR MONTH

TPRE

PHAT

1 Z(AN0MALY) X(PDi) '
C ACTüAL CALCULATION OF PD1 FOR YOüR PERiOD OF INTEREST BEGINS HERE

C THLS ASSUMES THAT YOU HAVE ALREADY CALCüLATëD KK AND SMD FOR EACH MONTH
DOI=L,MC
Z = KK(MONTH(J)) * SMD(J)Ll5.4
[F(LEQ.1) THEN
X(J) =273.O
ELSE
X(J) = X(J-1) 0.897 + Z 13.0
ENDIF

ENDDO
30 FORMAT(5X,I4P,,I2,5X,4(F82m)

*

-Formats

C THE EM3 OF THE NEW ADDITION
-

C TNE SUBROUTiNE DROTFREQ GENRATES THE FREQüENCY OF DROUGHT ABOVE

C OR BELOW CERTAIN LEVEL OF PD1
C CALL DROFREQ(X,WMONTH,MC)

109 CONTINUE
AvEDK=TommoAT(rComT-1~
write (3,*)
wite (3,')
write (3,*)
write (3.*) THE OVERALL MEAN FOR ALL STATIONS IS',AVEDK
write (3,*) ?HE TOTAL NUMBER OF STATIONS PROCESSED IS'JCOUNT-I
CC CLOSE &UN-MO)
CC CLOSE (LUN-T04)
CC CLOSE &UN-PO41
CLOSE (UNIT-3)
CLOSE (LMIT=3)
END !END OF THE PROGRAM MPAL

*

r e m the average monthly dity length in hrs in the variable TEMPMADL
SUBROUTME DL(MONTH,~DAYS,MC,EMPMADL~ONG,CLAr)

REAL
&
&
&

TEMPMADL,
LONG,
CLAT

! monthly average &y length

&
&
&

ANG,
LENG,
SUMLEN

! sum of the day lengths

MTEGER
&

1,

&

N,

&
&
&
&

J.
JDAY.

STJDAY(l?),!array of startingjday each calendar month
ENDJDAY !the endiig jday for particular month

Set MLON accordiig to CLAT
IF (CLAT .GE. 105.0) THEN
MLON = 105.0
ELSE IF (CLAT .GE. 90.0) THEN
MLON = 90.0
ELSE
MLON = 75.0
ENDF

:-

*-

[nitiaiize the startingjulian day for each calendar month

*-

Mod* the startingjulian &y each calendar month for leapyrs

IF (MOD(YR(MC),4) BQ. O) THEN
DOJ=3,12
STJDAY(T) = STJDAY(J) + 1

END DO
END IF

*-

Determine the endingjulian day for the month being considered

* -Loop to accumulate the day length for each &y of the month
t

being considered

DO m A Y = STDAY(MONTH(MC)), ENDJDAY

LAT = CLAT * PI 1 180.0
DEC =CI([)
EQT = C2(i)

DOI=2,5
N=I-1
J=t+4
PHI = N * (2.0 * PI 1365.0) * JDAY
DEC = DEC + CI(1) SIN(PHI) + C l ( 0 * COS(PH1)
EQT = EQT + CZ(1) * SiN(PH1) + C2(J) * COS(PHI)
MD DO
DEC = DEC PI 1 180.0
EQT = EQT 160.0
SUNA1 =O.O
LENG = 0.0

DO HOüR = 0,23

-

TSOL = (HOUR + MIN160.0) ((LONG - MLON) 1 15.0) + EQT
HANG = ABS(TS0L-12.0) * PI 112.0
T = S[N(w\ï) * S I W E C ) + COS(LAT) COS@EC) COS(HANG)
ANG = ASMm
HANG = HANG * 180.0 1 PI
SUNA1 = ANG * 180.0 1PI

IF ( S W A 1 .GT. - 1.5) THEN

LENG = LENG + 1.0
END IF

END DO

END DO
LENG = LENG160.0
SüMLEN = SUMLEN + LENG

END DO

*-

Set the MonthIy Average Day Length on rem
T E M P W L = SUMLEN 1 DAYS(MC)

END !subroutine DL - R e m to Program Palmer at c a h g point

Standardized Precipitation Index:
P R O G W SPICOMPUTE
C

c This code was written by Ned Guttman and was obtained ïrom
c ftp~I~~~.ncdc.noaagov/pub/sottware/paImer/~inew.f
C

c Further modifications were made to the program by Steven Quiring (Feb. 2001)
c mainly to customize for available data
L

c ATTENTION:tfüs program contains bugs that prevent compiling/runnhg
c
with the Ci77 compiler under the MSDOS(Widows) environment
c The bugs are related to the definition of two variables (arnssng, der0
c amssng- double precision vs. single precision
c de& globat vs. intrinsic
C

parameter (nlen=7,maxyrs=80,am~~ng-99.99,inunit=17,
I ibe~1920,iout=LO,bmssng-9.99,Uicode-7,*l,icm,
2 icuryr-1999,icumio= 9)
This is the driver (main) program used to compute the
Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI). tt computes
the probability of pncipitation based on al1 available
input data. The tirne scales are lJ,3,6,9,12,Xmonth
SPI values. These cm be changed by changing the
"datanrunn statement, The parameter statement gives the
user the option of outputting sequential files for the period
of record or one file for al1 sites and tirne scales for a
specified yeadmonth or botb.

MPUT

nlen

number of t h e scales

maxyrs maximum number of years of record

brnssng input value for missing data
amssng output value for missing data
incode 1 for integer input data; 2 for decimal
bunit devicr number for input data
ibegyr ûrst year of data
ihist 1 to output arrays of sequential data (id, yr,
12 monthly values); O to suppress these arrays
icur 1 to output only data for the specified
year icuryr and month i c m o (id, yr, mo,
nlen values) in the order correspondhg to
the data saternent nrun; O to suppress
icuryr year of output (see icur above)
icumo month of output (see icur above)
iout device number for output data:
OUTPUT

* 1 parameters, n-counts, etc for SPl(nlen)
'2 SPI(n1en)
3 precip probabilhies
'4 accumulateci precip vaIues
iout+5 SPI for al1 t h e scales for given yrlmo

iouti-6 precipitation probabilities for al1
tirne scales for given ydmo
iout+7 accumulated precip values for aU
tirne scales for given Wrno
the * indicates iout times d e n
OTHER ROUTINES CALLED
subrouthe read
subrouthe spi@
CAVIAT
SPI values in centra1 part of the precip distriiution can
be considered to be accurate and reasonable if the number
of independent non-zero accumulated precipitation amounts
is greater than about 40; values in the tails of the
distriiution can be considered accurate and reasonable
if the nurnber of non-zero accumulated amounts is greater
than about 60.

NOTE
Look at READ s u b r o u ~ to
e put input data in pmper format.
written by Ned Guttman in January 1998; sorne of the software

and Iogic based on software provided by John Kleist, Colorado
State Univ.
dimension pp(maxyrs* 12),probne(maxyrs* 12),
1 pcpacc(rnaxyrs* I2),pzero(l2),spi(maxyrs* 12)~ium(l2),
2 numpos(12),nrun(nlen),spiout(12),prob(l2),pacc(l2),

3 curspi(nlen),curpro(nlen),curacc(nlen)
double precision parl(l2),par2(l2),par3(12),xmom1(12),
1 xmom2(12),%morn3( 12),x(maxyrs),y(maxyrs* 121,
2 index(maxyrsSI2),temparr(rnaxyrs+l)
real amssng
data nrun /1,2,3,6,9,12,î4/
do im=l,nlen
curspi(i)-amssng
curpro(h)=amssng
curacc(im)=amssng
enddo
iread=O
open(~Finuni~file-"sWb-spi.csv',staNs=<oId~

IO I4 format(' ID YR MO SPI-',17(2,5x))
1015 format(' ID YR MO PROB-', 17@2,6x))
t O I 6 format(' ID YR MO ACCüM-', I7(iJx))

1

if (iad.eq.1) goto 50

C

c

read input data

C

call read(incode,pp,inunit,amssng,bmsngibegyr~,i~~ad)
do 10 i=l,nien
C

c

compute SPI values, probabiiities, accumulated precip

C

1
2

call spipe3 (rinm(i),pp,parl,par2,par3,pzero,spi1probne,
pcpacc,xmom 1,xmom2,xmom3,amssng,num,nmpos,maxyrç,
index,y,x,temparr)

C

c

write out monthIy arrays of ncounts, Imornents, pararneters,etc.

C

do k=1.12
write((iout5i)+ l,1000)id,nnin(i),k,mornI (k)~~1om2(k),xmom3(k),
1 par! (~),~~~2(k)lp~~3(k),n~~(k),numpo~(kI,p~~(k)
IO00 format (i4.42i3,6fl3.82i5,f53)
enddo
C

c

c

identify Eirst and last non-missing data so that output
anays do not contain a bunch of missing data.

C

if-

20

30

1
if (spi(ifim).eq.amssng) then
iîïm=ifirst+l
goto 20
endif
iiasmauyrs*12
if (spi(ilast).eq.amssng) then
iIast-ilast-1
goto 30
endif
do im=1,12
spiout(ii)=amssng
prob(im)=amssng
pacc(im)=amssng
enddo
do 40 j=ifmt,ilnst
iy=(j- 1)/12+ibegyr
im=mod (j-1,12)+1
spiout(i)=spi(j)
prob(hn)==robne(j)
pacc(im)=cpacc(j)
if(icur.eq. 1) then
iqiy.eq.icuryr.and.im.eq.icurmo)curspi(i)=spiout(im)

if(iy.eq.icuryr.and.M.eq.ic~o)curpro(i)--pmbcm)
if(iy.eq.i~uryr~and.im.eq.icurmo)curacc(i
endif
if (m.eq. 12.or.j.eq.ila.s) then
C

c
C

Wnteoutamysifihist=l

flibisteq. 1) then
write ((iout*1~2,10Ol)i&iy,(spiout(h),h=l,l2)
wrïte ((iout*i)+3,1003)i&iy,(prob(im),im= 1-12)
write ((iout*i)+4, 1002)i&iy,@acc(im),h31,12)
endif
C

c

change the format statements for different output formats

1001 format (i4.4,S. 12f7.2)
1003 format (i4.4,i5,12f83)
1002 format (i4.4,i5,12£9.2)

40
10

do im=1,12
spiout(im)=amssng
prob(im)=amssng
pacc(im)=arnssng
enddo
endif
continue
continue

C

c

write out array of current month spi for al1 id's

C

if(icur.eq. 1) then
write(iout+5,1004)id,icuryr,icurmo,(cursp i(im),im= 1d e n )
write(iout-6, i O O S ) i d , i c u r y r , i c u n n o , ( c ~

write(iout+7,1006)id,icuryr,icurmo,(curacc(im),im=I,nIen)
endif
do im= 1,den
curspi(im)=amssng
curpro(im)=amssng
curacc(i)=amssng
enddo
1004 format (i4.4.i5,i3,17ff 2)
1005 format (i4.4,i5,i3,178.3)
1006 format (i4.4,iS,i3,17f9.2)
goto 1
50 end
SüBROUTiNE REAI)(hcde,pp,inunit,amsmg,bmssngibegyr,
1 maxyrsjd,iread)
C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

INPUT. inprec

input data array: id,iyr,monttily integer
precip amounts in hundredths
precin input data arriiy: id,iyr,monthly decimal
precip amounts in hundredths
inunit device number for reading input data
arnssng missing data code for output
bmssng missing &ta code for mput
incode 1 for mteger; 2 for digital input data
ibegyr eariiest possible beginning year of &ta
maxyrs maximum possible years of data

C

c

OUTPUT:pp

c

jd
uead

c

one diensional array of p ~ c i data
p
location identification number
iread=l indicates end of data fiIe

C
C

dimension pp(maxyn* 12),inprec(l2),precin(l2)
ifTicode.ne.l.and.incode.ne.2) STOP "MCODE ERROR"
iread4
C

c

set precip array to missing

C

1 do 10, i=l,maxyrs*12
ep(i)'amssng
10 continue
jd=O
?O continue
C

c
c

c

set input format to correspond to your input data source.
program assumes integer format (value is divided by 100
later in the program to get values to hundredths)

if(incode.eq. 1) then
inmssng=brnssng
read(inuni~*,end=40)id,iyr,(inprecCi) j=1,121
c 1000 format (il,i4,12i7)
C

c

check for new station id

C

if (id.ne.jd.and.jd.ne.0) goto 30
iy=iyr-ibegyr
do im=1,12
if(inprec(im).eq.inmssng) goto 23
C

c

convert integer precip to decimal precip (hunkdths)

C

pp(iy* l2+im)=tloat(iiprec(im)y 100.0
enddo
else
read(inunit,*,end=40)id,iyr,@recinQ] j=I, 12)
c 1001 format (il9i4,l2ff.2)
if(id.ne.jd.and.jdne.0) goto 30
iy=iyr-ibegyr
do im=1,12
if@recin(i).eq.bmssng) goto 24
pp(iy* 12+im)==recin(i)
24 enddo
endii
jd=id
goto 20
30 continue
23

backspace ( b i t )
return
40 iread=l
rem
end

INPUT: pp
rirun

m W

one dimensional anay of input data
where input is monthly precip data
beginniig with a Ianuary value
length of rnoving totals
value for missing data
maximum possible number of years of
data

OUTPUT:parl,paR,par3 parameters (mean, s.d., skewness) of
Pearson Type iIi distribution used to
fit the input data > O
xmoml,xmom2,~1nom31-momentsof the input data > O
pzero
relative frequency of input d a t A
spi
standardid precip index
probne
probability of observed data <= x
pcpacc
data accumulated over length rinui
num
number of non-missing observations
numpos
number of non-zero observations
This program used the progrnm of John Kleist, Colorado Stace
Univ., that computed spi values h m a 2 parameter ML gamma
probability distribution, as a basis for the moving totals, etc.
code. 1 added the PE3 I-moment computations. The mbroutines
and functions in upper case came fiom Jon Hosking, DM.
Ned Guman
Nov. 1997
dimension pp(maxyrs* 12),probne(maxyrs*12),pcpacc(maxyrs* 12).
1 pzero(l2),5pi(mâ~yrs*12),num(l2),numpos(l2)
double precision parl(l2),par2(12).par3(12),index(maxyrs*
12),
1 m o m 1(12),mom2(12),m0m3(12),mom(3),pm(3),
2 ~(maxyrs*I2).x(maxyrs),tempan(maxyrs+1).
3 cdfjie3,dlg-a,gamind,quasm
Save parl,par2,par3 to 8 decimal places ifyou want to use
them Iater for any additional caiculations..sot keeping
enough decimal places Ieads to errors in probabiiities!
the nrst n u - 1 index values will be missing

do 10j=l,nm-1
index(j)=amssng
probne(j)=amssng
pcpacc(j)=amssng
10 continue
C

c

sum nnin precip values; store them in appropnate index location

ri

L

c

ifany value is missing, set the sum to misshg

C

do 30 j=rirun,maxyrs*I2
index(j)=0.0
do 20 i=O,nrun-1
if(pp(j-i).ne.amssng)then
index(j)=iidex(jjpp(j-i)
pcpacclj)=index(j)
else

20
30

index(j)=amssng
probne(j)=arnssng
pcpaccoiamsw
goto 30
endif
continue
continue
to maintain seasonality, do everything by month

this routine calculates lmoments and pararneters of the PE3
distribution for al1 input data if you want to compute the
parameters for a specific period ofrecord, then the iimits
ofj mut be set appmpriately for temparr. it is recommended
that for both monitoring and historicai perspective that
al1 data be used for computing the pmbabiiities, and that
the historical tirne series be the "latest" and rnost complete
output.
n-count for ail non-missmg data, including zeroes

n-count for al1 non-missing, non-zero &ta; temparr is for
non-zero, non-missing precipitation

n-count for aii non-missin& zero data
EFnZfl

endif
endif
continue
elseif(nrun.g~l2)then
j=mm+i

step the sequence of data by the Iengrh of mto get
independent samples
if ( m g r , 12.andm.Ie24) nstep-74

if (rinin.gt.24.and.m.Ie.36) nstep=36
if (tuun.gt.36.andm.Ie.48) nstep=48
if (nrun.gt.48.and.nnü1.Ie.60) nstep=60
if (m.gt.60.and.nrun.le.72)nstep-72
if(i.gt.maxyrs* 12) GOTO 42
îhis routine caIculates imomenis and parameters ofthe PW
disûiiution for al1 input data. if you want to compute the
parameters for a specific period of record, then the Iimia
ofj must be set appropriately for ternparr

if(index(i).ne.amsmg)then

n=n+ 1
ifliidex(jj.gt.0)then
nP==p+l
temparr(np)=index(jj
eIse
[1I-712+1

endif
j=j+nstep
goto 4 1
e Ise
look for next non-missing nrun> 12 value
j=j+l2
goto 4 1
endii
endif
42 im=md(m+i- 1, I2)+ 1
pzero(imwoat(m)/float(n)
num(imrn
numpos(mmp
C

c

order the data

C

cal1 son(temparr,x,np,maxyrs)
C

c
c
c
c

fit 1-moments for non-zero precip; if 2nd momenH, routine
fails and al1 3 moments set to zero (condition hdicates al1
data values are equal). &O, if nat enough non-zero data
(les than 3). routine tails and al1 moments set to zero.

C

cal1 samimr(x,np,xmom3,-O.OODO,ODO,ifitiI)
xmoml(im)==om(l)
mom2(i)==om(2)
mom3(im)==om(3)
C

c

c
c
c

compute parameters of Pearson type Ki (3-parameter gamma); the
three parameters are the mean, s.d., skewness of the NON-ZEROdata.
n i e mean for al1 the data is (1-pzero)*parl or (1-pzero)*xmaml
since parl~anoml

C

cal1 pelpe3(xmom,para,ifail)
C

c

c

if ifail not = O, then al1 3 parametes are set to zero
if routine fails, output is sent to unit 6 by peIpe3 routine

C

P~W+P=(~)
parWm)=para(2)
~ar3(imhara(3)
50 continue
C

c
c

c
c

c

compute the probability (cd@e3), take into account the
mixed distribution if pzero not equal to zero, truncate
the probability h m .O01 to .999, transform the pmbability to
spi (quasm). itail=l indicates invalid parameter 2 (negative).
if routines fail, output is sent to unit 6 by catled routines.

C

do 60 j=nrun,maxyrs* 12
im=mod(j-1,12)+ 1
parm=ParW)
para(2har2Cm)
para(3)=Par3(im)
C

c

set missing values to amssng

C

61

if(index(j).eq.amssng) then
probne(j)=arnssng
spi(j)=amssng
goto 60
endif
ifTiidex(jj.ne.amssng) then

hdexQ)=cdfpe3(hdexQ),para,ifaZamssn8)
C

c

ifcdfroutine fâiails, set pmbne and spi =amssng

C

ir('i.ne.0) then
indexQjatnssng
goto 6 1
endif
y(j>~zero(~m)+(l-pzero@n))*index@

C

c
c

force the prababilities and therefore the spi to be bouuded
by +/- 3 .O9

C

iru((i).gt..999)y(i)=.999
ifly~).tt..OOl)y(J>=.OO
I
pmbne(iH0i
index(i)=quastnb(i))

spiÿ)=iudex(j)
endif
60 continue
rem
end
C

C

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION CDFPES(X,PARA,ifail,amssng)
C***********************************************************************
*
C*
C* FORTRAN CODE WRiTTEN FOR INCLUSION M iBM RESEARCH REPORT RC20525, *
C* 'FORTRANROUTINES FOR USE WlTH THE METHOD OF L-MOMENTS,VERSION 3'
C*
*
C
' J. R M. HOSKlNG
C* D M RESEARCH DIVISION
8
C* T. J. WATSON RESEARCH CEMER
C* YORKTOWN HEIGHTS
I
C* NEW YORK 10598,U.S.A.
C*
*
C* VERSION 3 AUGUST 1996
*
C*
i)r

C***********************************************************************
C
C DISTRLBUTION FüNCTiON OF T i E PEARSON TYPE 3 DISTRiBUTION
C
C O T W R ROUTMES USED: DERF,DLGAMA,GAMIND

C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DOWLE PRECIS[ON PARA(3),DERF(X)

DATA ZEROIODOI,HALFIO.5DO/,ONE~IDO/,~O~DO/~OW4DO/
DATA RTHALFIO.707 10 678 1 1 86547 524DOl
C

C

SMALL IS USED TO TEST WHETHER SKEWNESS 1s EFFECTWELY ZERO

C

DATA SMALUIP6I
C
ifaiI-0
CDFPU=ZERO

iF(PARA(Z).LE.ZERO)GOTO 1000
GAMMA=PARA(3)

iF@AEIS(GAMMA).LE.SMALL)GOTO

10

ALPHA=FOW(GAMMA*GAMMA)
Z=TWO*~-PARA[I))I~ARA[Z)*GAMMA~ALPK4

E(Z.GTZRO)CDi'PW=GAMIND(WPWDLG-1

F(GAMMA.LTZRO)CDRW=ONE-CDFeE3
RETURN

C

C

ZEROSKEWNESS

C
10 Zg-PARA(l))IFARA(Z)

CDFPE3=HALF+HALF*DEIlF(Z*RTHALF)
R E M
C
IO00 WTE(6,7000)
ifaiI=l
cdfpd=arnssng
R E r n
C
7000 FORMAT('*** ERROR *** ROüTINE CDFPEI : PARAMETERS iNVALID3

END
C

C

SUBROUTiNE PELPE3(XMOM,PAM,iîXI)

c***t******************t************************************************
*
C
Ct FORTRAN CODE WRITTEN FOR MCLUSION M IBM RESEARCH REPORT RC20525,

C* TORTRAN ROUTINES FOR USE PnTH THE METHOD OF L-MOMENTS, VERSION 3' '
C*
t
*
C* J. R M.HOSKMG
C* ü3M ESEARCH DMSION
*
*
C* T. J. WATSON RESEARCH CENTER
C* YORKTOWN HEIGHTS
*
C* ?EWYORK 10598, U.SA.
C*
C* VERStON 3
C*

*

AUGUST 1996

C***************************t********t**********************************

C
C PARAMETER ESTMATION VIA L-MOMENTS FOR THE PEARSON TYPE 3 DISTRIBUTION
C
C PARAMETERS OF ROUTINE:
C XMOM * INPUT* ARRAY OF LENGTH 3. CONTAMS THE L-MOMENTS LAMBDA-1,
C
LAMB DA-2 AND TAU-3.
C PARA *OUTPUT ARR4Y OF LENGTH 3. ON EXIT, CONTANS THE PARAMETERS
C
IN THE ORDER MU, SIGMA, GAMMA (MEAN, S.D., SKEPMESS).
C
C OTHER ROUTINES USED: DLGAMA
C
C METHOD: RATIONAL APPROXiMATtON [S USED TO EXPRESS ALPHA, THE S W E
C PARAMETER OF THE GAMMA DISTRIBUTION, AS A FUNCTION OF TAU-3.
C RELATIVE ACCURACY OF THE APPROXIMATION IS BETER THAN 3E-5.
C
JMPUCIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION XMOM(3),PARA(3)
DATA ZEROIODOI,THlRDIO.33333333DOf,HALFIO..5DOf,OWlWf,T'W012DO/
C
C
SMALL IS USED TO TEST WEETEER SKEWNESS IS EFFECTlVELY ZERO

DATA SMALU 1D-6/

CONSTANTS USED IN MM[MAX APPROXIMATiONS
DATA Cl,C2,C3/02906D0,O.1882D0,0.0442D01
DATA D 1,D2,D3/036067DO,-0.59567DO,
0.25361DOI
DATA D4,DS,D6/-2.7886
1DO,2.56096D0,-0.77045DOl
DATA PU,ROOTPU9.424778ODO,1.7724539DO/
ifail*

T3=DABSpOM(3))
IF(XMOM(2).LE.2ERO.ORT3.GE.ONE)GOTO 1000
IF(T3.LE.SMALL)GOTO 100
IF(T3.GE.THIRD)GOTO 10
T=PI3*T3*T3
ALPHA.s(ONE"C 1*T)/(TS(0NE+Ts(C2+T*C3)))
GOTO 20
IO CONTlMIE
T=ONE-T3
ALPHA=P@ I+T*@2+T*D3))/(ONE+T*@4+T*@5+T*D6)))

20 CONTINUE
RTALPH=DSQRT(ALPHA)
BETA=ROOTPI*ICMOM(2)*DEXP@LGAMA(ALPHA)-DLGAMA(kLPHA+HALF))
PARA( l)=XMOM(I)
PARA(2)=BETAe RTALPH
PARA(3)=TWOIRTALPH
IF(XMOM(3).LT.ZERO)PARA(3)=-PARA(S)
RETURN

C

C
ZEROSKEWNESS
C
IO0CONTINUE
PARA(I)=XMOM(l)
PARA(2)=XMOM(2)*ROOTPI
PARA(3)=ZERO
RETüRN

C
c 1000 WRiTE(6,7000)

1000DO 1010I=1,3
i O 1O PARA(r)=ZERO

ifail= I
RETURN

C
7000 FORMAT(' *** ERROR *** ROUTiNE PELPW :L-MOMENTSINVALID')

END
C

C
C

SUBROUTDESAMLMR(x,N,XMOM,NMOM,A,B,ifiiil)

C***********************************************************************

C*

*

C* FORTRAN CODE WïUTïEN FOR INCLUSIONIN IBM RESEARCH REPORT RC20525,*
C* 'FORTRANROUTTNES FOR USE WTH THE METHOD OF L-MOMENTS,VERSION 3'*

C*
1
C* J. R M. HOSKING
C* iBM RESEARCH DIVISION
t
C* T. J. WATSON RESEARCH CENTER
C* YORKTOWN HEIGHTS
*
I
C* NEW YORK 10598, U.S.A.
C*
C* VERSION 3 AUGUST 1996
*
C*
C***********************************************************************
C
C SAMPLE L-MOMENTS OF A DATA ARRAY
C
C PARAMETERS OF ROUTiNE:
C X
iNPUF ARRAY OF LENGTH N. CONTAiNS THE DATA, M ASCENDING
C
ORDER
C N
W U T * NUMBER OF DATA VALUES
C XMOM *OUTPUT* ARRAY OF LENGTH NMOM. ON EXIT, CONTAINS THE SAMPLE
C
L-MOMENTS L-1, L-2, T-3, T-4, ... .
C NMOM INPUT* NUMBER OF L-MOMENTS TO BE FOUND. AT MOST MAX(N,20).
C A
* INPUT* ) PARAMETERS OF PLOTTMG
C B * INPUT* ) POSITION (SEE BELOW)
C
C FOR UNBIASED ESTiMATES (OF THE LAMBDA'S) SET A=B=ZERO. OTHERWISE,
C PLOTTMG-POSITION ESTIMATORS ARE USED, BASED ON THE PLO'ITING POSITION
C (S+A)I(N+B) FOR THE J T H SMALLEST OF N OBSERVATIONS. FOR EXAMPLE,
C A435D0 AND B=O.ODO YlELDS THE ESTIMATORS RECOMMENDED BY
C HOSKiNG ET AL. (1985, TECHNOMETRICS) FOR THE GEV DISTRIBUTION.
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION X(N),XMOM(NMOM),SüM(20)
DATA ZERO/ODO/,ONEl1DO/
ifail=O
F(NMOM.GT.î0.ORNMOM.GT.N)GOTO 1000
DO 10 J=I,NMOM
IO SüM(I)=ZERO
iF(A.EQ.ZERO.AND.B.EQ.ZERO)GOTO 50
IF(A,LE.-0NE.ORA.GE.B)GOTO 1010
C
C
PLOTTING-POSITION ESTIMATES OF PWM'S
C
DO 30 1=1,N
PPOS=(I+A)/(N-+B)
TERM=X(I)
SUM(l)=SUM(l)+TERM
DO 20 J--2,NMOM
TERM=TERM*PPOS
20 SuM(J)=SUM(J)+TERM
30 CONïïNüE
DO 40 J=I,NMOM
40 SUM(I)=SüM(J)hJ
GOTO IO0
C
C
UNBIASED ESTIMATES OF PWM'S

C

50 DO 70 I=l,N
Z=I
TERM=X(I)
SUM(i)=SUM(l)+TERM
DO 60 J-?,NMOM
Z=Z-ONE
TERM=TERM*Z
60 SLJM(J)=SüM(~TERM
70 COY=N

Z=N
SUM(1)=SVM(l)/Z
DO 80 3=2,NMOM
Y=Y-ONE
Z=Z*Y
80 SUM(S)=SLIM(JyZ
C
L-MOMENTS
C
C
100 K=NMOM
PO=ONE
IF(NM0M-NMOMRn2.EQ. l)PO=ONE
DO 120 KK=2,NMOM
AK=K
PO=PO
P=PO
TEMP=P*SüM(l)
DO I 10 I=l,K-1
AI=I

P-P*(AK+AI-ONE)*(AK-wl(AI*AI)
1 IO TE*-TEMP+P*SUM(I+l)
SUM(K)=TEM.P
120 K=K-1
xMOM(1)=SUM(l)
iF@MOMBQ. 1)RETüRN
XMOM(2)=SUM(2)
iF(SUM(2).EQZERO)GOTO 1020
iF(NMOMEQ2)RETURN
DO 130 K=3,NMOM
130 XMOM(K)=SüM(K)/SüM(2)
RETURN
C

1000 ifai14
do F1,3
morn(i)=o
enddo
WRITE(6,7000)
RETURN
1O 1O WTE(6,iO 1O)
RETURN

1020 ifan=l
do i=IJ

xmom(i)=O

enddo
WRITE(6,7020)
RETüRN
C
7000 FORMAT(' *** ERROR *** ROUTINE SAMLMR :PARAMETER NMOM INVALID')
7010 FORMAT(' *** ERROR *** ROUTINE SAMLMR :',
* ' PLOTTING-POSITION PARAMETERS MVALID')
7020 FORMAT(' *** ERROR *** ROUTiNE SAMLMR :ALL DATA VALUES EQUAL')

END
C
C
C

DOüBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DERFO
C***********************************************************************
C*
C* FORTRAN CODE W T T E N FOR MCLUSION [N [BM RESEARCH REPORT RC20525, '
C* 'FORTRAN ROUTINES FOR USE WITH THE METHOD OF L-MOMENTS, VERSION 3'
C*
C* J. R M. HOSKING
C* IBM RESEARCH DMSION
*
*
C* T. J. WATSON RESEARCH CENTER
C* YORKTOWN HEIGHTS
C* NEW YORK 10598, USA-

c*

C* VERSION 3
C*

AUGUST 1996

t

C***********************************************************************
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

ERROR FUNCTiON
BASED ON ALGORITHM 5666, J.F.HART ET AL. (1968) COMPUTER
APPROXiMATiONS'
ACCLIMTE TO 15 DECIMAL PLACES
[MPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, 04)
DATA ZERO/ODO/,ONE/1DOI,TW012DOI,THREE13DO/,FOUR14W/,P65/0.6SDO/

C
C
C

COEFFICIENTS OF RATIONAL-FLMCTION APPROXIMATION
DATA PO2 \,P223,P4$5,P6/

* 0.22020 68679 12376 ID3, 0.22121 35961 69932 1D3,

*
*

O. 1 1207 92914 97870 9D3, 0.339 12 86607 83830 0D2,
0.63739 62203 53 165 OD1, 0.70038 30644 43688 1D0,
* 035262 49659 98910 9D-11
DATA Q0,Q 1,Q2,43,44,Q5,Q6,47/
* 0.44041 37358 24752 2D3, 0.79382 65125 19948 4D3,
* 0.63733 36333 7883 1 1D3, 0.29656 42487 79673 703,
* 0.86780 73220 29460 8D2, 0.16064 17757 92069 5D2,
* 0.17556 67163 18264Dl, 0.88388 34764 83184 4D-li

C
C
C

C 1 1s SQRT(2), C2 IS SQRT(UPI)
BIG IS THE POINT AT WHiCH DERF=I TO MACHINE PRECISION

DATA Cl11Al42 13562 37309 5DOI
DATA (2217.9788 45608 02865 4D-l/
DATA BIGl625DO/,CRITISDO/
DERF=ZERO
iF(XEQ2ERO)RETURN
XX=DABS(X)
IF(XX.GT.BIG)GOTO 20
EXPNTL=DEXP(-X*X)
ZZ=DABS(X*C 1)
IFO[X.GT.CR[T)GOTO 10

DERF=EXPNTL*((((((P6*ZZ+P5)*ZZ+P4)*ZZ+P3)*ZZ+P2)*ZZ+Pl)*ZZ+PO)/

'( ( ( ( ( ( ( Q 7 * z z + q s ) * ~ + Q 5 > * ~ f Q 4 ) * ~ Q Q )
iF(X.GTzRO)DERF=ONE-mO*DEW
[F(X.LTZERO)DER.F=TWO*DERF-ONE
RETURN
1O DERF=WsNn*CU(zZ+ONU(22+'IWO/(ZZf
THREU(U+FOW(ZZiP65)))))

rFgc.GT.zERo)DERF=oNE-DERF
LF(X.LTZERO)DERF=DERF-ONE
RETURN
C
20 DERF=ONE
IF(X.LT.ZERO)DERF=ONE
RETURN

END
E

DOUBLE PRECISION FüNCTiON DLGAMAO
C***********************************************************************
C*

C* FORTRAN CODE WïTEN FOR MCLUSION LN iBM RESEARCH REPORT RC20525, *
C* 'FORTRAN ROUTINES FOR USE WITH THE METHOD OF L-MOMENTS,VERSION 3' *
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*

*

J. R M. HOSKMG
IBM RESEARCH DIVISION
T. J. WATSON RESEARCH CENTER
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS
NEW YORK 10598, U.S.A.

VERSION 3

AUGUST 1996

s

*

*

*
s

*
t

C
C LOGARITHM OF GAMMA FUNCTION
C
C BASED ON ALGORIïHM ACM29 1, COMMUN. ASSOC. COMPUT. MACH. (1966)
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DATA SMAL~~~IG,TOOBIG/~D-7,I3DO,lD9~D36/
C
C
CO IS OS*LOG(2*PI)

C l...C7 ARE THï COEFFTS OF THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF DLGAMA
DATA CO,Cl,C2,C3,C4.C5,C6,C7/

* 0.91893 8533204672 742D 0, 0.83333 33333 33333 333D-1,
* -0.2777777777 77777 778D-2,0.7936507936 50793 651D-3,
-0.5952380952 38095 238D-3,0.84175 08417 50841 751D-3,

* -0.1917526917 52691 753D-2,0.6410256410 25641 026D-21
SI IS -(EüLERIS
CONSTANT),S2 IS PI**2/12
DATA S11-0.5772156649 01532 861D 01
DATA SV 0.82246 70334 241 13 218D 01
DATA ZEROIODOI~FIO.5DOl,ONU1DOI,~ORDOI
DLGAMA=ZERO
IL(X.LE.ZERO)GOTO 1000
iF(X.GT.TO0BIG)GOTO 1000

USE SMAU-XAPPROXIMATION IF X IS NEAR O, 1 OR 2

IF(DABS(X-TWO).GT.SMALL)GOTO 10
DLGAMA=DLOGO(-ONE)
XX=x-TWO
GOTO 20
10 tF(DABS(X-ONE).GT.SMAL,L)GOTO 30
XX=X-ONE
20 DLGAMA=DLGAMA+XX*(S1 +XX*S2)
RETLJRN

30 iF(X.GT.SMALL)GOTO40
DLGAMA=DLOGo+S 1 *X
R
€
m

C
C

REDUCE TO DLGAMA(X+N) WHERE X+N.GE.CRIT

C

?O SUM [=ZERO
Y=X
Efl.GE.CRIT)GOTO 60
z-4NE

50 Z=Z*Y
Y=Y+ONE
lF(Y.LT.CWGOT0 50
SUMl=SUML-DLOG(Z)
C

C

USE ASYMPTOïïC EXPANSION IF Y.GE.CRIT

C

60 SüM l=SUMl+(Y-HALF)SDLOGr(>Y+CO
SM=ZERO

IF(Y.GE.BIG)GOTO 70
z=ONE/(Y*Y)

SüMZ=((((((C7*Z+C6)*ZIC5)*Z+C4)*Z+C3)*Z)*Z
l)/Y
70 DLGAMA=SUM1+SUMî
RETURN

C
1000 WRïE(6,7OOO)X

R E r n
C
7000 FORMAT(' *** ERROR *** ROUTINE DLGAMA :',
* ' ARGüMENT OUT OF RANGE :',D24.16)
END
C
C
C

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GAMINû(X4LLPHA,G)

C***********************************************************************
C*

*

C*

*

C* FORTRAN CODE WRiTïEN FOR iNCLUSION D
i IEM RESEARCH REPORT RC20525, *
C* 'FORTRAN ROUTINES FOR USE WITH THE METHOD OF L-MOMENTS, VERSION 3' *

C* J. R M. HOSIUNG
C* [BMRESEARCH DIVISION
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*

T. J. WATSON RESEARCH CENTER
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS
NEW YORK 10598, U.SA.
VERSION 3

t
I

*

t

*

AUGUST 1996

I

C***********************************************************************
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

THE NCOMPLETE GAMMA iNTEGRAt

BASED ON ALGORITHM AS239, APPL. STATIST. (1988) VOL.37 NO.;

PARAMETERS OF ROUTINE:
X * W ü T * ARGUMENT OF FU'NCTION (UPPER Llha OF MTEGRATION)
C ALPHA * CNPUT* SHAPE PARAMETER
C G * WUP LOG(GAMMA(ALPHA)). MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE PROGRAM,
C
E.G. AS DLGAMA(ALPHA).
C
C OTHER ROUTINES USED: DERF
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HIO-Z)
Double Precision DerfCX)
DATA ZERO/ODO/,HALF/0..5DO/,ONE~
1DO1,T WOnDO/,TEiREE/3DOl,X 1Y 13DO/,
* X36/36DO/,X42/42DOl,X 1191119DOl,X1620/1620DO/,X38880/38880DOIl
RTHALFl0.707 10 678 11 86547 524DO/
EPS,MAXIT CONTROL THE TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE SEiUES AND
CONTINUED-FRACTION EXPANSIONS.
O n IS A LARGE NLJMBER,USED TO ESCALE THE CONTINUED FRACTION.
UFL IS SUCH THAT EXP(üFL) IS JUST .GT. ZERO.
AHEL CONTROLS THE STKITCH TO HILL'S APPROXIMATION.
D30/,UFU-18OW/~U1D4/
DATA EPS/1D-l2/,MAXITII00000/,OFL/l
GAMIND=ZERO
iF(ALPHALEZER0)GOTO 1000
iF(X.LTZER0)GOTO 1O IO
IF(XEQ.ZERO)RETURN

IF(ALPHA.GTAHILL)GOTO 100
F@.GT.ONEANDX.GEmHA)GOTO 50
C
C
C

SEiUES EXPANSION

SUM=ONE
TERM=ONE
A=ALPHA
DO 10 IT=l,MAXIT
A=AIINE
TERM=TERM*WA
SUM=SUM+TERM
iF(TERM.LE.EPS)GOTO 20
10 CONTiNüE
WRiTE(6,7020)
20 ARG=ALPHA*DLOG(X)-X-G+DLOG(SUM/ALPHA)

GAMIND-ZERO

E(ARG.GE.rrn)GAMIND=DWB(ARG)
RETURN
C
C
C

CONTTNUED-FRACTION WBANSION
50 CONTMUE
A=ONE-ALPHA
8=A+X+ONE
TERM=ZERO
PN I=ONE
PN2=X
PN3=X+ONE
PN4=XSB
RATiO=PN3iPN4
DO 70 IT= I, M T
A= A+ONE
B=B+TWO
TERM=TERM+ûNE
AN=A*TERM
PN5=BaPN3-ANnPN 1
PN&B*PN4-AN*PN2
IF(PN6.EQ.ïERO)GOTO 60
RN=PNS/PN6
DIFF=DABS(RATIO-RN)

LF@IFF.LE.EPS.AND.DIFF.LE.EPS*RN)GOTO 80
RATIO=RN
60 PNI=PN3
PN2=PN4
PN3=PNS
PN4=PN6
F@ABS(FNS).LT.OFL)GOTO 70
PNI=PNl/OFL
PNL=PNZOFL.
PN3=PN3/0FL
PN4=PN4/0FL
70 CONTiNW
WR[TE(6,7020)

80 ARG=ALPHA*DLOG(x)-X-GCDLOGWTIO)
GAMDJD=ONE
IF(ARG.GE.UFL,)GAh4IND=ONE-DEXP( ARG)

RETURN
C
C
C
C
C

C
C

ALPHA IS LARGE: USE HILL'S APPROXIMATiON ( N L JOHNSON AND
S. KOTZ, 1970, 'CONTINUOUS LINNAMATE DISTRIBUTIONS l', P.180)

THE 'DO 110' LOOP CALCULATES 2*(X-ALPHA-ALPHA*DLOGwALPHA)),
USMG POWER-SERIES EXPANSION TO AVOD ROUNDING ERROR

100 CONTINUE
R=ONE/DSQRT(ALPHA)
Z=(X-ALPHA)* R
TERM=ZSZ
SUM=HALF*TERM
DO 110 I=1,12
TERM=-T'ERM*Z*R
SUM=SUM+TERM/(I+TWO)

iF(DABS(TERM).LT.EPS)GOTO 120
110 C O N r n
120 WW=TWO*SUM
W=DSQRT(ww)
IF(X.LT.ALPHA)W-W
H1
H2=-W/X36
H3=(-WW+X 13)K 1620
H4=(X42*WW+Xl l9)*W/X3888O

Z=(((H4*R+H3)*R+H2)*R+Hl)*R+W
G-HALF+HALF*DERF(Z*RTHALF)
RETURN
C

1000 WRiTE(6,700O)ALPHA
RETüRN
1O 10 WTE(6,70 10)X
RETURN

C
7000 FORMAT(' *** ERROR *** ROUTME GAMIND :',
* ' SHAPE PARAMETER OUT OF RANGE :',D16.8)
7010 FORMAT(' *** ERROR *** ROUTINE GAMIND :',
* 'ARGUMENT OF FUNCnON OUT OF RANGE 2316.8)
7020 FORMAT(' ** WARNiNG ** ROUTINE GAMMD :',
' ITERATION HAS NOT CONVERGED. RESüLT MAY BE UNRELIABLE.')
END
C
C
C

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTiON QUASTNIF)

C***********************************************************************

*
C*
C* FORTRAN CODE WRITTEN FOR INCLUSION Di i3M RESEARCH REPORT RC20525, *
C* 'FORTRAN ROUTINES FOR USE TK[TH THE METHOD OF L-MOMENTS, VERSION 3' *
C*

C* I. R M. HO!XlNG

*

*

C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*

iBM RESEARCH DMSION
T. J. WATSON RESEARCH CENTER
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS
NEW YORK 10598, U.S.A.

VERSION 3

AUGUST 1996

*
*
*
I

*

C*********************************S*+t********************************
C
C QUANTLE RMCTION OF THE STANDARDNORMAL DISTRIBUTION
C
C BASED ON ALGORITHM AS241, APPL. STATIST. (1988) VOL37 NO3
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DATA ZEROIODOI,HALFIO.5DO/,ONE/
I DO1
I80625DOI,CONST2/1.6DO/
DATA SPLIT1/0.425DOI,SPLIT2/5DOI,CONSTI/O.
C
C
COEFFICIENTS OF RATIONAL-FUNeTION APPROXIMATIONS
C
DATA A0,AI &&U,A4,AS,A6Aï,B 1,B2,B3,B4,BS,B6,B7/
*
0.33871 32872 79636 66 1D 1,
* 0.133 14 16678 91784 377D 3, 0.19715 90950 30655 I44D 4,
* 0.1373 1 69376 55094 61 ID 5, 0.45921 95393 15498 715D 5,
* 0.67265 77092 70087 009D 5, 0.33430 57558 35881 28 1D 5,
* 0.25090 80928 73012 267D 4, 0.4U 13 33070 16009 1l3D 2,
* 0.68718 70074 92057 908D 3, 0.53941 96021 42475 11lD 4,
* 0.2 1213 79430 15865 959D 5, 039307 89580 00927 106D 5,
* 0.28729 08573 57219 427D 5, 052264 95278 85285 456D 41
DATA C0.C I,C2,C3,C4,CS,C6,C7,D l,D2,D3P,DS,D6,D7/
*
0.14234 371 10 74968 358D 1,
* 0.46303 37846 15654 530D 1, 0.57694 97221 46069 141D 1,
* 036478 48324 76320 461D 1, 0. I27O4 58252 45236 838D 1,
* 0.24 178 07251 77450 612D 0, 0.22723 84498 9169L 846D -1,
* 0.77454 50 142 7834 1 408D -3, 0.20531 91626 63775 882D 1,
0.16763 84830 18380 385D 1, 0.68976 73349 85100 005D 0,
* 0.14810 39764 27480 075D 0, 0.15198 66656 36164 572D -1,
* 0.54759 38084 99534 495D -3, 0.10507 50071 64441 684D -81
DATA E0,El,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,F1,F2,F3,F44,F5,F6,Fï/
*
0.66579 04643 50 1 IO 378D 1,
* 0.54637 849 11 16411 437D 1, 0.17848 26539 91729 133D 1,
* 029656 05718 28504 89 ID 0, 0.26532 1895265761 23OD -1,
0.12426 60947 38807 844D -2, 0.271 15 55568 74348 758D -4,
* 0.20103 34399 29228 813D -6, 0.59983 22065 55887 938D 0,
* 0.13692 98809 22735 805D 0, 0.14875 36129 08506 149D -1,
* 0.78686 913 11 45613 259D -3, 0.18463 18317 51005 468D -4,
* 0.14215 II758 3 1644 589D -6, 0.20442 63 103 38993 979D-141
C
Q=F-HALF
IF@ABS(Q).GT.SPLITl)GOTO 10
ReONSTI-Q*Q

QUASTN=Q*(((((((A7*R+A6)*R+AS)*R+A4)*RfA*R+AI)*R+AO)

*

/(((((((B7*R+B6)*R+BS)*Rf B4)*R+B3)*R+B2)*R+BI)*R*ONE)

RETURN
10 R=F

IF(Q.GE.ZERO)R=ONE-F
IF~LEZER0)GOTO1000
R=DSQRT(-DLOG(R))
IF(RGT.SPLrr2)GOTO 20
R=R-CONSTZ
QUASTN=(((((((C7*R+C6)*R+CS)*R+C4)*R+C3)*R+C2)*R+Cl)*R-I.CO)
/((((((@7*R+Ds)*R+Ds)*R+D4)*R+D3)*R+D2)*R+Dl)*RW~)
GOTO 30

*

20 R=R-SPLIT;!

QUASTN=(((((((E7*R+Es)*R+ES)'R+E4)*R+W)*R+El)*R+E
/((((((('F7*R+F6)*R+FS)*R+F4)*R+F3)*R-)
30 IF(Q.LT.ZERO)QUASR(=QUASTN

l)*R+EO)

*

RETURN

C

1000 WRITE(6.7000)F
QUASTN=ZERO
RETüRN

C
7000 FORMAT('*** ERROR *** ROUTME QUASTN :',
' ARGUMENT OF FUNCTION INVALID')
END
C
C
C

Sv8ROUTiNE SORT(temparr,X,N,maxyrs)

C***********************************************************************

*
FORTRAN CODE W R i ï T E N FOR MCLUSION Di IBM RESEARCH REPORT RC20525,*
'FORTRANROUTMES FOR USE WITH THE METHOD OF L-MOMENTS,VERSION 3'
I. R.M.HOSKMG
IBM RESEARCH DMSION
T.J. WATSON RESEARCH CENTER

YORKTOWN HEIGHTS
NEW YORK 10598,U.S.A.
VERSION 3 AUGUST 1996

*

*

*

*
8

C***********************************************************************

C
C SORTS THEARRAY X NT0 ASCENDMG ORDER
C
C PARAMETERS OF ROUTINE:
C X *iN/OüT* ARRAY OF LENGTH N.CONTAINS THENLlMBERS TO BE SORTED.
C
ON EXIT,CONTAINSTHESORTEDNüMBERS.
C N * INPUT*NüMBER OF ELEMENTS TO BE SORTED
C
C METHOD U S D IS S H n L SORTWiTH SEQUMCEOF iNCREME?fïSAS LN
C D.F.KNUTH (1969)THEART OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING',VOL.3,P.95
C
IMPLICITDOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DOUBLEPRECiSIONX(N),temparr(maxyrs+l)
IE:(NLE. 1)RETURN
do i=Ip

x(i)-temparr(i)
enddo
1=4

DO 10 [=1,100
J=3*J+1
IF(J.GE.N)GOTO 20
10 CONTlMJE
20 c o r n
M=(sn)
DO 60 M M = I , I O O
M=W3

IF(M.EQ.O)RETüRN
DO 50 I=M+l,N
TEST=X(I)
J=I
DO 30 IJ=I, 100
S=J-M

IF(J.LE.O)GOTO 40
iF(TEST.GEX(J))GOTO 40
30 X(J+M)=X(J)
40 CONTINUE
50 X(J+M)=TEST
60 CONTMUE
END

NOAA Droueht Index:

*

PROGRAM NOAM

* This program is fiom Titlow (1987) and has been modified for
* use with existing data
8
*
*

F o m version of the NOAA Drought Index

8
I

*

Variable list:

@

= MONTHLY MEAN PRECIPiTATION
= WEEKLY MEAN PRECPLTATION (ASSUMED TO BE 114 OF MONTHLY

TOTAL)
= NUMB ER OF DAYS IN EACH FILE
NODAYS
NREC = [NDMDUAL RECORD NLIMBER, INPUT F L E
@ KYR = YEAR OF RECORD
@N
= WEEK NUMBER, 1-52
@ PRCP
= DALY PRECPITATION
@ PREC
= WEEKLY PRECIPiTATION
= WEEKLY NORMAL PRECPITATiON
@ PAVG
NA1 = FRST WEEK OF ACCüMüLATION PENOD
PSUM =SUMOFPREC
PRAVG = SUM OF PAVG
= PERCENT, PSUM OF PAVG
CT
NUM = NUMBER OF WEEKS M MPUT FILE
= DROUGHT WARNMG COUNTER
CTDRW
CTDRE = DROUGHT EMERGENCY COtMTER
WRGRH
= DROUGHT LEVEL ARRAY FOR GRAPH
= WEEK ARRAY FOR ARRAY
@W
Z
= LENGTH OF DROUGHT COUNTER
@EF = FiRST WEEK OF TWO CONSECUTIVE WEEKS IN DROUGHT EXITING CR1TIERi.A
@WKAVG
= WEEK AFTER DROUGHT PERCENTAGE SURPASSES 65%
THATMüST RECENE NORMAL PRECIPiTATION
@
= AN ARRAYED VARiA3LE

m G E R NODAYS,NuM,CTDRW,CTDRE,CTDRWH
CHARACTER*25 NAME
REAL PRCP(2922O),W(I2),MMN(12),'IKKAVG
REAL PRECAR(4 174),PAVGAR(4 I W),D€F(3O)
INTEGER YR(29220),MNTH(29UO),DY(29220),PJ
INTEGER KYRARR(4 i74)~ARR(4I74),DRGRH(SOOO),W(5000)

* open Y0 files
~ p e n ( ~ t = i ?nle-"skSb-noad,
,
status='oId~
open(&O,
fïie='skSb-mpptcstr, staWold')
open(uni~3,file='sk5b-noaâout, stanis-unknown')
open(&,
nIe='sWb-noaa2.out: stanrs-imknown3

* set number of weeks ui 1920-99
*

*
*

*
*
a

num = 4174
SET DROUGHT COüNTERS TO ZERO
CTDRW=O
CTDRE4
CTDRWH=O

READ IN YEAR,MONTH, U I A N DAY, and DALY PRECLPITATION RECORD FOR 1920-99
DO 1 I=l,29220

1

*

1

R E W Il,*) yrO,mnWPY(I)QRCPO

CONTINUE

READ M MONTHLY MEAN PRECiPiATiON V A L E S AND CONVERT TO WEEKLY (DIVIDE BY

FOUR)
I

2

*

DO 2 J=1.12
Rl54D(20,*) M M W
WMN(J)= MMN(J)/4.0
CONTINUE

I

COMPUTE THE WEEKLY ACTUAL AND AVERAGE PRECPITATION, AND YEAR FOR EACH
WEEK NUMBER
KYRUR(1)=1950
DO 3 K=1,4174
L=(K-1)*7
PRECAR(K)=o.O
PAVGAR(Kpl.0
NARR(K)=K
DO 4 M=1,7
PRECAR(K)= PRECAR(K) + PRCPWL)
CONTiNUJ2
KyRARR(K)=YR(M+L)

PAVGAR(K)= PAVGAR(K) + WMN(MNTH(M+L))
CONTINUE
NTIALIZE COüNTiNG VARIABLE

WRiTE(2,40)
FORMAT(/, 12X,8X,WKLY PRECiP1,3X,'N0RM PRECIP',4XPCT OF')

NON-DROUGHT LOOP

TWELVE-WEEK COUNTER
DO 100 I=1,12
iF(NREC .GT. NUM) GOTO 400

iF(1 EQ. 1) NAI=N
PSüM=PSUM+PREC
PRAVG=PRAVG+PAVG
NREC=NREC+ 1
CONTINUE
PERCENTAGE CALCULAïïON AND DROUGHT WARNMG BRANCH
PCT= lOO.O*(PSUMPRAVG)
iF(PCT .LT.58.0) GOTO 300
DROUGHT WATCH CHECK

iF(PCT.GE.58.O.AND.PCT.LE.62.0)THEN
WRiTE(2.14) KmNA1,NfREC,PSUM2AVG2RAVGflT
w(N- 11)=N
DRGRH(N-11)=1
WRITE(3.13) W(N-1 l),DRGRH(M-I I)
CTDRwH=CTDRWH+ 1
ELSE
WRiTE(2,lO) K W N A 1,N,PREC,PSUM,PAVG,PRAVG,PCT
W(N- 11)=N
DRGRH(N- I I)=O
WRITE(3,13)W(N-1 l),DRGRH(N-11)
ENDF
NREc=NREc- 12
GOTO 500

POST-DROUGHT RECOVERY AND RESET
WRïTE(2.10) KYR,NAI,N,PRECQSüM,PAVG,PRAVG,PCT
W(N- 11)=N
DRGRH(N-11)=0
WRITE(3.13) W(N-1 l),DRGRH(N-11)
NREC=NREC-1 1
GOTO 500

DROUGHT' WAEWiNG MODE:
WEEKS BEYOND THE 12 WEEK PERIOD ARE ACCUMULATED UNTIL PCT .GE.65 FOR TPJO
WEEKS PLUS
SECOND WEEK ARE RECETVMG NORMAL PRECPITATION
a

*

DROUGHT EMERGENCY CHECK
tF(PCT

.LT.45.OANDDRGRH(N-12).GT-l)THEN
WRiTE(2,12) KYR,NAl,N,PREC,PSüM,PAVG,PR4VG,PCT

WW-1 I )ZN

DRGRHW-1 I)=3
WR.ITE(3.13) W(N-11),DRGRH(N-II)
CTDRERE+ 1

ELSE
WRLTE(2,I 1) KYR.NA1 ,N,PREC,PSUM,PAVGPRAVG,PCT
w(N- I 1)=N

DRGRH(N-I 1)=2
WRITE(3,13) W(N-1 I),DRGRH(N-11)
CTDRW=CTDRW+I

ENDIF

KYR=K-C)
N=NM(NREC)
PREC=PRECAR(NREC)
PAVG=PAVGAR(NREC}

NEXT WEEK M RECORD 1s ADDED

DECISlON BRANCH FOR CONtTUATiON OF DROUGRT
(GOTO 200-CONTINUATION OF DROUGHT)
(GOTO 3 IO-DROUGHT ENDS)

NREc=NREc+1
NEwNuM=NUM+ 1
IF(NREC .GT.NE-

z=z+L

GOTO 3 10

GOTO 400

FORMAT(/, lX,WO. OF DROUGHT WATCH PERIODS = ',lX,M)
FORMAT(/, 1KNO. OF DROUGHT WARNING PERtODS = ',1x14)
FORM,4T(I, 1X'NO. OF DROUGHT EMERGENCY PERIODS = ',lXI4)

FORMAT(lX,I4,2X,14,1X,'-',I4,4F72,F10.2)
FORMAT(1XJ4~I4,l~-'J4,4F72~10~,
' DR WATCH 9
FORMAT(lX,I4,2X,I4,1X~-',I4,4M?,F102, ' DR WARN. 9

FORMAT(lX,I4,2X,I4,1 X,'-',14,4F7~102, ' DR. EMERG. 9
FORMAT(lX,I4,lX,Il)

STOP

END

